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THE SISTER UNIVERSITIES

Ye famous sister Universities,

Oxford and Cambridge, whence proceeds your hate ?

Brothers' rare concord do ye imitate,

Each greeting each with mutual injuries ?

Brothers fall out and quarrell, I confesse,

But sisters love ; for it becomes you lesse.

Why strive ye sisters for antiquity ?

Cannot your present honour you suffice ?

Why strive ye sisters for that vanity,

Which if ye saw as 'twas, you would despise ?

You must make love ; love is your surest hold ;

Others must honour you and make you olde.

xiv



OXFORD AND CAMBRIDGE

INTRODUCTION

"tlTnEN a stranger visits Oxford or Cambridge, and strolls

through the Colleges, he probably imagines that the

University was founded at a certain date which can easily be

ascertained by reference to books
;
and that each College was

built on a definite plan, settled by the founder from the

beginning, and carried out by him and his successors with

no alterations except the obvious changes which time and

increasing numbers have rendered necessary.
These very natural ideas are, however, wholly erroneous.

Neither Oxford nor Cambridge can claim a founder, or even a

year in which their schools began to be frequented. The

painstaking research of numerous investigators does but enable

them to assert, in halting and qualified periods,
"
that the

real beginning of the Studium Generate at Oxford is due to a

settlement therein of a body of Masters and scholars in or

about 1 1 67, in consequence of an exodus from Paris, caused by
the Royal edicts, and the cutting off of free access to the great
centre of European education

"
; while, as for Cambridge, we

must be content to record that when our documents begin,
in the reign of Henry the Third, we find a full-fledged constitu-

tion Chancellor, Proctors, Masters, and Scholars but at

what date, and in consequence of what events, it came into
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being, has not as yet been ascertained, nor is there much pro-

bability that further light will be thrown on the mystery.
Before we proceed farther, however, let us get a clear idea of

what the body was which we call
"
the University," and which

we have been led, by long custom, to regard as a thing apart,

to be spoken of with hushed voices, as though invested with

sanctitj', like a shrine. In the first place we must remember
that the word university, in Latin universitas, merely means
"
the whole of you ;

" and that when a document is addressed

to Universitas Vestra, it does not refer to a place, but merely
to the whole body there assembled for teaching or other pur-

poses. This being the strict meaning of the word, I cannot

find a better description of the thing than that of Professor

Willis:

" The University of the Middle Ages was a corporation of learned men,
associated for the purpose of teaching, and possessing the privilege that no
one should be allowed to teach within their dominions unless he had received

their sanction, which could only be granted after trial of his ability. The test

applied consisted of examinations and public disputations ; the sanction

assumed the form of a public ceremony, and the name of a degree ; and the

teachers or doctors so elected or created carried out their office of instruction

by lecturing in the public schools to the students who, desirous of hearing them,
took up their residence in the place wherein the University was located. The

degree was, in fact, merely a licence to teach. The teacher, so licensed,

became a member of the ruling body. The University, as a body, did not

concern itself with the food and lodging of the students .... [but it]

assumed the care of their public morals."

The buildings required by such a corporation in the first

instance were few in number, and simple in character
;
a place

to meet in
;

a library ;
and rooms for the instruction of

students, who, after all allowance has been made for medieval

exaggeration, were evidently numerous. We read, both at

2
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Oxford and Cambridge, of schools, or, as we should say, lecture-

rooms, to which, in both places, special streets were assigned,
called Schools Street or Schools Lane. Subsequently, these

independent buildings were replaced by quadrangular structures

not unlike a group of modern lecture-rooms, which, in their

turn, have been absorbed by the Bodleian library at Oxford,
with the exception of the beautiful Divinity School and its

Proscholion (Plate 1) and by the Public Library at Cambridge,
while education has drifted into other channels demanding
varied and far different accommodation. The meetings of the

Senate were held, at Oxford, in the Church of St. Mary the

Virgin (Frontispiece) the history of which, as its historian

most truly observes, is in fact during the Middle Ages the

history of the University. At Cambridge the meeting-place
of the Senate is not so clear

;
but we may safely say that it

was in some church probably at first in the Church of St.

Benedict, afterwards in that of St. Mary the Great, or St. Mary
by the Market, as it was often called.

There is another point to which I must make brief allusion,

if we are to form a just idea of the
"
environment," to adopt

a very modern expression, of the student of old days. We
must forget the splendid High Street of Oxford and the Trump-
ington Street of Cambridge with the adjoining

"
Backs," or, as

I should prefer to call them,
"
the river fronts," of the Colleges ;

we must eliminate all the commanding buildings of various

kinds and in various styles ;
and we must replace them by a

network of narrow, gloomy streets, destitute of pavement and

ignored of scavengers. In both towns there was a sufficiency

of inhabitants before they were invaded, in the twelfth century,

by a crowd of teachers and learners. No wonder that the

two bodies often quarrelled ;
no wonder that the townsmen
s



determined to make the intruders pay so dearly for the annoy-
ance they were causing, that King Henry the Third wrote an

angry letter commanding the burghers of Cambridge to be more

reasonable, and threatening, if they persisted in their extor-

tions, that
"
Ourself will interfere in the matter

"
;
no wonder

that one sovereign after another attempted, with excellent

intentions but a deplorable lack of foresight, to make the

University independent of the Town, and in some particulars
above it a course of action which was the parent of

bickerings without end, the flame of which is not yet

extinguished.
The medieval student lived where he pleased and as he

pleased. Evidence is extant which shows that when he came
into residence (to adopt a modern phrase) he was a mere boy
thirteen or fourteen years of age, and yet he was allowed

complete independence both by his parents and by the authori-

ties of the University which he had selected. There were

Proctors, it is true, who were supposed to maintain order, but

their ideas of the offences that were to be punished, and the

offences that might be condoned, differed widely from our own.

His parish priest may, perhaps, have seen that he attended

Mass with becoming regularity ;
but in those days there was

no tutorial supervision. Actual outrage or breach of the

peace was not allowed
;

but with this reservation students

might do what they pleased. They might roam about the

streets up to the hour at which all respectable citizens were

in the habit of retiring to bed. Drunkenness was rarely treated

as a University offence, and immorality appears to have been

ignored by the simple expedient of looking the other way. On
the other hand, startling extravagances in dress the bearing
of arms and the taking part in rough amusements such as

6



were the fashion among gentlemen as, for instance, tourna-

ments, bear-baiting, hawking, and the like, were viewed with

disapprobation. As for lodgings, the difficulties about which

have been already noticed, the students presently took the

matter into their own hands, formed themselves into parties,

and hired houses on their own account, in which they lived

together, managing their own affairs in their own way, appar-

ently without interference from anybody. At Cambridge
these houses were called Hostels, at Oxford, Halls. As time

went on the authorities imposed regulations on these improvised
institutions

;
the rent was settled by a Board consisting of two

masters and two burgesses, and each Hostel was managed by a

Principal ; but, though he was recognised by external authority,
he was elected by the students, who, by this safeguard, ensured

themselves against the intrusion of an unpopular official into

their community. Any scholar, in fact, might come forward

and give the security required for the rent, and be admitted

to the Principalship by the landlord
; or, if he refused, the

scholar might repair to the Chancellor and be admitted by him.

These particulars are recorded by Dr. Caius, the well-known

physician, and as most of the Hostels had been in existence

during his own student-time, and he had himself been Principal

of one of them, Physwick Hostel, his information may be

trusted.

The discomforts of the medieval student were no doubt

considerable
;
but he had, at any rate, the satisfaction of knowing

that his teachers fared no better than he did. They, however,
as being less numerous, and perhaps, as older men, being more

ready to accept the existing state of things, took no individual

action, but waited patiently for the coming benefactor. He

came, in due time, in the person of one William of Durham, who,
7



in 1249 that is to say about a century after the assumed

inception of the University bequeathed 310 marks to the

University of Oxford,
"
to the end that with the revenues

issuing thence ten or eleven or twelve masters or more should

be sustained and relieved in the schools of Oxford." Out of

this humble beginning University College was subsequently

developed ;
but it would be erroneous to say that the colle-

giate system was inaugurated by Durham's bequest for

those who invested his money in houses had clearly no idea of

what might arise out of their action in the future. The colle-

giate system, which was to exercise so powerful an influence

on English education, and which at one time overshadowed

the University both at Oxford and at Cambridge, was really

inaugurated at Oxford by Walter de Merton, a man of property
and influence, Lord High Chancellor of England, and afterwards

Bishop of Rochester. Merton began his work in 1264, but his

plans were constantly changing, and his final statutes were

not issued till ten years afterwards. In our rapid sketch we
have no space for a detailed examination of the intentions of

Founders, but, as Merton did not merely found a College, but

the whole system of English University education, and as his

statutes, or Rule of Merton, as it came to be called, stood to sub-

sequent colleges as the Rule of St. Benedict stood to the later

monastic bodies, it will be well to note the principle by which

he was guided. This may be stated in a single sentence. He
wished to secure for his own order in the Church, the secular

priesthood, the academical benefits which the religious orders

were so largely enjoying. It is significant that in 1257 (only
seven years earlier than Merton's first code of statutes) Robert

de Sorbonne had established his college in Paris for

sixteen students in theology who were also secular clerks.
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As Bishop Copleston says, in his admirable study of Merton's

Rule:

" He borrowed from the monastic institutions the idea of an aggregate

body living by common rule, under a common head, provided with all things
needful for a corporate and perpetual life, fed by its secured endowments,
fenced from all external interference, except that of its lawful patron ; but,

after borrowing thus much, he differenced his institution by giving his bene-

ficiaries quite a distinct employment, and keeping them free from all those

perpetual obligations which constituted the essence of the religious life.

His beneficiaries are from the first designated as Scholars living in the Schools

(Scolares in scolis degentes) ; their employment was study They were

never to take vows
[if they did they would ipso facto lose their fellowship],

they were to keep themselves free of every other institution, to enter no
one else's obsequium. . . . Their time was not to be taken up by ritual or

ceremonial duties, for which special chaplains were appointed ; neither was
it to be bestowed on any handicrafts, as in some monastic orders."

The number of scholars was limited at first to twenty, but

afterwards it was to be dependent upon the funds available.

It is evident that between these Scholars, or, as we should say,

Fellows, and the modern undergraduate, there was no simi-

larity whatever. Nothing is said in the statutes, so far as I

have been able to discover, about the age or academical position

of the scholar when elected, but it is, I think, clear that he was

to be a man who had already graduated, and who was anxious

to prosecute his studies in Theology or Common Law, and ulti-

mately to become a secular priest. Had Merton not intended

this, why should he have accumulated so many benefices ?

It will, we think, conduce to clearness if, at this point, we
enumerate the Collegiate foundations of the two Universities

in chronological order, and then discuss the Collegiate plan-
its origin, and modifications as time proceeded, and new

requirements were developed.



EDWARD I (1272-1307)

1274 Oxford. Final statutes given by Walter de Merton.

1280 Rules for management of University Hall pre-

scribed by University.

1282 Statutes for Balliol Hall or House.

1283 Gloucester House founded for student-monks of

Benedictine Abbey of St. Peter at Gloucester.

1284 Cambridge Peterhouse, founded by Bishop Hugh de Balsham.

Before 1300 Oxford. Hall built for Benedictines of Durham.

EDWARD II (1307-1327)

1314 Oxford. Foundation of Stapeldon Hall, afterwards Exeter

College.

1324 Foundation of St. Mary's House, afterwards Oriel

College.

1324 Cambridge. Michael House founded by Hervey de Stanton.

1326 ,, University Hall, afterwards Clare Hall, founded

by Richard de Badew.

EDWARD III (1327-1377)

1337 Cambridge. Foundation of King's Hall.

1340 Hostel bought for student-monks of Ely.
1341 Oxford. Foundation of Queen's College.

1347 Cambridge. Pembroke Hall.

1348 Gonville Hall.

1350 Trinity Hall.

1352 ,, House of Corpus Christi.

1363 Oxford. House for Benedictines of Canter-

bury.

RICHARD II (1377-1399)

1379-80 Oxford. Foundation of New College (completed 1386).

HENRY VI (1422-1461)

1427 Oxford. Foundation of Lincoln College.

1428 Cambridge. House assigned to Benedictines of Croyland.
1435 Oxford. Foundation of St. Mary's College for Augustinians
1437 Bernard College for Cistercians,

afterwards St. John's College

10



HENRY VI (1422-1461) continued

1438 Oxford. Foundation of All Souls' College.
1441 Cambridge. King's College (on old site).

1446 First stone laid of Chapel of King's College.

1448 Foundation of Queens' College.
1457 Oxford. ,, ,, Magdalen College.

EDWARD IV (1461-1483)

1475 Cambridge. Foundation of St. Catherine's Hall.

HENRY VII (1485-1509)

1497 Cambridge. Foundation of Jesus College.

1505 Christ's College.

HENRY VIII (1509-1547)

1511 Cambridge. Foundation of St. John's College.
1512 Oxford. Brasenose College.

1516 Corpus Christi College.

1525 Cardinal College (Christ Church,

1546).

1542 Cambridge. ,, Magdalene College.

1546 ,, ,, ,, Trinity College.

PHILIP AND MARY (1554-1558)

1555 Oxford. Foundation of Trinity College (formerly Durham).
1555 St. John's College (formerly

Bernard).
1557 Cambridge. Gonville and Caius College (for-

merly Gonville Hall).

ELIZABETH (1558-1603)

1571 Oxford. Foundation of Jesus College.

1584 Cambridge. Emmanuel College.

1594 ,, Sidney Sussex College.

JAMES I (1603-1625)

1610 Oxford. Foundation of Wadham College.

1624 Pembroke College.

11



WILLIAM III (1689-1702)

1698 Oxford. Foundation of Worcester College (formerly

Gloucester House).

GEORGE III (1760-1820)

1800 Cambridge. Foundation of Downing College.

It would require a volume instead of the few pages to which

this Introduction must be restricted to describe minutely the

purpose of each of the foundations which succeeded each other

with such startling rapidity at both Oxford and Cambridge

during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. It will suffice

to say that, with a few notable exceptions, to be glanced at

when we come to speak of special foundations, they were all

designed for small communities, either of persons advanced in

years and degrees when they entered, or who, having been

young when elected, were expected to remain in College for

a considerable number of years, leading studious lives, and

probably, though no explicit statement is made on the subject,

directing the studies of others. The notable exceptions are

King's Hall at Cambridge, which must have been a school

rather than a college, New College at Oxford and King's College

at Cambridge. Of these, King's College was copied from New

College, and both were intended to carry on at the University

the education begun at Winchester and Eton respectively.

The undergraduate, as a rule, is conspicuous by his absence

from these Colleges and their statutes ;
but in a few Houses

he casts his shadow across the picture, in the shape of a

"
commensal," very nearly what used to be called a

Fellow-commoner .

The buildings required for these communities were very

simple a few rooms to lodge in, a hall to take their meals in,

12



and a kitchen with its offices in which to prepare their food.

Their devotions were performed in the nearest parish church,
their books were kept in a chest in whatever room seemed to be

the most secure, and the Master had no special dwelling assigned
to him, but merely occupied the best room in the college. The

adoption of a quadrangular plan with the buildings disposed
in order round a certain area did not take place for a long

while, as we shall see. A little reflection will show that until

the collegiate system, which was new to this country, had
stood the test of a long trial, it was impossible to decide whether
it would be a success or a failure, and therefore common-
sense said :

" Wait awhile, and then decide what buildings will

be best suited to your beneficiaries."

The four masters of arts maintained at Oxford out of William

of Durham's benefaction were located in a single house
;

the

foundress of Balliol College in 1284 placed her scholars in a

building called St. Mary's Hall
;
and even Merton, to whom

cost could have been no obstacle, though he had purchased a

large site, was content to lodge his scholars in one or more of

the ancient tenements fronting Merton Street. The only

building which he erected for their special use was a hall, to

which some sort of kitchen must doubtless have been attached.

Even the Chapel, for which he evidently intended a prominent

situation, was not begun till 1277, the year after his death.

In the same way the founder of Stapeldon Hall, afterwards

Exeter College, settled his scholars in a house called St. Stephen's
Hall in 1315

;
and the founder of Oriel College in 1324 settled

his in Tackley's Inn, whence he removed them ten years later

to the great messuage called Oriole on the present site
;
and

the founder of Queen's College in 1340 placed his Provost and

twelve scholars in a messuage called Temple Hall.

13



In none of these Colleges can we detect any hint of the

quadrangular arrangement which was afterwards to become

universal, except, indeed, at Merton, where a quadrangle was

roughly indicated by the buildings above mentioned
;

and

where a real quadrangle, now called Mob Quadrangle (Plate 5),

was begun in 1310, and completed about 1379. In that very

year, however, just a century after the collegiate system had
been inaugurated, Oxford was to witness the erection of New

College by William of Wykeham, a distinguished architect.

It is a monument of constructive ingenuity and artistic skill,

and from its completion the history of collegiate architecture

really begins.

The founder was compelled to choose a site close to the

Town Wall, so cramped and so irregular that it would have

crippled the plan of an inferior artist. But Wykeham not only

triumphed over all the difficulties, but he evolved from them
certain originalities of conception which were found to be so

convenient that they were adopted elsewhere. He placed his

quadrangle next to the Town Wall, which bounded the site on

the north, at the point where the site was broadest
; and, as

he wanted the warmer south side for chambers, his Chapel and

Hall occupy the north side. By a most original arrangement
the Chapel and Hall form a continuous range of building, the

altar of the former being placed against the partition-wall
which has the high-table of the latter on its other side. The

Chapel, therefore, has no east window, but in lieu thereof a

lofty pile of tabernacle-work and imagery covers the whole

surface of the east wall. The ante-chapel has the novel pecu-

liarity of being transeptal, so that the whole plan looks like

a cross-church without a nave. Westward of the Chapel, where

the site narrows, .is the cloister-cemetery, another novelty in

14



collegiate architecture, with a lofty campanile on its north
side (Plates 9 and 10).

The College is entered through a gateway-tower (then a
novelty in collegiate architecture), which rises plain and square
above the parapet-line of the chambers. The Warden's apart-
ments are above, and on each side of, this tower, so that he could
see all that was going forward in the court

; and his backyardand offices are on the south side of the lane of approach. The
library occupies the first floor of the east side of the quadrangle
while the treasury is at the top of a tower which surmounts
the stairs leading to the Hall. Eastward of the Hall is the
Kitchen, and eastward again a large garden. Here, then, for
the first time, we find disposed in a single quadrangle the six

principal elements of collegiate architecture, namely Chapel,
Hall, Library, Treasury, Warden's Lodging, Chambers.

It is characteristic of the imitative spirit which distinguished
collegiate architecture, that Wykeham's gate-house set the
pattern for all succeeding gate-houses in Oxford; but, as we
shall see, it had no influence on Cambridge. For instance,
at Bernard College, now St. John's, founded in 1437 by Arch-
bishop Chichele for the Cistercians, we find a quadrangle on
the lines of New College, with a gateway-tower on the west side,

Hall and Chapel in a line on the north side, and the
Library in the east range ; while in the following year All Souls'

College was begun by the same founder on a plan even more
exactly reminiscent of New College, as the Chapel is transeptal.
The last College erected at Oxford in the fifteenth century is

Magdalen College, the work of William Waynflete, Bishop of
Winchester. As might be expected, it recalls Wykeham's
work. The Chapel and Hall are arranged on Wykeham's
system, the Chapel having a transeptal ante-chapel, and its
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east end being in contact with the table end of the Hall, the

two together forming a high continuous range on the south

side of the quadrangle. A lofty campanile, on the south side

of the Chapel (Plates 13 and 14), is obviously borrowed from

Wykeham. But a new feature in collegiate architecture is

introduced into the principal quadrangle, namely, a cloister,
over which the Library and ranges of chambers are carried.

This College, which in mere beauty rivals, if it does not surpass,
its parent New College, has happily been preserved, to a great

extent, from modern interference.

Cardinal College, now Christ Church, begun by Wolsey in

1525, demands a brief notice, though it does not present any
features which alter our conception of the normal collegiate

plan. The quadrangle is of immense size, measuring 264 feet

by 281 feet
;
the Chapel would have been placed on the north

side. The Hall, erected by Wolsey, is on the south side
;
and

the east and west sides are occupied by chambers. In the
middle of the west side is a gateway-tower, not of the Oxford

type, but flanked by angle-towers. A cloister was intended
for the quadrangle, not as at Magdalen, with the buildings
above it, but external to them. The buildings, after Wolsey's
fall, were long left unfinished, and now present a curious

admixture of styles. Note especially the staircase to the Hall

(Plate 19) with its vault, built 1640, an admirable specimen
of Jacobean Gothic.

At this point we will glance at the colleges established at

Oxford for the student-monks of different religious houses.

One of these, St. Bernard's, now St. John's, has been noticed

already. The most important is, unquestionably, the College
now called Worcester College, but established originally in
1283 as Gloucester House, for thirteen student-monks from
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the Benedictine Abbey of St. Peter at Gloucester, and subse-
quently enlarged, so as to include all the Benedictine Abbeysm England. As many as thirty-five houses are known to have
contributed to the structure of this College the part built
by each being differentiated

"
by arms and rebuses depictedand cut in stone over each door." Of these many are still in

existence, on the north and south sides of the quadrangleIn addition to this House the Benedictines of Durham built
Durham College for the use of their own monks. It possesses
a small closed quadrangle, which, though bearing the name of
Trinity College and recognising Sir Thomas Pope as its founder

554, appears to be practically the monastic quadrangle
erected in the previous century. None of these colleges repro-
duces any feature distinctly referable to monastic influence.
At Cambridge student-monks were not numerous, and their
hostels were absorbed in Trinity Hall and Magdalene College
respectively.
We will now investigate the evolution of the collegiate planm the University of Cambridge ;

and we shall find that, as at
Oxford, the quadrangular arrangement was arrived at very
gradually. Our chronological table has shown that the estab-
shment of colleges there was inaugurated by Hugh de Balsham

Bishop of Ely, in 1284. He adopted as his guide the Rule of
Merton; and, like the predecessor whose work he intended to
copy, though on a much reduced scale, he placed his scholars
the number of which is not recorded, in two hostels or
dwelling-houses, at the south end of Cambridge, just beyondthe Trumpmgton Gate. These hostels fronted the street or road
leading to Trumpington, and were still standing in 1626. The
Great Hostle "

then contained ten chambers, the "Little
Hostle

"
seven. Bishop Hugh de Balsham died in 1286 and



bequeathed to his scholars three hundred marks, with which

sum they built a Hall. This building is, practically, the Hall

still in use. With this Hall, the Kitchen next to it, and the

primitive hostels, they were content for one hundred and

forty years, when they began to arrange their buildings round

a quadrangle ; but, as will be explained in our description of

the College, the result is very different from what had been

intended, and, we may add, far more original. They used the

parish church of St. Mary the Less as a chapel until 1628. The

founder of Michael House, in 1324, bought a mansion sufficiently

large to hold his scholars
;
Richard de Badew, in 1326, treated

University Hall, afterwards Clare Hall, in the same manner
;

and even Edward the Third, in 1337, was content with the

House of Robert de Croyland as a home for his scholars.

Marie de Valence, foundress of Pembroke College, lodged her

scholars in one or more houses standing on the site
;
but she

unquestionably planned a closed quadrangle, and she obtained

a Papal bull authorising the construction of a chapel in 1355.

When Gonville Hall was moved to its present position in 1353,

the scholars were lodged in the houses bought from two wealthy

townsmen, but the quadrangle was not completed for one

hundred and forty years. It should be mentioned that in this

College, as at Pembroke, a chapel seems to have been intended

almost from the first. At Trinity Hall, again, founded in 1350

by Bishop Bateman, the scholars were probably lodged at first

in a building called The Monks' Hostel. The founder built

them a Hall, and a range of chambers next the street, but the

Chapel was not added for nearly a century. It should be noted

that Bishop Bateman, probably influenced by monastic exam-

ples, planned his College without any direct entrance into the

principal court from the street, adding a small subsidiary court

18



through which the chief court was entered. This plan was

not copied elsewhere. The parish church of St. John Zachary
was so near that a separate Chapel was scarcely needed.

The small quadrangle of Corpus Christi, begun in 1352, and

finished in 1377, may claim to be the first closed quadrangle,

begun and finished under the same inspiration. It was entered

originally through a small archway from the churchyard of

St. Benedict. The Hall, Kitchen, Library, and Master's lodging
were on the south side

;
the east, north, and west sides were

occupied by chambers. A chapel was unnecessary, as the

College adjoined the parish church of St. Benedict. The

buildings were originally in two floors without garrets, and

constructed of plain, but very durable, materials, which have

endured the wear and tear of nearly six centuries without

showing any sign of serious decay. There have been a few

alterations, but, on the whole, this venerable quadrangle
retains its primitive appearance more thoroughly than any
other.

The middle of the next century witnessed the efforts of

Henry the Sixth to establish a school at Eton and a college

at Cambridge. The idea was suggested by Wykeham's work
at Winchester and Oxford, which, with characteristic enthu-

siasm, he was anxious not merely to imitate, but to surpass.

Abandoning his first idea of a small college behind the Schools'

Quadrangle, he acquired a vast site to the south of it, almost

in the centre of Cambridge, for a college which, had it been

completed, would have been one of the wonders of the world.

We know what he meant to build a great quadrangle a

cloister west of the chapel, with a belfry 120 feet high walls of
'

procinct,' fortified with towers as many as shall be thought

convenient," and a great gate of entrance for are they not
19



all recorded in the singularly clear design set forth in a docu-

ment called
" The Will of King Henry the Sixth," but which is

not a testament but only an expression of intention ? and is

not the Chapel (Plates 37 and 38) still standing to show the

manner in which it would have been realized ? It is hardly

necessary to remark that this splendid design which required

a royal purse for its realisation provoked no imitators. Of far

greater interest for our purpose is Queens' College, for which a

royal charter was granted 3rd December, 1446, a few months

after Henry had laid the foundation-stone of his great Chapel.

The real founder was Andrew Dokett, but the Queen, Margaret
of Anjou, was induced to take the House under her protection,

and the first stone of the buildings was laid in her name,
15th April, 1448. They went forward without any serious

interruption, and were completed in the course of a few years.

As the plan of this College exercised a paramount influence

over Cambridge collegiate architecture just as Wykeham's
College had done over that of Oxford, it demands a particular

examination.

The material is red brick
;

and the general treatment

recalls so vividly the buildings at Eton College which were

proceeding at the time of its foundation, that one is led almost

irresistibly to the conclusion that the two colleges were the

work of the same architect. The College is entered on the east

side through a conspicuous gateway-tower, flanked by four

angle-turrets, one of which, larger than the other three, con-

tains a staircase. This gateway-tower was then a novel feature

in Cambridge collegiate architecture, having been employed
only twice before, namely, at King's Hall (1427) and at the Old

Court of King's College (1441). The former was pulled down

by Nevile, when engaged in laying out the Great Court of
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Trinity College, but part of its facade was rebuilt against the

west end of the Chapel, where it may still be seen (Plate 53) ;

the second exists, unaltered so far as the ground plan is con-

cerned, but completed by a modern architect. The rest of the

east side of Queens' College contains chambers
;
on the north

side is the Chapel and Library ;
on the south side is a range of

chambers
;
and the west side is wholly occupied by the Hall-

range and its appurtenances, namely, a through-passage to

the court beyond, the Pantry, Buttery, and Kitchen, which is

lighted from the street. At the north end of the Hall extending

beyond the limits of the court is the Combination Room on
the ground floor, and the President's lodging above it.

There is a second court to the west of the principal court,
the history of which is not equally clear. On the west side,

and washed by the river, is a building in two floors, of the same
material and in the same style, and evidently of the same

date, as those of the principal court. It was at first intended

for official purposes connected with the College, but the Presi-

dent has been allowed the use of the largest room in it as a

dining-room, and of the rooms at the north end of the range
as a drawing-room and bedrooms. The cloisters on the north

and south sides of this second court are of unknown date, but

are evidently much later than the buildings with which they
communicate. Over the north cloister is the President's

Gallery (Plate 41), probably constructed between 1520 and

1540, a long narrow building, lighted by oriel windows, and

panelled in oak, of singular beauty, and in admirable

preservation.

The two Colleges founded by the Lady Margaret, Christ's

College and St. John's College, are both built on the same plan,

but with obvious differences in detail, as Queens' College.
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Christ's College (begun 1505), is entered through a noble gate-

way-tower commemorating the foundress by a gorgeous display

of her arms
;

it has the Chapel on the north side
;
and on the

east side, opposite to the gate of entrance, is the Master's Lodge,
the Hall, Buttery, and Kitchen. The south side is occupied by
chambers, as is the west side, with the exception of the south

end, which is appropriated to the Library. St. John's College

(begun 1511) had also a closed quadrangle. The east range,

through which it is entered, has a gateway-tower of what may
be called the Cambridge type (Plate 47), built of a rich red

brick, with a statue of St. John in a central niche between

the windows
;

while below is a display of the arms and

emblems of the foundress, with the crowned rose and the

crowned portcullis, glorious to behold. South of the gate on

the first floor, was the Library, with chambers below
;
on the

south side of the quadrangle is a range of chambers
;
the west

side has the Kitchen, Buttery and Hall
;

while the north side

had originally the Chapel and the Master's lodging.

Jesus College has been intentionally omitted from this enu-

meration, because it really contributes nothing to the investiga-
tion on which we are engaged. It was founded by John Alcock,

Bishop of Ely, in 1295, in the buildings of the nunnery of St.

Radegund, which he had found it necessary to suppress. The

plan, therefore, is not collegiate but monastic, and the Chapel

(Plate 45), the east end of which is a splendid specimen of the

Early English style, is only a large church cut down to suit

the requirements of a small college. The gateway (Plate 44),

due to Alcock or to one of the benefactors who assisted him,
is a remarkable monument, of original design, but it found no

imitator.

We have now surveyed the collegiate foundations of Oxford
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and Cambridge with sufficient minuteness to enable us to

summarize their plan, and the arrangement of their buildings.
At both Universities the quadrangular arrangement was

adopted, but not before the middle of the fourteenth century,
and even then very gradually. At Oxford it was due to the

brilliant initiative of William of Wykeham, whose college,

built on original lines, served as a model to succeeding founders.

To him belongs the credit of an inventor. At Cambridge
Queens' College may be regarded as a point of departure ;

but

the unknown architect, with all his cleverness, was only an
able adapter of the plans of the great manor houses. Take
Haddon Hall, Derbyshire, for instance, as an example or

Compton Winyates. The arrangements are identical. The

Hall, Kitchen, etc., occupy the side of the quadrangle opposite
to the gate of entrance, which is sometimes at a corner, some-

times central, and flanked with angle-towers. The Combina-
tion Room of the College finds its type in the withdrawing-
room of the lord

;
the Master's lodging, like the lord's, abuts

on the Hall, with even, occasionally, the small window of

observation
;
and the Master's gallery, like the lord's, forms

one side of the second court.

Colleges have often been called monastic, and their inmates

have been stigmatised as monks. No statements could have

been more unfortunate. Monks in all orders based on the

Rule of St. Benedict led a common life
; they slept together in

a dorter
; they attended all the Canonical Hours in their

church with the rare exception of officers engaged on business

of the House elsewhere
; they met daily in Chapter ; they

studied together in the cloister
; they observed silence

except for a very brief period in each day ; they renounced

all property. None of these essential characteristics make
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their appearance either in the statutes or in the buildings of

Colleges.

When additional space was required in Colleges to accom-

modate increasing numbers, and especially
"
pensioners," i.e.,

undergraduates who were willing to pay a fixed sum (j>ensio)

for board and lodging new principles were adopted. The
first of these was due to Dr. Caius, who laid the foundation-

stone of the new court at what was henceforth to be called

Gonville and Caius College, 3rd May, 1565. He built two

parallel ranges of chambers, connected together with a wall,

in the centre of which was the beautiful gate called Gate of

Honour (Plate 56), because it led to the Public Schools where

the honour of a degree was conferred on a successful student.

Dr. Caius was the father of modern sanitation, for he says in

one of his statutes :

" We decree that no building be constructed which shall shut in the entire

south side of the College of our foundation, lest for lack of free ventilation the

air should become foul, the health of our College, and still more the health of

Gonville's College, should become impaired, and disease and death be thereby
rendered more frequent in both."

These excellent ideas were followed in several Colleges at

Cambridge, as in the plans for the new colleges of Emmanuel

(1584) and Sidney Sussex (1594) ;
and in additions made to

various colleges. For instance, at Trinity Hall, when an

extension of the Master's Lodge and a Library were built by
Dr. Harvey, Master 1560-84, they formed the south and north

sides of a second court, closed on the west by a brick wall,

while the east side consisted of the existing chambers of the

quadrangle. This Library (Plate 34) is a most curious

building, fitted up with bookcases on a pattern deliberately
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copied from the fashions of a previous age, when chaining was

universally practised.

An original arrangement, based upon the views of Dr. Caius,

was introduced at Peterhouse in 1628, when a new Chapel was

being planned. It was placed at the eastern extremity of the

quadrangle, midway between the north and south ranges,

with which it is connected by cloisters. These carry galleries,

which provide access to the previously erected chambers
;

while the cloisters themselves permit a thorough ventilation

of the principal court, and of a subsidiary court towards the

street. It has been thought that this clever and picturesque

arrangement, adopted during the mastership of Dr. Matthew

Wren, may have been due to his father, Dr. Christopher Wren,
who is recorded to have possessed considerable skill in archi-

tecture. It was copied by his nephew, Sir Christopher Wren,
at Emmanuel College, in 1668.

At Pembroke College a second court open to the east was

begun in 1610.

There are, however, some notable exceptions to what has

been called
"
the sanitary arrangement," which must be briefly

noticed. At St. John's College a second closed quadrangle
was built between 1598 and 1602, but it was so spacious that

purity of air could not be affected by its enclosure. This

court has on the north side a gallery, intended originally for the

use of the Master, as at Queens' College. When a new Library
was needed, it was built (in 1623) on a site external to this

court, with a singularly picturesque oriel at the west end

(Plate 49), washed by the river. But before long the need for

additional chambers obliged this College to erect a third court

(1669-1671), the north side of which is formed by the Library.

St. John's College has in consequence three closed quadrangles
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communicating with each other. The Bridge leading into the

grounds (Plate 50) was built in 1696.

When Dr. Thomas Nevile planned the Great Court of Trinity

College (Plate 53), he was compelled by the position of several

existing buildings, which it was necessary to incorporate in

his new works, to adopt the old closed quadrangle. This

was built between 1597 and 1602, in which latter year the

Fountain was erected. The Hall (Plate 54) was begun in

1604 and finished in 1608. In the subsidiary quadrangle,

however, which Nevile built at his own cost in 1614, the new
ideas were adopted, and it consisted, at first, of two ranges of

building connected by a wall. Afterwards, in 1676, these

ranges were lengthened, and the court closed in by the

magnificent Library, built by Sir Christopher Wren, at the

instance of Dr. Isaac Barrow, Master.

It must also be noticed that at Clare College a closed quad-

rangle was commenced in 1638
;
and though not completed

until the beginning of the eighteenth century, the original

scheme was respected. The river-front with the Bridge (1638-

40) is specially beautiful (Plate 32). But the whole College
deserves careful study, as it exhibits most interesting changes
of style, from the renaissance of the middle of the seventeenth

century, to the classical style which became fashionable in the

eighteenth.
The innovation of Dr. Caius was not approved at Oxford,

for while it was being generally adopted at Cambridge, eight

completely closed quadrangles were built there. These are,

as Professor Willis points out, Jesus College (1571) ;
Exeter

College (1605) ;
Wadham College (1610) ;

Oriel College (1620) ;

University College (1634) ;
and the courts added to Merton

College (1610), to Lincoln College (1612) ;
and to St. John's
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College, by Inigo Jones (1631). The garden-front of this

College is specially beautiful. Subsequently, however, the

quadrangle with one side open was adopted by Wren and his

followers, but probably rather on account of its beauty than

its sanitary value.

JOHN WILLIS CLARK.

PETERHOUSE, CAMBRIDGE FROM LITTLE ST. MARY'S LANE
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OXFORD

That sweet city with her dreaming spires,

She needs not June for beauty's heightening.



UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, OXFORD

T
JNIVERSITY

COLLEGE has suffered much, recently, by
reason of its name : for only experts who know the

shorter
"
Univ." can be expected to distinguish the College in

the High from that larger University of which it is a part.

Perhaps, therefore, there is some excuse for those old Fellows

who sought, not unsuccessfully, to use the name as proof of

their College's priority in time, and claimed King Alfred as their

founder. This was in 1381, and there seem serious grounds
for a suspicion that the pious fiction was backed up by an

impious forgery. The point, in any case, was gained : the

second Richard recognized University as a foundation of his

predecessor, Alfred. Years rolled by, years in which Alfred

was cited and blessed as founder, till finally use was taken

for authority, and the plea set up that to destroy the legend
would be to declare many good clerics to have given thanks

daily throughout centuries for a mere nothing ;
an obvious

scandal to Religion ! And so the Court of King's Bench gave

judgment that King Alfred was the very founder. So, too,

the College duly held revel at its
"
millenary

"
;

still blesses

Alfred as a pious benefactor; houses his bust
;

and the fact

that nobody believes does not affect the pride or legality of

the tradition.

To come to mere History, it must be owned that, though the

benefactions and endowments from which University evolved
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are very ancient, its actual birth as a College comes at a later

date. To William of Durham belongs the glory usurped by

royal Alfred : and from the Archdeacon's 310 marks, bequeathed
in 1249, there grew gradually the Great, or Mickle, University
Hall. And this much boast the College may make, that its

proud name is due to the fact that it was the first Hall acquired

by the University. At first, its origin, thus bound up with

Durham and the North, limited both its sympathies and its

Fellows to the Northern counties : but in the m.id-nineteenth

century such narrow ambitions were brushed aside by a

Commission, and now the old College lies open for the world.

Its buildings, as they stand at present, reflect the times

neither of Alfred nor of William of Durham, but are typical of

Gothic architecture in the mid-seventeenth century. In the

Hall the fine old roof has recently been revealed, and much

might still be done in this process of real
"
restoration,"

especially in the Chapel, where fine windows by Van Ling and

the massive screen have luckily survived the period of Improve-
ment. Here, too, is Flaxman's mural tablet to Sir William

Jones, the great Oriental scholar.
"
Univ.,

' '

indeed, is particularly rich in sculptures. The new

Library seems almost to have been built round the vast, horrific

statues of Lord Stowell and his brother, Lord Eldon : one need

not marvel to hear that this memorial was refused elsewhere

upon the score of size. The College is far happier in another

rejected sculpture, Mr. Onslow Ford's wonderful, poetic
"
Shelley." Rome's loss is Oxford's gain, and even in its present

vulgar setting of a star-daubed dome, this beautiful memorial

lends to University an adornment that no other College, possibly,
can rival. No need to tell again how atheistic writings brought
about the expulsion of Oxford's greatest poet, whose College
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home, once littered with almost everything except the

statutory work-books, now forms part of the prim Junior
Common Room.

It was in 1810 that Shelley became an undergraduate : and

not a year later, his desire to waken Oxford,
"
a seat where

learning sits very comfortably, well thrown back, as in an easy

chair," led to the pioneer's retirement. The Necessity of

Atheism, nowadays, would probably be treated as a boyish

paradox ;
such standards of revolt, woven with thought's first

energies, are raised most safely in the stolid byways of a

University, and thus there is exhausted a force that might

spell peril, later. But those were serious days, and it is left

for modern Fellows to honour the memory of one rejected by
their predecessors.

Another statue tells a curious chapter of the College history.

Over its gateway, on the quadrangle side, stands James II

(rarely seen in stone), placed there by
"
Old Obadiah," the

Romanistic Master. The Rev. Obadiah Walker; having found

room in the College for a chapel of his new religion, made

University for a while the centre of Popery in Oxford. But

those who wish to learn the end of that episode may pass
into the High and throw their gaze up to where, upon the

building's other side, there stand the statues of Queen Mary
and Queen Anne.

To follow University's famous sons through seven centuries

would fill too much paper, but possibly the name of Shelley
should lead to that of Poetry's great patron, Sir Roger

Newdigate, whose prize is still the day-dream of an Oxford poet.

His portrait, with that of Dr. Radcliffe (commemorated also

in the name of his quadrangle), Dean Stanley, and many other

worthies, hangs within the College Hall.
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University, like every other College, has had to weather its

periods of storm. There is a dark chapter known to Oxford

men, wherein disturbance led to a denuded building ! But all

the while, by some odd potency of Time, the old place was pro-

ducing its good men
;

until in the last years of the nineteenth

century, coincidence of a great Master and an energetic Dean

restored it permanently to its old estate. To Dr. Franck

Bright, the historian, and to the present Head Master of

Winchester, Mr. Burge, belongs the glory of having raised

University, both in Schools and Sport, to the position that its

History deserved, as one of the great Colleges of Oxford.

D. C.
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BALLIOL COLLEGE, OXFORD

gALLIOL men stoutly claim precedence for their College on
the ground of seniority. They yield to the legendary

antiquity of University College, but they will not give place to
[erton. To tell the truth, however, the beginnings of Balliol

e very small, and not to be compared with the foundation
I Walter de Merton. John de Balliol, Lord of Barnard Castle

married to the Lady Dervorguilla of Galloway through whom
us son afterwards claimed the Scottish crown, was a turbulent
gentleman of the North Country. In or about the year 1260 he
came into collision with the Church, represented by that great
potentate the Bishop of Durham

; penance was imposed he
was scourged at the door of Durham Abbey, and required to
furnish perpetual maintenance for some poor scholars at Oxford
He delayed obedience, and it was not until the year 1266 that
he established a party of scholars in a hired house hard by
the church of St. Mary Magdalene, with the munificent
allowance of eightpence a week. Three years later he died
beseeching his widow and executors for the good of his soul to
complete the foundation. But the estate was encumbered

badly managed ;
it was not until the year 1282 that

Lady Dervorguilla, moved by her conscience and byher confessor, the Franciscan Richard of Slickbury fulfilled
her husband's intention. She then established, with suitable
statutes, a body of sixteen scholars under the government of



two Proctors, conveying to them property sufficient for a

modest maintenance.

This society occupied three houses in Horsemonger Street, now

called Broad Street, adjoining the former residence of Balliol's

poor scholars. Thus the College has had local continuity from

the first, and before the fourteenth century was well advanced

a great part of the present site was acquired. The Proctors and

scholars worshipped in the parish church of St. Mary Magda-

lene, the beautiful south aisle of which is said, on doubtful

authority, to have been built especially for their accommodation.

Here they procured Masses to be said, according to their

statutes, for the souls of the founders ;
the Lady Dervorguilla,

with rare moderation, requiring this service only three times

a year. We hear of an oratory soon afterwards built within

the house, by licence of the Bishop of Lincoln, but the privilege

of celebrating Mass therein was granted for the first time by

a Bull of the eccentric pontiff, Urban VI. No vestige of these

older buildings appears to survive, but in the middle of the

fifteenth century considerable works were undertaken, some of

which yet stand. The College was now flourishing, commoners

of great dignity and wealth being entertained. Among these

were John Tiptoft, Earl of Worcester, the Italianate Englishman

who brought the culture and the villainy of the Renaissance

in equal measure to this island, Humphrey, Duke of Gloucester,

and William Grey, afterwards Bishop of Ely. At the cost of

such alumni were built the Hall, now containing the Under-

graduates' Library, the solar chamber at its southern end

with the beautiful oriel window still to be seen, and at right

angles to these the Library, which is the peculiar glory of the

College. Coeval with the Vatican Library, it is probably the

oldest collection of books having continuous existence north of
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the Alps. Hither William Grey brought two hundred fine

manuscripts procured during his sojourn in Italy, many of
which are still in the book-cases.

After this brilliant period the College had for some time
an uneventful history. The Jesuit Robert Parson was a
ther sinister figure among its sons of the later sixteenth

century, having been known as a violent Puritan when he
was a Fellow. During the Civil War, the plate seems to have

ike that of other houses, to the Royal Mint that was set
up at New Inn Hall; the beakers from which modern under-
graduates drink modern beer are of later date. Some of these
)ear an inscription describing them as the gift of the Duke of
Monmouth, for that semi-royal weakling was a commoner here,and furnished the tables in appropriate fashion. The Collegewas prosperous, if not distinguished. About this time rose the
first of the quiet and dignified ranges of buildings that partly
close m the garden beyond the first quadrangle ;

the next is
the eighteenth century, and beyond the region known as

-the Lady Elizabeth of that name was an obscure
benefactor of the College another group of buildings with a
gate-tower recalls in decent simplicity the early virtues of

Gothic revival. Perhaps the style is symbolic; the
Hidings synchronize with the great changes that lifted the
)llege from its quietude, renewed its earlier fame, and raised

one of the smaller and poorer foundations to the leading place in

University. The connection of Balliol with the North
,ountry had been strengthened by the establishment of the Snell
xhibitions, held exclusively by members of the University of

Glasgow, one of which had brought Adam Smith to Oxford
but under the rule of Dr. Jenkins most of the scholarships

fellowships were thrown open to all comers. Following
39



the lead of Oriel in this respect, Balliol presently shot ahead

of its forerunner in the new task of securing the best men
;

the Balliol scholarship soon became the blue ribbon for which

the public schools competed, and a Balliol fellowship was taken

to be the crown at two or three and twenty of a well-spent

career. A certain tendency of Balliol men to think pretty

well of themselves has been supposed to date from this period.

Fame brought growing prosperity, and prosperity brought new

buildings. The Chapel, erected as a memorial of Dr. Jenkins,

was unhappily entrusted to Mr. Butterfield, whose peculiar

merits suffer in Oxford from the prevalence of architectural

methods unlike his own. The buildings erected by Sir Alfred

Waterhouse about the old quadrangle have displaced some

that could ill be spared, and would themselves be more at

home in Touraine
;
but his great Hall and its accessories at the

end of the Garden Quadrangle have a certain grandeur. These

are in a sense, a memorial of Benjamin Jowett, of whom one

still thinks as The Master.

T. A. L.
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MERTON COLLEGE, OXFORD

jy/JERTON
COLLEGE claims, and can prove the claim, to be

the oldest of University Colleges. The founder was Walter
de Merton, the great statesman and ecclesiastic of the reign of
Henry III, and the founding dates back to 1264. In that yearWalter de Merton instituted on his estate at Maiden, in Surreya House which he called Domus Scolarium de Merton', and which
he designed

"
for the perpetual maintenance of twenty scholars

studying at Oxford." In 1265 the founder obtained a site for
permanent buildings in Oxford, and the College as a building
dates from that year. From that year, too, in a sense, dates
Oxford University as we see it to-day. For Walter de Merton
founded more than Merton College. His idea of a community
of students working together in a common building towards
a common end, inspired by the same influence and guided bythe same traditions, was the first and the true idea of all Colleges
founded since.

Of Walter de Merton's Statutes and the buildings of
Merton College Mr. Willis Clark has written in his introductory
chapter. But the actual age of the buildings and the style of
the architecture are only part of the interest and charm of the
College. A Merton man would recall, of memories of the
architecture and the other features of his College, first, perhaps
the view of the Fellows' Quadrangle facing the meadows; a
long line of gables above the old city wall, and above them the
noble Chapel Tower

;
a tower with a strength and majesty of



its own which need no comparison with the lighter graces of

Magdalen. In the College itself the Chapel, with its magnificent
choir and the old glass in its windows, must come first, and one

of the outstanding features is the quaint symmetry of Mob

Quad a name never yet explained. But the chief treasure,

of course, is the Library, built in 1377
;

its ceiling, its panelling,
and its books set it alone. Last, there are the shaded spaces
and the level terrace of the finest gardens in Oxford.

The history of the College has been of a certain immanent

staunchness of opinion among its members which separated
them at least three times from the current of thought of the

University. That sturdiness of outlook first led the College,

of which Wycliff was a Fellow, to stand up for Wycliffs doctrine

and Wycliffs ideas of reform. Later came a curious persis-

tence in upholding Rome
;

for it was a Merton Sub-Warden
who presided over the burning of Latimer and Ridley, and

a Merton Vice-Chancellor who preached before the faggots

from the text :

"
Though I give my body to be burned and

have not charity, it profiteth me nothing." Third of the move-

ments in which Merton took sides strongly was Puritanism.

The Warden, Nathaniel Brent, was for the Parliament, and

Charles dismissed him
;
but the College, though scattered, kept

its opinions ;
there were more Puritans at Merton through

the years 1648-1658 than at any College in the University.

The Civil War saw Charles I and his Court at Oxford. The

King lodged at Christ Church
;

the Queen held her court at

Merton, and the room over the archway of the Fellows' Quad-

rangle is stih
1 known as the Queen's Chamber. Later, in the year

of the Plague, Charles II brought his queen and his mistresses

to Merton, honouring Oxford and Merton less than their open
doors deserved.
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First among Merton's great men must come the founder

himself, Chancellor of England and Bishop of Rochester
;

a

man of fixed purpose, of knowledge to plan and will to perform ;

the founder of the liberty and sodality of all college commu-
nities. With such a man's purpose and foundation tradition

associated other men of great learning ; Roger Bacon, and
Duns Scotus, and William of Ockham. Tradition is wrong ;

but tradition means at least this, that to belong to Oxford

was to owe much to Merton. Actually in the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries Merton sent out no fewer than six men
to be archbishops of Canterbury, Bradwardine greatest of the

six
;

in the same period there were nine Merton bishops ;
and

since the founding to the present day the College has given to

the United Kingdom and Ireland some forty bishops and
eleven archbishops. The traditions of a great churchman
have lived after him.

The greatest Merton name is John Wycliff, Fellow of the

College before he went as Master to Balliol. Of the Merton

archbishops, John Kemp was Chancellor of England in 1426.

But the superb name is Henry Savile, Warden from 1586 for

thirty-five years, translator of Tacitus, Greek scholar and

compiler of an edition of St. Chrysostom on which he spent

8,000. Under Savile the College buildings were restored and

enlarged ;
and it was Savile and his College who gave the

greatest help of all when Sir Thomas Bodley, Fellow of Merton,
founded the Bodleian Library and set his name in the heart

of every scholar of generations to come. It was Savile, too,

who founded the chairs of Geometry and Astronomy named
after him

;
and it was under Savile that John Chamber founded

the Eton Postmastership in 1604. Scholars of Merton,
it should be noted, have always been called postmasters ;
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the name is portionista, corrupted plausibly enough into

post-magister.
One of Merton's honoured but adventitious names is Harvey,

the famous physician ;
he was made Warden for one short

year by Charles I, interrupting the wardenship of the Puritan

Brent. To the day of the Civil Wars, too, belongs Anthony
Wood, Oxford's historian and antiquary ;

and after the Restora-

tion comes Richard Steele, who left without a degree, but

with
"
the love of the whole Society." The nineteenth century

added other names
;

a noble memory is Bishop Patteson's,

who went from Merton to die a missionary's death among
savages. A great scholar and historian belonged to a later

generation, Bishop Mandell Creighton ;
and nineteenth century

politics have heard much of the names of the late Lord Elgin,

of Lord Randolph Churchill, and of Lord Halsbury, who is still

able to make the wittiest after-dinner speeches in the company
of men fifty years his junior. Last, and best known name
of all to the Merton of the past quarter of a century, is the

memory of the late Warden, the Hon. G. C. Brodrick. Author,

journalist, antiquary and courteous scholar, many Merton men
owe him much. No writer, certainly, without the help of his

research, and the College history added to it by Mr. B. W.

Henderson, lately the College Librarian, could put together
even the slightest note upon Merton.

E. P.
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EXETER COLLEGE, OXFORD

neighbouring Colleges, Exeter and Lincoln, resemble

each other in being ruled by Rectors and in bearing the

names of the dioceses over which their respective founders

presided. In regard to the former College, this was not the case

in the first instance. As Stapeldon Hall it was originally

known, the residence of the twelve scholars in the University
for whom the fourteenth-century Bishop of Exeter, Walter de

Stapeldon, made provision. A North Devon man, Stapeldon
was elected to the Bishopric of Exeter in 1307. During his

occupation of the See, he is said to have expended on his Cathe-

dral Church a sum amounting in value to 50,000 of our money.
In the disastrous reign of Edward II he joined to his pastoral
office the functions of a man of affairs, serving the State as

ambassador, and the King as his chief counsellor. In 1320

he rose to be Lord High Treasurer, in which capacity he did his

best, but in vain, to avert the consequences of Edward's folly,

and rebellion breaking out in 1326, and the King having fled to

Wales, Stapeldon, who was left to defend London, was brutally
slain by a mob. He now lies buried near the High Altar of his

Cathedral.

Great as compared with his contemporaries, Stapeldon should

be ranked among our great ecclesiastical statesmen. But for

present purposes it must be accounted his chief merit that,

amid the cares of Church and State, he did not forget the claims
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of the poor scholars in his huge West Country diocese, which

embraced both Devon and Cornwall. His benefaction took the

form of an endowment to be administered by the Dean and

Chapter of Exeter, for the purpose of enabling twelve Scholars

of Stapeldon Hall to study philosophy in Oxford.

One peculiarity of his scheme was the annual election by the

Scholars of a member of their body as Rector. In his ordinance

that none of his beneficiaries should study theology, and that

all should be laymen save the priest chaplain, we can trace a

dislike of the influence of the friars. It was in 1314 that the

Bishop placed his little band of poor Scholars in Hart Hall

the site of the present Hertford College but before very long
he transferred them to the site now occupied by Exeter College.

Like some other Colleges, notably Gonville and Caius, Cam-

bridge, Exeter is under obligations to a second founder. Sir

William Petre, an adroit statesman who kept his place under

four sovereigns, Henry VIII, Edward VI, Mary and Elizabeth,

obtained for his old College a charter of incorporation in 1566,

enlarging the area from which the Fellows might be drawn,

adding considerably to the College revenues, and providing a

new set of statutes which were designed to propagate the new

learning and to change the disciplinary arrangements of the

place. The effect of Petre's benefaction was immediately shown
in the large increase of membership of the College. Other

benefactors have, at different periods, helped further to endow
the College, notably King Charles I, who attached to it one of

his three Channel Island Fellowships with which he endowed

Jesus, Pembroke and Exeter Colleges respectively. Thus the

doors of this old West Country house were opened yet wider

to newcomers from other parts.

How the buildings came to their present arrangement there

so
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is not space here to show. It must suffice to say that they
are the result of a long series of developments. The present
Chapel is the third the College has possessed, and even this
does not occupy the site of that which Stapeldon himself conse-
crated. That was converted into the Library in 1624, when
Hakewill built a new Chapel on the ground now covered'by its
successor. Hakewill's building possessed the unusual feature
of an aisle on the south of the Chapel proper. The screen
exhibited the same character as that in the Dining Hall. In
the fifties the craze for restoration, or, rather, for demolition,
was raging, with results for Exeter which, in some respects,
cannot be too much deplored. On the pretext that Hakewill's
:hapel was insecure, it was mercilessly destroyed, and the
present structure was designed by Sir Gilbert Scott to take its

place. An imitation of La Sainte Chapelle in Paris, it is a
creditable example of revived Gothic, but its extreme contrast
with its surroundings, and particularly with the fine Jacobean
Hall opposite, is obvious to the most casual observer. The
Chapel, however, incongruous though it be, is enriched with
many gifts, and the famous tapestry representing the Adoration
of the Magi is the joint work of two Exeter men, William Morris
and Edward Burne-Jones. Our artist's drawing gives a view
of the Fellows' Garden, a delightful retreat, flanked on one side

by the Divinity School and the Bodleian, and containing the
famous chestnut tree beloved by Bishop Heber, who looked down
upon it from his rooms in Brasenose.

It is one of the chief glories of this old West Country College
that it offered domicile to that great Scholar of the Renaissance,
William Grocyn, who, in the last decade of the fifteenth century,'
lectured on Greek literature in the Hall. A rapid glance at
some names connected with Exeter shows the varied parts



played by its sons. Of high rank among learned Oxford men
are two of the Rectors, Prideaux and Kennicott. Among those

who served the Church in high places Archbishops Seeker and

Marsh, and Bishops Jacobson and Ridding may be mentioned,
as also in law, the Coleridges, father and son, the former, a

Judge of the King's Bench
;

the latter, Lord Chief Justice
and with them Lord Justice Chitty. The influence of F. D.

Maurice on religious thought survives to this moment. In

the department of historical research Canon Rawlinson's Five

Ancient Monarchies obtained for him celebrity. The romance
of history knows no rarer exponent than J. A. Froude. In

science the writer of The Antiquity of Man, Sir Charles Lyell,

will not soon be forgotten. Sir Edward Burne-Jones and
the artist-poet, William Morris, attained no mean fame. The
author of Lorna Doone is not the least among writers of fiction.

A. R s.



ORIEL COLLEGE, OXFORD

/^\F institutions as of individuals it may be said that some
have greatness thrust upon them. Oriel is singularly

independent of material advantages, it has nothing on which
to rely in the way of site or buildings, certainly nothing which

would account for the place which it has held in history. Until

a few years since it was buried at the bottom of its own Lane,
even the small open space in front of the college gate is a

modern innovation, and was the site of the college stables. So,

too, a mystery hangs about its foundation, its original seat, and
even the meaning of its name. May we believe the old legend
which tells of Edward II, in the heat of Bannockburn, vowing
a house to the Virgin if he escaped, and may we see in Oriel the

fulfilment of his vow ? Certain it is that on April 28, 1324, he

issued Letters Patent to
"
his beloved clerk," Adam de Brome,

to found a college. Did the College stand at one time in High
Street, and is it now, thanks to the Rhodes' benefaction,

resuming a central and commanding position ? Does it take

its name from the building on the site of which it stood, and

was that so called from a prominent window, used as an oratory,
such as one sees at Nurnberg ? These are questions to which

the final answer is not yet forthcoming
As it stands, the front quadrangle of the College was built

during the Civil Wars, which seem hardly to have broken in upon
its peaceful life. Of the building which till then had housed its
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members, not a stone was left : the site was cleared. One
small piece of stained glass in the ante-chapel is the sole sur-

viving fragment of the old College. The new buildings contained

from the first a hall, a chapel and lodging for the Provost and

Fellows. Of the Chapel we need not speak at length. It is

a good specimen of the work of the time, with its fine panelling,

made to represent perspective, with its screen, a little later,

perhaps, in date, and its lectern, which may be made of cannon

used in the Civil Wars. Modern times have added stained glass

in the windows, a shapely organ, and a massive pendant. As

the visitor stands in the quadrangle, facing East, his eye is

caught by a flight of steps leading to the Hall, with its porch
and legend Regnante Carolo, and a canopy with statues variously

described, but now said certainly to be of Edward II and

Charles I, and over all the rapidly vanishing figures of the

Virgin and Child. The Hall is distinguished for its roof, and its

lantern, which served till early in the last century as the smoke-

vent, for in the boards may yet be traced the spot on which the

brazier stood, when men sat
" round the fire."

Pass to the inner quadrangle. There, where was once the

college garden, building has gradually encroached. Dr. Robinson,

bishop and statesman, built a block hortante Maria conjuge,

and put on it one of the Runic inscriptions, which had fired his

fancy in the North. Facing them are those given by Provost

Carter, of whom Hearne has so much to tell us. But the

prominent object here is the Library, which takes up all the

north side of this irregular quadrangle, a work of singularly

just proportion and dignity. Its history is curious. Late in

the eighteenth century Lord Leigh left to the College the contents

of his library. The old accommodation for books was inadequate,
so a new building was put up to house both old and new. If
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tradition may be trusted, the ghost of the donor long haunted
the quadrangle. The ground floor of the Library is divided
between two common rooms. What a flood of memories the
name calls up ! It was here that Whately ruled society with
his pitiless logic and trenchant common-sense here Blanco
White shivered at the climate and the orthodoxy of England,
here the Noetic School, of which Mr. Tuckwell has just written
so sympathetically, rose, flourished, and decayed. It was here,
again, that the High Church Movement, which took its place,'
first took its rise. Here Newman and Hurrell Froude sketched
out the lines of the new policy, and Keble, coming in from the

country, blessed it. Here in their turn all the great men of
whom the College is so proud have sat and discoursed of things
past, present, and future.

A word as to the further quadrangle, now in the hands of
architect and builders. It was long a separate foundation,
St. Mary Hall, with a life and history of its own, and it was
joined to the College so lately as 1902. Once, it was said,
Erasmus lodged in the buildings. Certainly Sir Thomas More
studied there, and Principal King, if tradition may be trusted,
entertained the Young Pretender, stalwart Jacobite that he
was, and the memory of the last Principal is still green.

Of the life that went on within the walls of Oriel many have
written

;
like all college histories, it is a list of names with little

or nothing in common. The College has been happy and
distinguished in its Provosts. To take only the last century,
Eveleigh reformed the University, Copleston raised his society
to the highest point it ever reached, Monro was known at home
and abroad as among the first scholars of his time. In the list

of Fellows may be found the names of Gilbert White, the genial
naturalist of Selborne, Whately, Hampden, Thomas and



Matthew Arnold, Keble, Newman, Pusey, Clough and Church.

And if the brilliance of their record has thrown the scholars and

commoners of the College somewhat into the shade, they can

point with pride to Sir Walter Raleigh, William Prynne, Chief

Justice Holt, Lord Chancellor Talbot, Bishop Butler,
"
Single-

speech
"

Hamilton, Samuel Wilberforce, Mark Pattison, J. A.

Froude,
" Tom "

Hughes, Lord Goschen, and Cecil Rhodes.

L. R. P.

OLD HOUSES IN HIGH STREET NOW DEMOLISHED
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QUEEN'S COLLEGE, OXFORD

'TPHE well-known front of Queen's College, designed for the

most part by Hawksmoor, would not lead the passer-by
to guess either the antiquity of the foundation, or its vigorous
hold on its old traditions. The founder of the College was

Robert de Eglesfield, a member of a Cumbrian family, who
became Chaplain to Queen Philippa, the Consort of Edward III.

The " Aula Scholarium Regintz de Oxon "
received a royal

charter in 1341. It was to consist of a Provost and twelve

Fellows, being the number of the Apostles, and, as circum-

stances admitted, seventy scholars were to be brought up in it

in memory of the seventy disciples sent forth by our Lord.

The founder's seal, with its three eagles, was to remain

unchanged, and has supplied the present arms of the College.

The founder desired that the members of his College should

be summoned to their dinner
"
per clarionem," and to this day

a trumpet gives notice of the beginning of dinner. The founder

ended his days as a member, probably Provost, of his own

society in the year 1349. Queen Philippa was a benefactress

to the College, and other Queens Consort, such as Anne, wife of

Richard II, Henrietta Maria, Caroline, and Charlotte have

justified the College's motto, Regina erunt nutrices tuce. The
Black Prince, when a young boy, and, in the next century,

Henry V came here to study. Two pieces of old glass, now pre-

served in the Library, commemorate the residence of Henry V
61
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with his uncle, Cardinal Beaufort, in a room above the old

entrance of the College. It is said that the young prince, having
to appear before his father to answer for some misconduct,

appeared in a robe from the eyelets of which were hanging
needles and threads, and that this may have been intended to

signify his industrious habits, and may also have contained a

punning reference to the founder's name aiguille fil. At any
rate the rebus is recognized by the College, for every New
Year's Day each of those present at dinner receives from the

bursar a needle with a thread, which is red, blue or black according
to the faculty to which the recipient belongs, while he is told to

' Take this and be thrifty." On festive occasions the magni-
ficent gilded horn, perhaps as old as the College, and bearing
the inscription

"
Wacceyl," is still passed round. The Boar's

Head ceremony is observed on Christmas Day, when a large

boar's head is carried into the Hall on a silver trencher, highly

decorated, and accompanied by the Choir, and the carol of the

Boar's Head is sung as the procession moves up to the High
Table. It is interesting to notice that at the High Table the

President always sits in the middle with the other guests on

either side of him. The ends of the table and the opposite
side are only occupied in case of necessity, and the general

arrangement thus recalls the traditional appearance of the

Last Supper, as we see it represented in frescoes and early

pictures.

The rebuilding of the College was begun towards the end of

the seventeenth century. The Library, finished in 1694, has a

handsome garden front adorned with statues in niches, while

the interior is enriched with the carving of Grinling Gibbons.

The collection of MSS. and books is one of the most valuable

and extensive in Oxford. In 1710 Provost Lancaster laid the
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first stone of the South Court. Four years later the Chapel
was begun, and in 1719 was consecrated by the Archbishop of

York, the Visitor, on the first day of November. The Chapel
windows have all of them painted glass, some of it provided for

the old Chapel, and being the work of Van Ling. The brass

candelabra and the lectern are very handsome and substantial.

The ante-chapel is darkened by the erection over it of a large

organ, due to the exertions of Dr. Hayne, who also revived the

musical services. The Hall, of which the elevation towards the

quadrangle was designed by Wren, is a splendid room.

The College was intended by the founder for North

Countrymen by preference. Among those who resided in it

in early years was John Wyclif, the reformer. In the fifteenth

century Thomas Langton, who had been Bishop of Salisbury,
and became Provost of the College, was made Bishop of

Winchester, and was elected Archbishop of Canterbury. His

successor in the Provostship, Christopher Bainbridge, became

Bishop of Durham and Archbishop of York, and Cardinal.

Henry Airay, who was Provost at the beginning of the seven-

teenth century, was a distinguished Puritan divine, and when
Vice-Chancellor

"
called in question Mr. William Laud, B.D., of

St. John's College," for having
"

let drop divers passages

savouring of Popery." In the troublesome years which

succeeded, Queen's was loyal to King Charles I, when much
labour on the defences of the City, and much of the College

plate were freely given to the royal cause. After the surrender

of Oxford, the new regime was accepted; we find Thomas

Barlow, who was Provost in 1657, accepting this and each sub-

sequent regime up to William Ill's time. Thomas Lamplugh
also was steadily promoted through these slippery days, and

died as Archbishop of York. Sir Joseph Williamson, a Fellow,
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became a Secretary of State, and plenipotentiary at the

Congress of Nimeguen in 1696. Queen Caroline contributed

1,000 towards rebuilding the College in the following century,

and Queen Charlotte, when a great fire did much damage to the

Front Quad in 1778, gave 1,000 towards the repairs. Valuable

endowments came to the College from Lady Elizabeth Hastings,

and Mr. John Michel, after whom some of the Scholarships

and Fellowships are named. The "
Taberdars

"
were prob-

ably a development of the
"
poor boys

"
taught in the College.

The title is now given to the senior Scholars. A great deal

was done towards throwing the College open by William

Thomson in the last century. At Oxford he was Fellow and

subsequently Provost of the College, and became known, when
he was advanced to the See of York as

"
the People's Arch-

bishop." A younger contemporary of his, Anthony Wilson

Thorold, became Bishop of Rochester, and afterwards of Win-

chester. But we now approach the present day, when the
"
aquila volans

"
of Eglesfield's foundation is renewing her

youth as vigorously as in the days of old, and gaining high
distinctions in ever widening fields.

C. E. P.
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NEW COLLEGE, OXFORD

TT is one of those rare anomalies of Oxford anomalies

which only serve to emphasise her venerable charm that

one of the oldest of her institutions should still be known as
" New "

College. For it is more than 500 years since William

of Wykeham founded his
"
College of St. Mary Winton in

Oxenforde," and there are only six other colleges that can

boast of an earlier origin. But, though the name is meaning-
less now, it once possessed a singular significance, for Wykeham' s

foundation did much more than add a splendid collection of

Gothic architecture to the riches of the Oxford towers and

quadrangles. New College was new once, not only in fabric,

but in intention.

The outlines of the Oxford system of collegiate life had been

laid down by Walter de Merton, but Wykeham's eagle eye
saw beyond the vision of his predecessors. He saw that the

religious life was faltering in England and the faith losing

ground ;
and he appreciated that, if the ranks of the priesthood

were to be effectually recruited, men must be captured in

boyhood, and trained from the outset in the duties and tradi-

tions of their high vocation. So he founded Winchester, and

followed it with New College, thus providing for a sound,

unbroken training from boyhood to young maturity. He
was no great ecclesiastic, to be sure, and his own theology was

probably very superficial. But he was a superb organiser,
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established in the royal favour, opulent through pluralism,

and endowed with the wardenship of the King's Forests, the

post of Keeper of the Royal Seal, and the confidential duties

of Royal Secretary. His foundation, therefore, was conceived

upon a scale far finer than any yet dreamed of in the University,
while its religious nature was sufficiently indicated by the fact

that it was the first College in which the members were obliged
to attend the daily Mass.

It was in 1369 that Wykeham bought his first land in

Oxford, and ten years later that the builders set to work. The

ground on which the College lies, in the angle of the city wall,

enjoyed the most discreditable repute when Wykeham secured

the freehold
;

for it was then the city midden, piled with

unsavoury refuse and infested by footpads and cut-throats.

But he soon redeemed it, at the cost of a promise to the city

that the town walls should be kept in repair at the College's

expense ;
and on Palm Sunday, 1387, the Warden and Scholars

took possession of their new home, marching under the gateway
in solemn procession, chanting the Litany, and preceded by
"
the cross erect."

The buildings, as we see them to-day, have been much
added to, but the principal features of Wykeham's own fabric

are faithfully preserved. The front quadrangle is just as he

planned it, except that another storey was added in the seven-

teenth century, to the detriment of the original proportions.
The Bell Tower and Cloisters were Wykeham's last addition

to his College. They were consecrated on October 19th, 1400,
and the tower held five bells, three dedicated to the Holy

Trinity, the Blessed Virgin, and St. John the Baptist and St.

Frideswide. The garden quad, with its delicate French senti-

ment, was finished in 1684, and then the College was left in
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peace, so far as mallet and trowel are concerned, until Sir
Gilbert Scott came to trouble the peace of Jerusalem with his
unfortunate new buildings in Holywell Street. Mr. Champneys's
later additions to the East are less incongruous, if somewhat
over decorated for their surroundings. The Chapel has been
restored from time to time, but the Flemish windows on the
south date from the seventeenth century, and are of excellent
quality. Art-critics will probably continue forever to wrangle
over Reynolds's great west window

; whatever may be thought
of the colouring, there can scarcely be any excuse for the altera-
tions in the tracery which were permitted in order to accom-
modate his design. No visitor should leave the Chapel without
seeing Wykeham's crozier in the north wall of the chancel.

The history of New College, like that of most ecclesiastical

foundations, reflects much of the religious and intellectual
movements of the time. Wykeham's Fellows stood firm for
the old faith at the time of the Reformation, and gave way
very slowly before the rising tide. Dr. Loudoun, Wardenm 1526, imprisoned one recalcitrant don, Peter Quinby, in the
Bell Tower, and denied him the sacrament upon his death-bed.
Some of his friends, however, offered him food, when "he
sayd," recounts Strype, "his stomache was goune from all

meate, except it were a warden pye ;

"
which pie was to contain

two wardens,
"
our Warden of Oxforde and our Warden of

Wynchester." After which last Puritan jest,
"
he turned his

face to the wall in the belfry, and so after his prayers sleapte
swheatly in the Lorde." When Charles was at Oxford, the
College was, of course, all for the King. The undergraduates
trained under arms in the front quad, and the gunpowder
magazine was stored in the cloisters and the tower. Two of
the famous seven Bishops were Wykehamists, Ken, Bishop of



Bath and Wells, and Turner, Bishop of Ely, and it was Ken

who in the dark days of Puritan melancholy, manage

preserve that Chapel music which is now one of the glories c

Oxford.

Through all these periods the connection between Wmcneste

and New College was paramount, and the College was filled

entirely from the School. It was thus one of the smalles

foundations, and almost exclusively studious: sufficient

itself it took little share in the larger life of the Umversi

But with the middle of the nineteenth century, the inevitable

change came, and New College, feeling the general sentiment

expansion, opened her gates to the world. Open scholarships

were instituted ;
the entire constitution was remodell ;d, i

the College is to-day one of the largest and most popular in

Oxford There is no field of intellectual activity which is now

unoccupied by the spiritual sons of William of Wykeham,

whose sound has indeed gone out into all lands, and whose

humble motto" Manners makyth the man " -is remembers

with grateful reverence wherever the flag of England carries

its perennial lesson of courtesy and obedience.

A. W.



LINCOLN COLLEGE, OXFORD

TN its inception "the Lincoln College of the Blessed Mary
and All Saints, in the University of Oxford," closely

resembled a modern Diocesan Theological College. Its purpose
was to provide a home and maintenance for a few graduates
in Arts during the years in which they studied theology to

equip them for the service of the Church.

It was founded in 1427 by Richard Fleming, Bishop of

Lincoln, whose diocese then included Oxford. For its site he

assigned the decayed church of St. Mildred and some ancient
hostels contiguous to it

;
for a beginning of its revenues he

appropriated the vicarages of All Saints' and St. Michael's at

the North Gate, Oxford
;
he named its first Rector (William

Chamberlain), and provided for its first seven Fellows
;

he

began its buildings by erection of the gateway-tower, with
a room for the Rector over the archway and a Muniment-room
above. His sudden death, without a will, in January, 1430-1,
threw everything into confusion, augmented in March, 1433-4

by the death of the Rector.

The second Rector, John Beke, D.D., proved himself a man
of exceptional energy and persuasiveness, and was able to find

charitable persons, cleric and laic, to rescue the inchoate College
from dissolution. He obtained the necessary confirmation

charters
;
raised funds to equip the College with Kitchen, Hall,

Chapel, Library, and Chambers for the Fellows
;

and even
made some progress towards its permanent endowment.



Resigning his office in 1460, Beke handed on to his successor the

College as a working entity, with Fellows and College Officers, with

upper servants in charge of buttery and kitchen, Bible-Clerk

to look after the Chapel, Graduate Commoners to pay room-rent

and lessen the incidence of establishment charges, and with

student-servants,
"
poor scholars

"
as they were called, paying

by menial service for their lodging and board in the College.

The College twice narrowly escaped confiscation, as a

Lancastrian foundation, by Edward IV. On the first occasion,

in 1461, it was protected by George Neville, Bishop of Exeter,
Lord Chancellor. When the attack was renewed in 1478, after

the disgrace of the Nevilles, the new Lord Chancellor, Thomas

Rotherham, Bishop of Lincoln, intervened effectually. His aid

was invoked by a moving sermon preached by the Rector on

the text,
" Behold and visit this vine," and from that time to

the present a vine has been religiously cultivated in the College.

Rotherham increased the revenues, built the south wing, which

completed the quadrangle, and gave a definitive code of statutes

(1480). According to these, the College was to consist normally
of the Rector and twelve Fellows. One place was assigned to

Wells diocese
;
two places to Yorkshire and two to York diocese

;

four to Lincolnshire and four to Lincoln diocese. Twelve of the

members were bound to study theology ; one, endowed by a

Canonist Treasurer of Lincoln Minster, was allowed to study
canon law.

The revenues of the College slowly but steadily increased,

mainly by benefactions from its own alumni, e.g., 1508, William

Smyth, Bishop of Lincoln, and, 1518, Edmund Audley, Bishop of

Salisbury. A former Fellow, Edmund Darby, Archdeacon of

Stowe, added, 1537, three Fellowships, one for Oxfordshire,
one for Northamptonshire or Leicestershire, one for the
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Archdeaconry of Stowe. For a short time after this the College

consisted of the Rector and fifteen Fellows.

The struggle between the Medieval Church and its assailants

in Henry VIIFs reign, and especially the Survey of College

Lands, made in 1534, which threatened the Universities with

the fate of the religious houses, impoverished and paralysed
the College, and the number of Fellows was reduced to six or

seven. When the struggle was renewed in Elizabeth's reign,

the affections of the College were all for the old order of things,

and the Queen's ministers had recourse to repeated expulsions

and to intrusions of outsiders in order to reduce the College to

obedience. One of the ejected members, William Gifford,

rose to great office in the land of his exile, becoming (1622)

Archbishop of Rheims, Primate of France.

The Reformation settlement, as finally reached in Elizabeth's

reign, tended to condemn the College to a long period of torpor.

The clerical restriction and the obligation to graduate in theology
were retained on all Fellowships. Instances soon became frequent
of men obtaining a Fellowship at twenty or so, and retaining it,

in the placid atmosphere of the Coffee-house and Common-room,
for the remaining forty or fifty years of their life. One new ele-

ment in College life, however, made its appearance in Elizabeth's

reign. It was the policy of the Government to secure the

Protestant ascendency by monopolising education. To effect this,

all junior members of the University were compelled by statute

to reside within a recognised College or Hall. There thus came

into Lincoln, in considerable numbers, Undergraduate Commoners

paying their own charges, and studying for graduation. They
had soon to have provision made for their instruction, and, for

the first time, several of the Fellows became engaged in definite

educational work as College Tutors and College Lecturers.
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This increase in the number of undergraduates led to the building

(1608-31) of a second quadrangle, and to the extension of the

garden southwards to All Saints' churchyard.
Endowments for the maintenance of undergraduate students

began in 1568 by the foundation of four Exhibitions of just

over 5 yearly value, by Mrs. Joan Traps. Several Rectors

commemorated their rule by benefactions for this purpose :

Thomas Marshall, e.g., founded four Scholarships, 1688
;

Nathaniel, Lord Crewe, twelve Exhibitions of 20 yearly

value, 1717; Richard Hutchins, three Scholarships, 1781.

From the Restoration to the Victorian age Lincoln was a

typical small College, consisting of eight to ten Clerical Fellows,

some of them engaged in College tuition, and of some thirty or

forty undergraduates, reading for their degree or enjoying
the pleasures of a College life for a year or two. Of the Fellows

of this period mention may be made of George Hickes, Fellow

1664-81, a pioneer in Northern studies, and a leading Non-juror ;

of John Radcliffe, Fellow 1670-75, the famous physician, and,

by his will, the munificent patron of medical and scientific studies

in Oxford
;

of John Potter, Fellow 1694-1706, Greek scholar,

Archbishop of Canterbury ;
and of John Wesley, Fellow 1726-51 .

The University Commission of 1854 removed the old local

restrictions on Fellowships and Scholarships. The number of

Fellowships was reduced to increase the number and value of

Scholarships. Clerical Fellowships were destined to cease, and

life-tenure of Fellowships was greatly curtailed. More recent

legislation, 1877 and subsequently, has carried out these ten-

dencies to their logical conclusion, and converted Lincoln into

an institution strictly devoted to study and education within

the limits of the University.

A. C.
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ALL SOULS' COLLEGE, OXFORD

A LL SOULS' COLLEGE, or "The College of all the Souls

of the Faithful Departed in Oxford," is to-day a unique
foundation. No other College of a like character exists at Oxford
or at Cambridge. Founded in 1438 by Archbishop Chichele, with

whom was associated his royal master, Henry VI, as co-founder,
honoris causa, it consisted of a Warden and fifty Fellows, one

half of whom were to be jurists, i.e., bound to proceed to the

higher degrees in law, while the other half were to be
"

artists,"

i.e., masters of arts, and bound to take clerical orders and

proceed to the higher degrees in theology. Chichele aimed,

therefore, broadly at endowing a society whose members would

continuously provide the Church, the law and the public service

of the University and State with scholars trained in the higher
studies and learning. To-day the College, as modified by the

University Commissions of 1858 and 1881, consists of several

elements, welded into a collegiate society for distinctly defined

purposes, closely akin to those originally contemplated by the

founder. These elements are, roughly : a Head, called the

Warden, a group of Professors and Readers in Law and History,
a group of Fellows elected after examination in Law or History,
and four undergraduate scholars, called Bible Clerks, appointed

by the Warden. There are also three official Fellowships and
research Fellowships in subjects selected by the College. Further-

more, the College maintains two Readers in Roman and English
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Law, who are not members of the Foundation, and contributes

to the Bodleian Library, and undergraduate education in

connection with the Delegacy for Non-collegiate students.

Thus, All Souls' to-day is, through its Professoriate and its

Library, the centre of the teaching and study of Law at Oxford,
and by its Chairs and Fellowships gives liberal help to the

Honour School of Modern History, the largest of Oxford's

Honour Schools. It also continues to provide, as in the past,

many Fellows to the public service of the Church, the Bar, and
the State.

The buildings of All Souls' present many features of great
historical interest and architectural beauty. The original

foundation is carefully preserved in the High Street entrance,
with its Porch and battlemented Tower leading to the Front

Quadrangle. The design and character of this portion offers

perhaps the best example in Oxford of a fifteenth-century

quadrangle. Specially noticeable are the Doorway, above

which are the figures in niches of the founder and co-founder,
and a sculptured design representing the souls rising from

Purgatory by the prayers of the faithful, the old Library (now
a Lecture Room, to which was added in the sixteenth century the

present beautiful
"
barrel

"
ceiling of richly moulded stucco),

and the Chapel facing the gateway. This last is perhaps the

best known feature of the College. The screen is a seventeenth-

century and classical piece of work, but the delicate arches and

superb glass in the ante-chapel, the stalls with their finely

carved "Miserere" seats, and the reredos (reverentially restored

in 1869), belong to the fifteenth century at its best. The
reredos alone would make the Chapel a place of pilgrimage for all

who love beauty for its own sake. Chichele's Hall ran at right

angles to the Chapel, but it was "
turned

"
in 1710 so as to
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provide a balance for the new Library in a new Quadrangle.
The architect of this latest extension was Hawkesmoor, the

favourite pupil of Wren (himself a Fellow of the College for eight

years, whose splendid sun-dial, now placed above the Quad-

rangle entrance to the Library, keeps his memory green). The
existence of the medieval cloisters was happily preserved by the

cloister piazza, which, with its great Iron Gateway, is so designed
as to throw into the coup d'ceil the Radcliffe Library, St. Mary's

spire, the tower of All Saints', and the battlemented Front

of Brasenose. Unquestionably, however, the chief glory of

this spacious Quadrangle is the Codrington Library. The

donor, Sir Christopher Codrington, a distinguished soldier, a

scholar and an earnest Christian, is a notable example of the

type that the College has been proud to reckon amongst its

sons. Designed in the Italian Gothic style, the Codrington

Library has been given by the architect an unanalysable

character, beauty and dignity of its own. No description can

do justice to the delicate and restrained colour scheme, the

decorative refinement, and perfect proportions of the whole

building. It must be seen to be understood, and, to borrow

a phrase used elsewhere, to know it is to love it, and to love it is

a liberal education. It is remarkable that Hawkesmoor should

also be the author of the Twin Towers of All Souls'. Yet,

strangely enough, bizarre and crotchety as the design is, the

longer it is known and lived with, the better does it reconcile

itself to the eye.

All Souls' can point to a long list of worthies whose fame

has been achieved in very diverse fields of thought and action.

In science come first and foremost Linacre in the sixteenth,

Sydenham in the seventeenth, century; not less notable are

Blackstone, whose Commentaries were first given as lectures in
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the Hall, and Christopher Wren, who bequeathed to his College
the priceless volumes of his original drawings (including those

of St. Paul's), which are now one of the greatest treasures of

the Library. Archbishop Sheldon has the unique distinction

of having been in succession Fellow, Warden, and, as Archbishop,
Visitor of his College. With him ranks the saintly divine,

Jeremy Taylor, and close beside them in the Hall is the refined

and earnest face of the missionary bishop, Reginald Heber.

Lord Northington and Lord Talbot were both Lord Chancellors.

The most distinguished in a long list of All Souls' statesmen is

the Marquis of Salisbury, who was also Chancellor of the Univer-

sity, and with his name properly goes that of the most distin-

guished of the Honorary Fellows, W. E. Gladstone. Nineteenth-

century learning is represented by F. Max Muller, and amongst
modern historians no name is more honoured than that of S. R.

Gardiner. Nor has All Souls' been without its poets Edward

Young, the author of the once popular
"
Night Thoughts," and

Sir Francis Doyle, Professor of Poetry, who used humorously to

say that he would be always remembered as the only poet who
had told the truth about the English Spring. College gratitude,

too, requires mention of Warden Hovenden, who saved the

corporate estates from Queen Elizabeth, Nathaniel Lloyd

(afterwards Master of Trinity Hall, Cambridge), George Clarke

who refounded Worcester College, and Lord Bathurst whose

benefactions enabled the reredos to be restored. In Lord

Curzon, the present Chancellor of the University, the College
welcomed the return to Oxford from India of a devoted son of

All Souls', and the present Warden, Sir W. R. Anson, omnium

consensu, fitly represents the University as a Burgess in

Parliament.

C. G. R.
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MAGDALEN COLLEGE, OXFORD

'"TPO give a description of Magdalen College within the neces-

sary limits of this work is no easy task, for whether we

regard the College from the architectural, the historical, or the

educational point of view, we find features which are exceptional,

if not unique.
William Patten, of Waynflete, who in 1441 was transferred

from Winchester, with a handful of scholars, by Henry VI, to

inaugurate the King's foundation of St. Mary the Virgin at Eton,
became himself, during the reign of Edward IV, the founder

of the College of St. Mary Magdalen on the banks of the

Cherwell, and these three great institutions have always been

regarded as bearing a sisterly relationship to each other.

The career of William of Waynflete was a remarkable one,

as he held successively the offices of Headmaster of Winchester,
Headmaster of Eton, Provost of Eton, Bishop of Winchester, and

Lord Chancellor of England.
The site of the new College had been occupied for some two

hundred years by the Hospital of St. John, of the buildings of

which some few traces still exist near the porter's lodge, and at

the east end of the Hall, while the name and tradition survive

in St. John's Quad, in front of the President's lodgings, and

in the practice of preaching the University sermon from the

open-air pulpit in that quad, on St. John the Baptist's Day.
The foundation-stone of the College was laid on May 5th, 1473,
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and the Chapel, Hall, and Cloisters were finished in 1480. The
time was an important one, for three years before, in 1477,

Caxton had published the first book entirely set up and printed
in England, and this was a turning-point in the revival of

learning and education, which had been at a low ebb both in

Oxford and throughout the kingdom.
In the same year that the Chapel and Cloisters were finished,

the Grammar School, in which the choir boys are educated, was

founded, but William of Waynflete, who died in 1486, did not

live to see the great architectural glory of Magdalen, the Bell

Tower, which has attained to world-wide fame, as it was not

begun till 1492 nor completed till 1505.

The wing between the Kitchen and the Cherwell, known as
"
Kitchen Stairs," and the extension of the south front as far

as the present porter's lodge, were added in the seventeenth

century. The " New Buildings
"

adjoining the Deer Park,
built in 1733, although curiously out of keeping with the earlier

buildings, have considerable dignity, and are a worthy relic of

the age of classicism. Three sides of the Cloisters were com-

pletely restored early in the nineteenth century, and when we
look at some of the

" new buildings
"

of other Colleges, for

instance, of Christ Church and Balliol, we cannot but regard
it as fortunate that no further considerable additions were

made until 1883, when St. Swithin's Quad was added from the

designs of Messrs. Bodley and Garner.

Magdalen was barely fifty years old when her President

Higdon was called upon by Cardinal Wolsey himself a

Magdalen man to assume the important post of head of the

magnificent new College which he had just founded, and accord-

ingly he became the first Dean of Christ Church, and migrated

thither, taking with him, in 1532, four Fellows of Magdalen.
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Of the Presidents of Magdalen, four were forcibly ejected
for religious reasons. The first of these was Dr. Oglethorpe,

who, in the reign of Edward VI, was turned out because his

principles were too much inclined to Rome. He was restored

in the time of Queen Mary, and was succeeded by one Coveney,
who in his turn was deposed, under Elizabeth, for Romanizing
tendencies.

The College has always been a staunch supporter of
"
Church

and King," and suffered no little loss including that of its

plate on behalf of King Charles. It is not surprising, there-

fore, that it should for the third time lose its President for

loyal adherence to the royal cause, but it is a strange coincidence

that that President's name was Oliver, and that within a few

months of the deprivation of President Oliver, Protector Oliver

was dining in the Hall, and playing bowls with the Fellows.

The fourth and last occasion when James II tried to force on

the College an unwelcome and unqualified head, and failed in

the attempt, is too familiar to call for detailed record here.

Three Presidents of Magdalen have lived to a great age.

Bonaventure Giffard lived to be over ninety-two. John Hough
died at the same age in 1743, and Martin Joseph Routh was

within a few weeks of 100 when he died in 1854.

Cardinal Wolsey has already been mentioned as one of

Magdalen's most distinguished sons, and his portrait, along
with that of another cardinal-statesman, Reginald Pole, hangs
in College Hall. Among other more recently distinguished

ecclesiastics who have been members of the College are John

Colet, Henry Sacheverell, Henry Phillpotts (Bishop of Exeter),

Richard Durnford (Bishop of Chichester), Dean Mansel, James

Mozley, Professor of Ecclesiastical History, and the present

Archbishop of York.
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In literature two men stand out as pre-eminent : Joseph

Addison, the gentle poet and essayist, who is never tired of

expressing his devotion to his Alma Mater, and Edward Gibbon,
who treated her with a contempt which does him no great credit.

Besides these, John Lyly, John Foxe,
"
Christopher North,"

John Conington, and Charles Reade have in different ages and

different branches of letters added to the fame of Magdalen,
while among writers we are proud to include the authors of

two of the most original and interesting of English histories :

Goldwin Smith and Charles R. L. Fletcher.

J. M.

DOORWAY OF THE CHAPEL
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BRASENOSE COLLEGE, OXFORD

'
I ^HIS year Brasenose celebrated her four hundredth birthday

as a College. Four centuries make a respectable age, but

her history does not begin with the year 1509, when the Bishop
of Lincoln and Sir Richard Sutton launched their pious enter-

prise. In the Oxford of the Middle Ages there existed a multi-

tude of little halls which represent the earliest germ of academic

society. They were hostels for the reception of students, each

with its sign like an inn, and each seeking recruits among new-

comers after the fashion of zealous innkeepers. One such hostel

or inn had for its sign a Brazen Nose, and drew its members

mainly from the North. We find mention of it in the early

years of the thirteenth century, when it clearly was a flourishing

and substantial institution. It stood on the site of the present
old gate of the College in the very heart of Oxford, and close

to Schools Street, which was the ancient London Road. In the

fourteenth century Oxford was a turbulent place, Northerners

and Southerners fighting bitter battles
;
so the more studious

clerks withdrew to the quiet Lincolnshire town of Stamford.

The students of the old Brasenose Hall went thither, and held

together so firmly that they acquired a building which was

long known as
"
Brasenose Hall in Stamford," and were among

the last to be shepherded back to Oxford by an incensed

Government. A knocker on the gate of the Stamford House

in the shape of a Brazen Nose was acquired by the College in

1890, and now occupies a place of honour in the College Hall.
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When the pious founders appeared, the Hall grew naturally
into the College. The Hall had been North-country in character,
and Bishop Smith and Sir Richard Sutton were also from the

North. The North was the home of dying causes, and the

foundation of Brasenose was to some extent a protest against
the New Learning, which the early sixteenth century found

dawning in the University. Several of the little halls were

bought up, but Brasenose Hall was the nucleus of the new

scheme, its last Principal being the first Principal of the College.

Historically Brasenose owes its interest to this continuity between

the old aula, the rude hostel for students, and the more elaborate

collegiate organism. It began life as a true College, vowed to

no cause or class, and making provision from the first not only
for poor scholars or budding churchmen, but for gentlemen

commoners, and ordinary citizens who wished an Oxford

education. On the same catholic lines its history has continued.

Brasenose played no such part in Jacobean politics as

Magdalen, or in Georgian politics as Merton. Owing to her

Northern character, she was a consistent Tory foundation,

drawing her recruits mainly from the landed families of Cheshire

and Lancashire. She has always been a typical Oxford College,

managing wisely large properties, a kindly mother to her sons,

catholic in her interests, very full of good sense, and all the

cardinal English traits. The great Oxford movements left her

untouched, not because she was a backwater of University life,

but because her tradition was against any one-sided enthusiasm.

The history of the foundation
"
a reaction ending in a com-

promise" gives the key to her character of catholic and central

conservatism. Her members have always been remarkable for

a certain clannish pertinacity and abundant vigour. If at

times she has been narrow in her interests, she has never been
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stagnant. Such a character she has shown prominently in the

field of Oxford sport, for no college has a finer sporting record.

More than forty of her members have rowed in the Oxford boat.

Her own boat has started head of the river one hundred and

ten times. A B.N.C. man has stroked the Oxford boat in

fourteen contests, and at Henley she has won the Wingfield
Sculls three times, the Diamonds five times, the Visitors five

times, the Silver Goblets six times, the Stewards twice, and the

Ladies twice. She has had brilliant athletes like Mr. M. J.

Brooks, the long jumper, and cricketers like the famous

Ottaway. In 1871 a B.N.C. sixteen challenged an eleven of

All England, and beat them by eleven wickets.

Academic life has few incidents, and the history of a College
is the history of the notable men it has produced. John Scotus

and Roger Bacon are mythical alumni ; but the first authentic

celebrity is Nowell, the Dean of St. Paul's, eternally famous

as the discoverer of bottled beer. The College was founded by
a lawyer and a Churchman in conjunction, and it is only right
that most of the celebrities should belong to the Church or to

the Bar. Among ecclesiastics we can claim Reginald Heber,

Bishop of Calcutta
;
Dean Milman

;
Robertson of Brighton ;

and
a host of less celebrated Bishops and Deans. We own one Lord

Chancellor, Lord Ellesmere, and a multitude of Brasenose men
have followed successfully the career of Sir Richard Sutton.

As was only proper, we can show a great racehorse-owner in

Sir Tatton Sykes, to enliven a long company of scholars from

Guillim and Petty and Ashmole down to Sir Arthur Rucker

and Dr. Arthur Evans. It is in literature, however, that the

College has won her chief triumphs. Among poets we can

show the Elizabethan Richard Barnfield, the Jacobean Thomas

Traherne, Heber, Milman, and Barham, the author of The
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Ingoldsby Legends. Burton, who wrote The Anatomy of Melan-

choly, was at B.N.C., and when in company was reported by
his friends to be

"
very merry, facete, and juvenile." In

our own day the great Brasenose name in literature is that

of Walter Pater. For thirty years he was Fellow of the College,

and in the quiet rooms above the archway he lived the greater

part of his life, lecturing, tutoring, and following the ordinary

College round. It says much for the catholicity of the Brasenose

tradition that it could find room for a personality so complex,
an artist so subtle and curious. In these days, when the talk

is of special colleges for different classes and different pursuits,

it is well to have a foundation which for some seven centuries

has opened its doors to all types and ranks of Englishmen and

taught them its generous discipline.

J. B.
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CORPUS CHRISTI COLLEGE, OXFORD

HPHE Revival of Learning did not establish itself in Oxford

without a struggle. Individual teachers, like Grocyn,
had before the end of the fifteenth century carried the standard

of the new learning within its walls, but the opposition was fierce

and there was no rallying-point for the leaders of the movement.
The foundation of Corpus Christi College in 1516, followed nine

years later by that of Christ Church, secured and commemorated
the victory of the Renaissance. Richard Foxe, Bishop of

Winchester, who as a minister of Henry VII and Henry VIII

had been brought into close contact with the Continent, had
shown himself in sympathy with the new movement and its

leaders. On his retirement from political life he, aided by his

friend, Hugh Oldham, Bishop of Exeter, gave effect to that

sympathy by the establishment in Oxford of a college whose

members were,
"
like skilful bees, to fashion honey for the

glory of God and the well-being of themselves and their fellow

men."

The statutes are inspired with the high ideals of the Renais-

sance. For the first time in either University permanent pro-

vision was made for the tuition of Greek. Lecturers in Greek,

Latin and Theology were appointed to teach not only in their

own College but in the University at large. And that the

members of the College might be in touch with modern thought

permission was given for a Fellow or Scholar to reside for three
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years in Italy or elsewhere. Into the College itself eminent

foreigners were introduced : Ludovicus Vives, the Spaniard,
first Latin Reader, and Nicholas Kratzer, the Bavarian, astro-

nomer to Henry VII. Yet less than thirty years before, as

Erasmus narrates, nothing was taught in Cambridge save the
" Parva Logicalia," and the

"
Quaestiones of Scotus

"
!

In the religious controversies which marked the century
after its foundation the influence of the College was considerable.

Most distinguished among its members were Jewel, Bishop of

Salisbury, Reginald Pole, Archbishop of Canterbury, and

Hooker, the most learned of the Elizabethan divines. Reynolds,
the seventh President, was, with Miles Smith, and possibly

two other Corpus men in Featley and Spenser, among the

translators of the Bible.

In the Civil Wars, Corpus, unlike other colleges, preserved
its splendid silver gilt plate, probably by means of a money
payment and not through any disloyalty to the royal cause.

At any rate, it was severely visited by the Parliamentary

Commissioners, and, after the Restoration, the name of one of

the royal house, the ill-fated Duke of Monmouth, appears on

the buttery books (1666-1683).

During Turner's presidency (1687-1714) the College acquired
a high reputation, but in the succeeding period it seems to have

shared in the prevalent mental and moral lethargy. The one

prominent name is that of Oglethorpe, general and

philanthropist, and founder of Georgia.
Under Randolph, 1748-1783, Corpus, despite its small

numbers the statutes provided for twenty Fellows, twenty

Scholars, and six Commoners secured a share of honours out

of all proportion to its numerical strength. The list of famous

names during this and the succeeding presidency is long,
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including those of Charles Abbot Lord Tenterden, William

Buckland, the geologist, John Taylor Coleridge, John Keble,
and Thomas Arnold, headmaster of Rugby. It is a sign of the

reputation of the College that it was chosen as the residence

of the King of Prussia on the visit of the allied sovereigns to

Oxford in 1814.

In the reforms of the nineteenth century Corpus was to the

fore in the adoption of liberal measures, notably through the

endowment of two University Professorships, for Latin and

Jurisprudence. Of the many distinguished Corpus men of

this recent period, mention of John Conington and Henry
Nettleship, Corpus Professors of Latin, of Henry Maine, Corpus
Professor of Jurisprudence, and of John Ruskin, honorary
Fellow, may perhaps be permissible.

The main quadrangle of the College is small but beautifully

proportioned. It is surrounded by Elizabethan buildings

dating, with the exception of the upper storeys on the northern

and western sides (1737), from the foundation. In the centre

is a curious sundial, surmounted by the College totem, a pelican,
which was erected in 1581 by Charles Turnbull. The Hall,
with its fine original roof, and oak panelling dating from 1700,
lies on the eastern side. On the south is the Library, one of the

original buildings whose interior, as the woodwork and seats

show, was renovated in Jacobean times. It contains many
priceless MSS. and a choice collection of printed books. In

the Chapel is a painting of the Adoration by Rubens. The

gentleman Commoners' buildings were erected about 1737,
and the Fellows' buildings, a fine work in the Italian style
attributed to Dean Aldrich, took the place of the Gothic

building, which formerly stood there, in 1712. It was not

until 1599 that a President's house was built. Since then it
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has undergone many alterations and was practically rebuilt

by the present President, Professor Case, at a total cost to the

College, including alterations to lecture room and library, of

5,000.

Mention must also be made of the new buildings in Merton

Street and of the new athletic ground acquired for the College

on the banks of the Cherwell from subscriptions given by past
and present members (1908).

Among the benefactors to whose munificence the College
owes its endowments are John Claymond and Richard Morwent,
the first two Presidents, Richard Pate, Sir George St. Paul and

Frances, his wife, Thomas Turner, Thomas Fowler, Charles

Oldham, C. M. Powell, and Cuthbert Shields.

F. C. B.

CORPUS CHRISTI COLLEGE STATUE OF THE FOUNDER
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CHRIST CHURCH, OXFORD

/CHRIST CHURCH owes its existence to Wolsey, and it is

probable that the great Churchman left no more enduring
claim on posterity than the building of Cardinal College, as

it was called before Henry VIII practically refounded it and

gave it the name by which it is now universally known.
In that curious piece of poetical biography, The Tragedy

of Cardinal Wolsey, Thomas Churchyard thus refers to the

circumstance :

" A college fair in Oxford I did make,
A sumptuous house, a stately work indeed ;

I gave great lands to that for learning's sake,

To bring up youth and succour scholar's need ;

"

and Shakespeare couples Christ Church and Ipswich,
"
those

twins of learning," he calls them, as proofs of the Cardinal's

princely characteristics and interest in the educational progress
of his day.

In 1525, the King granted to Wolsey letters patent for the

founding of Cardinal College, and the work of construction

immediately began. The original designs for the buildings far

surpassed their final realization, and at the period of Wolsey 's

fall only the Dining Hall and the Kitchen were completed.

Contemporary satirists had, as may be supposed, something
to say about such purely mundane portions of the fabric

being the first to be finished, and there was a saying current at
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the time that "the Cardinal had projected a college and built

a tavern
"

;
while Fuller tells how some malicious person

depicted on one of the walls a dog gnawing a bone of

mutton !

In 1532, Henry refounded the College, and endowed it

with a settled income
;
and fourteen years later, when the

Bishopric of Oxford was created, the See was removed from

Osney Abbey to St. Frideswide's, which had been incor-

porated in Christ Church. Thus was established the foundation,

partly academical and partly ecclesiastic, which differentiates
' The House " from the other Oxford colleges.

The buildings of Christ Church cover a large area : Tom Quad,
with its circular basin of water in the centre, known as Mercury
from the statue that formerly stood in its midst

;
the Great

Hall, with its remarkable series of portraits of the illustrious

men who have been educated here or are otherwise connected

with the foundation, represented by the masters of pictorial

art from Holbein to Millais
;

the Hall staircase, with its mar-

vellous fan-groining, and its single supporting column, in the

straight line of which, pace Hogarth, the spirit of grace and

beauty seems to dwell
;

" Peckwater " and "
Canterbury

"

Quads ;
the exiguous but picturesque charm of

"
Old Library,"

and the unloveliness of
" Meadow Buildings."

Tom Tower, finished by Wren (1682) in a fit of enthusiasm

he rarely showed when dealing with the Gothic, harbours
"
Great

Tom of Christ Church " which had originally belonged to

Osney Abbey, and which tolls its solemn far-sounding hundred
and one notes (indicating the number of students on King
Henry's foundation, with an additional one added by the

Thurston bequest in 1663), at nine o'clock every night ;
and

the Cathedral (the Chapel of the College), with its shrine of
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St. Frideswide, and its beautiful roof and massive pillars,

where
" There glints

A chequer-work of glowing sapphire tints,

And amethyst, and ruby"

from its stained-glass windows, in some of which the spiritual

grace of Burne Jones abounds
;
what can be said of these this

side hyperbole !

When Charles I held his court at Christ Church, he said

that there the Dean was King. How many and what notable
"
Kings

"
have ruled here the registers of the foundation

attest. From the year 1546, when Richard Cox first held the

post, there have been some thirty-six Deans. Tobie Matthews,
the eighth holder of the office, filled it when he was but thirty,

and on account of his youth Queen Elizabeth had some

scruples about appointing him
;
but he justified the experiment,

and four years later (1580) became Vice-Chancellor, in which

position, however, Anthony Wood speaks of him as being
"
a little too busy and pragmatical." Samuel Fell was later,

(1638-48), and during his reign Oxford passed through troublous

times, but splendidly upheld her reputation for loyalty. After

the Restoration, George Mosley was Dean for a short time.

He is remembered as a wit.
" What do the Arminians hold ?

"

he was once asked. "All the best bishoprics and deaneries

in England," was the instant reply.

After him came John Fell, of whom the lines beginning,
"

I do not like thee, Dr. Fell," were written. It was he who

completed Tom Quad, in 1665. He was followed by John
Massey, whom James II thrust upon the College, but whose

reign, like that of his master, was a short and insignificant one.

Among the portraits in the Hall is that of Dean Aldrich
"
the
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smoking dean," he was called. A many-sided man scholar,

logician, architect, chemist, musician, he even drew up a manual

on Heraldry,
"
the best of its kind ever made," it is said. His

name will, however, go down to posterity through his musical

compositions, and his Reasons for Drinking.

Notwithstanding this excursion into Bacchanalia, Hearne

says of him that
"
he was modest and humble to a fault, a

most affable, complaisant gentleman."
There is no room to speak of Cyril Jackson,

"
the Great

Cyril," as he was familiarly termed
;

the learned Gaisford ;

or the greater Liddell, whose beautiful nature was hidden

beneath a rather stern demeanour, and clothed by a face and

form like that of Phoebus Apollo.

Among those who have been educated at "The House"

are numbered no fewer than five Archbishops of Canterbury
and nine of York, as well as ten Prime Ministers

;
and to these

may be added such names as those of Locke, Sidney, Camden,

Hakluyt, Peele, Burton, Hallam, Stanley, Ruskin, Stubbs,
and "

Lewis Carroll," inter multa alia.

Royal visitors have, too, been frequent enough. Elizabeth

was here twice
;

Charles I under well-known circumstances
;

Charles II held his Parliament here in 1665, and James II,

while still Duke of York, paid the place a visit. So did
"
the

little Dutchman." Queen Anne stayed here in 1708, and was
met by the Heads of Houses on horseback ! and in 1786, George
III came over from Nuneham and attended service in the

Cathedral. It therefore seems appropriate that the illustrious

descendant of such a roll of sovereigns, his Majesty^the King,
should have once been a member of

" The House."

E. B. C.
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TRINITY COLLEGE, OXFORD

TJIDDEN away in the angle formed by the Broad and

Park Street, Trinity College is a little apt to be overlooked

by the ordinary sightseer. Those, however, who are more

thorough in their investigations are well rewarded by the

historical interest and some considerable structural and

decorative beauties which the College possesses.

Though it is not more than three hundred and fifty years
since Trinity College was founded by Sir Thomas Pope, yet
it has the great historical interest of occupying the site of what

was once Durham College, a thirteenth-century institution

of the Benedictines, to which they sent certain students from

their great northern monastery on the Wear.

The site they chose was one of the most beautiful in Oxford,
and the grounds were of considerably greater extent than

those at present belonging to Trinity. What was afterwards

called
"
Trinity Grove " was for a long time the fashionable

promenade of the University, and bore witness to the excellent

selection made by the monks of old.

There is not space to do more than mention Bishop Hatfield,

of Durham, by whose wise liberality secular students were

first admitted to the College in the fourteenth century. The

College adopted Bishop Hatfield' s Arms, which may still be

seen in the south window of the Library.
In 1555, Durham College having been dissolved, its site
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and desolate buildings were purchased by Sir Thomas Pope for

the purpose of founding Trinity College. Sir Thomas was born

in the yeoman class, and was a thorough Oxfordshire man, his

father belonging to Deddington, and his mother to Standlake,

near Witney. He rose to become Treasurer of the funds

which accrued to the Crown at the time of the suppression

of many of the religious houses. This put him in the way of

doing business in church property, and he acquired land and

houses in all the north and west of his county. So it came

about that in the election of both Fellows and Scholars

Oxfordshire men were to have precedence.

Sir Thomas Pope did not live to be much over fifty, but his

widow, the Dame Elizabeth, his third wife, fortunately took

an equally great interest in the College, which thus suffered

nothing by its founder's death. The name of Dame Elizabeth

is coupled with that of her husband in the bidding prayer as

equally worthy of honour. The ancient history of the College

must thus be left with its foundation in 1555.

Architecturally, the history of the College may be roughly
divided into three periods. The first of these was some hundred

and thirty years in duration, and lasted until in President

Bathurst's time the old Durham College buildings fell into

decay. Bathurst was a great builder, and, with Wren as

architect, reconstructed the College buildings entirely. The

chief work consisted in an absolutely new Chapel, which was

beautified for ever by the carvings in cedar and lime of

Grinling Gibbons, and has since been enriched by seven win-

dows illustrating the Durham College Saints, the gift of Dr.

Woods, formerly President of Trinity, and now Master of the

Temple. To those who visit the College to-day the Chapel
with its carvings and windows will be the first object of interest,
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but permission should be obtained to inspect the Library, which

dates back to the fifteenth century, and is thus part of the old

buildings of Durham College.

The second period lasted somewhere about two hundred

years, during which the College was more or less what senior

members alive to-day remember it. A small and rather retired

place, it was necessary to pass from Broad Street through the

outer gates, and through what is now a kind of outer quad-

rangle, before reaching the lodge and entering the College

proper.

The third period of the Architectural history of the College

has not long begun. Actuated no doubt by financial con-

siderations, as well as by the tide of feeling in Oxford, which

is all in favour of expansion, new buildings were erected in

1885, and two years later a spacious house for the President

rose up on the site of the poor old Bathurst Buildings a

singularly plain edifice erected by Dr. Bathurst as part of the

President's lodgings, but always occupied by undergraduates.
The effect of these alterations has been to nearly double the

size of the College, but its main characteristics remain un-

changed. Though it has seen four or five Presidents during
the last thirty years, no College has been subject to so few
"
ups and downs." Most Trinity men will have been proud

to hear their College invariably well spoken of in the University,

and will agree that the influence of the present Vice-President,

exercised for so many years behind the throne, has largely

conduced to this happy result.

It remains to give some sort of idea though it be but by a

list of the men of note whose names have been entered on

the College Roll. Of Presidents the most celebrated have been

Dr. Kettell and Dr. Bathurst, the former reigning for the
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first forty years, and the latter for the last forty of the seven-

teenth century. The eighteenth century brought William

Pitt, Earl of Chatham, to Trinity, the most famous member
the College has ever known. It also saw Lord North, the Prime

Minister, Thomas Warton, the author, a friend of Samuel

Johnson, and John Bampton, founder of the well-known Lec-

tures. In the next century such names occur as John Henry
Newman, Thomas Short, Isaac Williams, Roundell Palmer,
E. A. Freeman, S. Brandram, and Sir Richard Burton.

Of men alive to-day, mention must be made of the present
Dean of Windsor, Canon Duckworth, the Rt. Hon. J. Bryce,
Professors Sanday and Dicey, Lord Coleridge, Mr. A. T. Q.
Couch and Mr. A. E. W. Mason (novelists), and Mr. A. J. Webbe,
the noted cricketer.

But it is as an episcopal College that Trinity is most remark-

able. Bishops and Archbishops came from there in the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries, of whom the most noted were

Dr. Skinner (Bristol, Oxford, and Worcester) and Dr. Sheldon

(London and Canterbury). Of late years such names occur

as Dr. Claughton (St. Albans), Dr. Stubbs (Oxford), Dr. Basil

Jones (St. David's). At the present moment there are no less

than ten living Archbishops and Bishops all claiming connec-

tion with Trinity, viz. : Canterbury, Hereford, Birmingham,
Gloucester, Exeter, British Columbia, Mashonaland, Zanzibar,

Pretoria, and Madras a list of which Trinity may well be

proud.

F. D. H.
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ST. JOHN'S COLLEGE, OXFORD

CT. JOHN'S, at Oxford, is not, like its namesake at Cambridge,
dedicated to the Apostle and Evangelist. It was dedi-

cated, under licence of the Crown, dated May 1, 1555, to the

praise and honour of God, and of the Blessed Virgin Mary,
and St. John Baptist. Sir Thomas White, Knight, Alderman
of the City of London, and in his time a most famous Lord

Mayor who helped to save the throne for Queen Mary I, was
its founder. He had bought up a great deal of monastic

property, some of which had lain derelict since the dissolution,
and he knew that he could make no better use of it than to

endow a college where "
true religion and sound learning

should for ever flourish and abound."

He bought not only land in Oxford, valued so slightly
that it was "

worth to farmers but twenty shillings per
annum "

but also the ancient buildings of a dissolved Cister-

cian house. In 1437 Archbishop Chichele had provided a small

house dedicated to St. Mary and St. Bernard, which had lasted

till the dissolution. Its Chapel and Hall, with part of a quad-
rangle, including an imposing front on the road between the

churches of St. Giles and St. Mary Magdalen outside the city

walls, remained for the new tenants. They remain still, and
attached to them have sprung up many buildings of later date,
from the old Library of 1596, and the new Library and " Can-

terbury Quadrangle
"

of Archbishop Laud, to the eighteenth
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century Holmes Buildings, and the nineteenth century New

Buildings, which even now in the twentieth are receiving

additions. Indeed, the glory of St. John's is its buildings. The

fifteenth century front, with the dormer windows of later days,

surmounted by the small but dignified tower, in which during
the Civil War was embedded a cannon ball still preserved in

the Library, is more than balanced by the noble Jacobean

building which looks upon the groves, the work of a genius in

architecture to whose name we have no clue who designed
it all in harmony, but in no slavish imitation, from the beautiful

model of the eastern end of the Library of Sir Thomas White.

Between these two architectural glories are two quadrangles,
which belong in the arrangement and "

fixtures
"

of the rooms

to the centuries from the fifteenth or the seventeenth, with such

small changes as later times have made. Here college life has

been continuous. Generations come and go, and visitors pass

through into the beautiful gardens which have reflected, age by

age, the best skill of the masters of the art and are now, it may
well be, at their highest glory. Within life has ebbed and flowed.

If the College has never risen so high, it has certainly never

sunk so low, as some of its friendly rivals. It boasts a succes-

sion of distinguished residents, among them those whom it

" sometime and successively
"

gave to the Primacy of All

England, William Laud and William Juxon, whom, in their

different powers, the one in strength the other in tact, no arch-

bishops since the Reformation have surpassed. In this year

(1909) it sees a new President, Dr. Herbert Armitage James,
once Dean of St. Asaph, and Headmaster in succession of

Rossall, Cheltenham and Rugby Schools. His predecessor,

Dr. James Bellamy, was elected in 1871, and ruled till at the

great age of ninety he sought exemption from labour performed
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for over seventy years in the College, and for over eighty in

connection with the Merchant Taylors' School in London,
to which he was from boyhood attached. The College has

undergone many changes, none more remarkable than those

of the nineteenth century, through which it was guided with

incomparable judgment by its late Head. That it stands

before the world with old principles retained is due more than

anything else to him.

What are those principles ? It is perhaps no idle fancy
which seems to see a permanent spirit in several of the Colleges

of Oxford. It is visible, one thinks, at All Souls' and at

Magdalen ;
and at St. John's, too, time and ideas of change

seem hardly as yet to have impaired it. There, in the College
of Sir Thomas White, who adhered steadfastly to the Church

in her time of stress, attending her services and providing for

their regular performance in the Chapel, the College of Arch-

bishop Laud who had died for his loyalty to the formularies

he had sworn to obey and for his steadfast opposition to innova-

tion, the College which, so long ago as James I's reign, received

a special endowment in supplement to that of the founder

for choristers to sing the services of the Prayer Book, an

endowment still preserved and worthy of augmentation, a

certain tradition of quiet, steady, unostentatious Anglicanism,
of loyalty to

" Church and King
"

a toast still given daily by
the Fellows after dinner of Conservatism which has never

lost touch with progress, seems to be the abiding mark.

Recent gifts to the University, including Schools of Forestry
and Rural Economy, show the College to be eager to support
all the sound studies of the day. The maintenance of Scholar-

ships for Hebrew, with special instruction, shows that the old

learning keeps its place. Of the extent of its interests the
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high places held by several of its sons in the Civil Service of the

Crown in India are an evidence which is supplemented by
the fact that little more than a year ago two of the Anglican

metropolitan sees outside England were filled by honoured

sons of St. John's.

By tradition, and indeed in true history though the name

"King Charles's rooms/' and still more "Prince Rupert's,"
are very modern fiction St. John's was loyal to the Stewarts,

whom it often entertained and from whose kindred it found

members. But from the time of George III, at least, it saw that

it was not necessary to be Jacobite in order to be Conservative.

And, some would say, it came in more recent times to lose the

one characteristic as it had lost the other. Certainly it is open
to all influences

;
and yet the old is preserved. And it has

become (1909) among the Oxford Colleges the fourth in the

number of its members. In all studies, and all athletics, its

undergraduates win high place. Still those who work for it

set before them the ideal of its statutes the most modern as

well as those of old that it should be
"
a place of religion,

learning, education and research."

W. H. H.
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JESUS COLLEGE, OXFORD

Tj^ROM its foundation Jesus has been for Wales the

"National College." In 1571, Dr. Hugh Price obtained

from Elizabeth Letters Patent establishing Jesus College with

a Principal, eight Fellows and eight Scholars, and endowed

with the founder's estate. Its site lay between Cheyne
and Sonmore Lanes, then occupied by White Hall. Though
neither the first three Charters, nor the statutes impose local

restrictions, Dr. Price certainly intended to benefit Wales by
his foundation, and, from the first, Welshmen preponderated,
as proved by a college list of 1573, and the Matriculation

Registers. This connection was strengthened by the benefac-

tions, almost all from Wales, which attached the hitherto
"
unpaid places

"
to particular localities.

Building was at once begun, but Dr. Price could only erect

the S.E. corner, from the Turl gateway to White Hall, in

Cheyne Lane. Between 1613 and 1620, Principal Griffith

Powell, out of contributions from South Wales, completed the

south side of the quadrangle, and built the Kitchen and Dining
Hall. Under Sir Eubule Thelwall, the Chapel was finished in

1621, and the Principal's lodgings erected. Both Fellows

and Scholars were now increased to sixteen, and though these

were not all
"
paid places," the College flourished under

Sir Eubule and Dr. Mansell, until the Civil War "
dismantled
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it into a garrison." Under Dr. Mansell, the north and south

sides of the inner quadrangle were built about 1640.

After the Restoration, Sir Leoline Jenkins became Principal.

He reorganized the College, but he was too distracted by public
duties to retain the position long, and resigned in 1676. It is

as its most generous benefactor and second founder that he

figures in the College history. Not only was the Library built

at his expense (1680), but on his death in 1686 he left his whole

estate to the College, which doubled its endowment. But, to

prevent jealousies between North and South Wales, he insisted

upon a new settlement, confirmed by a fourth Charter. By
this, the majority of Fellowships and Scholarships were assigned
in nearly equal proportions to North and South Wales, one

Fellowship and two Scholarships only being open.
In 1712, the inner quadrangle was completed, while in

1713 the Meyricke bequest brought a large number of poor
students from North Wales. The nineteenth century produced

important changes. The First Commission, while in favour of

removing here, as elsewhere, all local restrictions, gave way so

far as to leave the Scholarships as they were, while abolishing
local preferences within Wales itself. Of the Fellowships,

however, one-half were thrown open. This was only a com-

promise, and the Second Commission divided the twenty-four
Foundation Scholarships into twelve Welsh and twelve Open,
while adding to the former four, out of the Meyricke Trust.

At present the College is evenly divided between Welsh and
non-Welsh, the former contributing well to recent academical

successes. In 1908 new buildings were added in Ship Street,

including Laboratories and a new Meyricke Library.

E. G. H.
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WADHAM COLLEGE, OXFORD

TlfADHAM COLLEGE was founded on the site of the
"
Augus-

tinian Friars
"

in Oxford, by Nicholas Wadham and

Dorothy, his wife
;
and was opened in 1613 to admit a Warden,

fifteen Fellows, sixteen Scholars, and some Commoners, few

in number, for the resources of the Wadhams sufficed to build

only one quadrangle. They had not counted the cost of the

stately Hall and Chapel, and little was left for undergraduates'
rooms. The architect was a master-builder, fettered by few

traditions, who combined the Jacobean style with an admixture

of the Perpendicular, especially in the Chapel. Wadham is

one of the most beautiful Colleges in Oxford : its beauty is of

a singularly quiet and simple kind, the effect of string courses

and straight lines, spoilt by decoration little or none. John

Inglesant lived in Wadham, a congenial home : he would have

loved it even more had there then existed the gardens for him

to walk in and ponder the problems of his day. Traces of the

struggle by which these problems were settled, for a time,

remain on the East of the Warden's Garden in the terrace

which was once part of the inmost line of Oxford's defences

in the Parliamentary Wars.

Except for buildings annexed from time to time, so plain

and unpretending that they are no disfigurement, Wadham
stands as it did three centuries ago. Mr. Andrew Lang has

remarked that it is the only College in Oxford which "
has not

been fiddled with." This is high praise and gratefully accepted
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Nicholas Wadham was a Somersetshire squire of good estate

and high degree : his wife was a Petre. Theirs was a happy
union : after his death she carried out with unsparing devotion

and munificence the project which they had planned together.
Their religious views, like those of many persons in that time

of confusion and perplexity, were by no means clear, perhaps
even to themselves. The Wadhams were suspected of being

Malignants, and Nicholas, at least, if not his wife, with good
reason. When the childless pair resolved to devote their wealth

to purposes of
"

religion, learning and education," Nicholas

was minded to found an English College in Venice, presumably
for Catholic students, but his wife and ruler diverted him from

a design which must have been more than distasteful to a Petre,

for it implied confession and restitution of plunder. Dorothy
was a woman of great ability and strong will : the latter is

shown in her grim portrait. Her ability is proved by the College
Statutes which she herself drew up in substance, and in which

she anticipated reforms made by a University Commission

more than 250 years later
;

her Fellowships were open to

laymen, and were terminable after a tenure of years, sufficient

for the young lawyer or physician to maintain and prepare
himself till he made a practice.

The College history was uneventful till 1649 when the

Warden, Fellows, and most of the Scholars were ejected because

they would not acknowledge the authority of a Parliament

without a King. John Wilkins was appointed to the Warden-

ship : he was a friend of the Protector's, whose sister he married,
not without rewards, or at least results : after nine years'

Wardenship of Wadham he was made Master of Trinity College,

Cambridge, and in both capacities showed great vigour and

judgment. The Restoration would have terminated the
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career of anyone but Wilkins, the most resourceful and elastic

of men. Charles II was attracted by his pleasant manners,
and amused by his ingenious chemical experiments and

mechanical inventions. Aided by royal favour, by troops of

friends, and by his high reputation for administrative ability,

Wilkins rose from one preferment to another till he became

Bishop of Chester.

The career of a favourite both of Cromwell and Charles

II demands explanation. The obvious solution of the

problem is that he was a successful trimmer : like other

obvious solutions of other problems it fails to explain ah
1

the

facts, in this case the fact that Wilkins was esteemed, as well

as beloved, in a suspicious age by men of different parties.

He was beloved by the Cavaliers, who sent their boys to

Wadham because Wilkins treated all his undergraduates kindly,

young Royalists like Wilmot and Sedley as well as young
Puritans

;
in marked contrast with the other Heads of Colleges,

who appear to have dealt faithfully with the sons of their political

opponents. He was beloved by the Dissenters in his diocese,

who found that a Bishop need not be a bigot and a tyrant.
Wilkins is interesting not only as one of the earliest apostles
of toleration in the Church of England who practised what
he preached, but as a man of extensive and varied learning.
He was a theologian ;

he invented a language as useless as

ingenious : he surpassed in imagination the most sanguine
of modern aviators, for he held that it was possible to reach

the moon, stopping on the way, as a witty lady told him, at his

castles in the air. His greatest work was the part he played in

the foundation of the Royal Society. In Sprat's history of

the Mother of Scientific Parliaments we read that in Wilkins'

rooms in Wadham many of the illustrious men, who later joined
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to form the Royal Society, met weekly for the discussion of all

questions save those of politics and religion. In a fine and

pathetic passage, Sprat tells us how a band of philosophers,

weary of civil and religious strife, retired to the quiet of Oxford

and gave themselves to the study of more hopeful problems.
Wadham claims to have been the cradle of the Royal Society.

London claims at least a share in that great honour. This

much is clear and admitted, that Wilkins was the organiser
and Wadham was the early home of the great Club which became
the Royal Society.

Benjamin Symons, Scholar of Wadham, took his First Class

in 1803, and in 1832 became Warden of his College. He was a

man of great ability and force of character, of convictions never

changed nor disturbed
;

a strong Low Churchman, supreme
in his College and influential in the University. Under him
Wadham acquired the reputation of. being the stronghold of

Evangelicalism, though High Churchmen like Dean Church
and Mr. Mackonochie lived and perhaps suffered under Dr.

Symons. He justified his office. Yet English Positivism was
born in Wadham and under the domination of this second

Athanasius. Dr. Congreve and Mr. Frederic Harrison were the

most remarkable of the little band who more or less were

followers of Comte. Its history during the last half-century
has been one of difficulties, now surmounted or diminished,
caused by the fall of rents in Essex, the Petres' county. It,

like other Colleges, has undergone not merely financial

troubles but a second University Commission, necessary and
on the whole beneficial

;
and is now awaiting a third with

hope and some misgivings.

P. A. W.-H.
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PEMBROKE COLLEGE, OXFORD

TN front of the imposing fagade of Christ Church stands the

Parish Church of St. Aldates,
"
restored," alas ! out of

all knowledge of its former self, and behind St. Aldates, as if

shrinking from rivalry with Wolsey's splendid foundation, lies

Pembroke, one of the smaller Colleges of the University. It

consists of a complete and ancient quadrangle with entrance

tower, the Master's lodgings at right angles to the same, and

an inner and new quadrangle of larger proportions, but of

considerable architectural irregularity. The old quadrangle,
with the exception of the present Library, was built between the

years 1673 and 1694, and the Master's lodgings in 1695
;

at

the commencement of the Gothic revival in the reign of William

IV they were given a new dress in the taste of the period.
Thus the classical tower disappeared in a casing of modern
fifteenth century work, and similar alterations were made in

the fenestration and parapets of the rest of the elevations. The
new buildings of the inner quadrangle and the fine perpendicular
Hall were erected between 1846 and 1858. This quadrangle is

incomplete, for as the ancient city wall which bounds the

College on the south was insufficient to bear the weight of lofty

buildings, that side is open except for the Chapel, a building in

the classical style of the early eighteenth century. This Chapel
was sumptuously decorated by the well-known artist, Mr. C. E.

Kempe, in 1884, and contains, perhaps, the finest specimens of

his glass. Of late years, a further addition has been made to
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the College property by the purchase of the picturesque alms-

houses on the east side of the old quadrangle, thus giving
Pembroke a frontage to the main street.

Though dating its foundation from the reign of King James I,

Pembroke, as a place of learning, goes back to the very earliest

period of the University. Congeries of law students seem to

have clustered round St. Aldates Church, and the chief of these

hostels, Segrym's Hall, was an appanage of the great Priory
of St. Frideswide. At some indeterminate period, probably
about the reign of Henry VI, the name was changed to Broad-

gates, and as Broadgates Hall it remained until it was reconsti-

tuted as Pembroke College by the liberality of its co-founder,

Richard Wightwick, adding to a benefaction originally destined

by Thomas Tesdale for Balliol College in his will of 1610, but

refused by that Society.

Broadgates Hall furnished many men of eminence for the

service of Church and State. Cardinal Repyngdon was a

Scholar in the fourteenth century. Bishop Bonner "in 1512

or thereabouts," to quote Fuller,
" became a Student of Broad-

gates Hall (now Pembroke Coll.) being then a noted nursery for

Civilians [i.e.,
students of the Civil Law] and Canonists."

Camden, the famous historian, was there about 1566. Robert

Hale, father of the great Chief Justice, entered Broadgates in

1580. Francis Beaumont, the dramatist and the collaborator

with Fletcher, was admitted as a gentleman commoner in 1597

at the age of twelve, and the notorious Puritans Peter Smart

and John Pym were amongst the last of the celebrated alumni

of Broadgates.
Dr. Thomas Clayton, elected in 1620, was its last Principal.

On August 5th, 1624, the Letters Patent were solemnly read

in the Hall, (now the Library, and a building as old as the
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fifteenth century), and Dr. Clayton was admitted as the first

Master. It is interesting to note that on this auspicious occasion

Sir Thomas Browne, afterwards author of the Religio Medici,

but then described as Studiosus non Graduatus Commensalis

Collegii, delivered the first oration, insisting upon the continuity
of the Society,

"
Lateportensis Pembrochiensis et vice versa

Pembrochiensis Lateportensis."

Many distinguished men have been educated at Pembroke

College. Shenstone the poet and Whitefield the Methodist

were contemporaries at the beginning of the eighteenth century ;

Blackstone, the great commentator, carried on the ancient legal

reputation of the foundation, and R. S. Hawker, in recent

times, was nurtured in
"
the nest of singing birds." But the

greatest of all the sons of Pembroke was Dr. Samuel Johnson,
who matriculated in 1728. His rooms were at the top of the

entrance tower
;
another set of rooms, however, was built over

them when the tower was raised in 1829. A narrow staircase,

little if at all altered, leads to the rooms, and it was with great

difficulty that the old philosopher, then feeble and of vast

proportions, mounted them with the help of the porter when
he revisited the College in 1784 and "

lionized
" Hannah More.

Down this flight was hurled the new pair of shoes which a kindly

friend, noticing Johnson's poverty but underrating his sensitive-

ness, placed outside his door. Many relics of the Doctor are

treasured within the walls of Pembroke. In the Common Room
is the magnificent portrait by Sir Joshua Reynolds, and there,

also, is preserved his tea-pot of Worcester china. In the

Library may be seen the plain deal desk on which the famous

Dictionary was written, a copy of his Political Tracts with a

dedication in his own hand to Reynolds, and, amongst other

autograph papers, the MS. of his "Prayers and Meditations."
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Perhaps the most distinguished Master of Pembroke has been

Francis Jeune, who raised it from comparative obscurity to a

high rank among the Colleges and, as we have seen, considerably

enlarged its buildings. He was a strong Liberal in politics, the

leading spirit in the first University Commission of 1850, and

certainly the ablest administrator in Oxford.

On Dr. Jeune's translation to the Bishopric of Peterborough
the election to the Mastership lay between Mr. Evan Evans
and Mr. Bartholomew Price. One of the Fellows wrote an

epigram on the occasion which is sufficiently good to quote

" We won't have Evans at any Price
;

And as for Price, O 'Eavens !

"

But they had Dr. Evans in 1864, and Dr. Bartholomew Price

succeeded him in 1892. The present Master is the Right
Reverend Bishop Mitchinson.

The College possesses an unique Aristotelian library and a

fine collection of plate, especially that dedicated to the service

of the Chapel.
A. R.
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WORCESTER COLLEGE, OXFORD

T^OR more than six centuries the ground now covered by
Worcester College has been dedicated to learning, though

the Society which at present owns it was not incorporated
until 1714. The view of the South side of the quadrangle,
as seen in our illustration, recalls the memory of an earlier day
when the students of Gloucester College, as it was then called,

resided here. For more than 250 years, that is to say, from

1285 to 1541, Gloucester College was the resort of monks sent

by various Benedictine houses (originally those only of the

Southern Province) to study at Oxford in accordance with a

decree of the Order passed in 1275. It appears that St. Peter's,

Gloucester, at first established its own Society, but shortly
attached itself to the general Benedictine College, and the fact

of its slight seniority seems to have stamped its name, at least

in popular usage, on the whole foundation. Gloucester College
then consisted of groups of chambers for the members of the

different houses. Coats-of-arms over the doorways of the

buildings shown in our view mark the tenements as different

properties, but only the westernmost one can be with certainty

identified, and that as belonging to Pershore Abbey. After the

dissolution, the College lay desolate for a while, if it was not

occupied by Bishop King as his palace for the three years 1542-

1545. In 1560 Sir Thomas White, the founder of St. John's

College, established here a Principal and a hundred Scholars,
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calling the buildings St. John's Hall, though here again custom

prevailed, and the name Gloucester Hall was that by which it

was generally known. In the last decade of the seventeenth

century, an interesting but unsuccessful experiment was tried,

namely, the use of Gloucester Hall as a place of education for

youths belonging to the Greek Church. At this crisis in its

history, there appeared a new founder, Sir Thomas Cookes, a

Worcestershire baronet, and after some years of litigation,

Worcester College was fully incorporated in 1714.

If Worcester lacks the symmetry of other Colleges, it possesses

the charm of a diversified assemblage of buildings with gardens
of great beauty on every side, and the only lake that any college

can boast. One of its chief glories is the Chapel, the internal

decoration of which, carried out by Mr. Burges, is without its

equal in this country for its elaboration. The Chapel is richly

furnished with gifts.

Among the distinguished men whom Worcester College

can claim as its own, the best known is Thomas de Quincey,
whose name stood in the College books from 1803 to 1816. Of

Churchmen there are the learned author of Origines Liturgicae,

William Palmer
;
Dean Burgon ;

Provost Cotton
;

and Dr.

John Collis Day, the well-known Headmaster of Bromsgrove.
In the sciences representative names are : Andrew Bloxam,

Bonamy Price, and Thorold Rogers ;
in diverse branches of

learning, the great palaeographer, H. O. Coxe, Bodley's
Librarian

;
Sir Charles T. Newton, Keeper of Antiquities at

the British Museum
;
and Francis William Newman.

A. R s.
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HERTFORD COLLEGE, OXFORD

A LTHOUGH Hertford College cannot boast the venerable

buildings which lend a charm to so many of the Oxford

Colleges, its history reaches back to the thirteenth century,
and is of peculiar interest owing to its frequent change of

fortune. It was in 1283 that Elias of Hertford bought a

portion of the site now occupied by the College buildings,

and by letting it to students became the founder of the insti-

tution known as Hart Hall, though his interest in it was

purely commercial. A recollection of him still survives in the

College arms, a hart's head with a cross between the antlers,

the device he used for his seal. Early in the fourteenth

century, Stapeldon, Bishop of Exeter, purchased the Hall,

possibly with the idea of founding a college on its site, but

his occupation was very brief, for in little more than a year
he founded Exeter College, handing over to the new foundation

the fortunes of the Hall. Before the end of the fourteenth

century, Hart Hall once more became the temporary home
of a future college, William of Wykeham housing some of his

scholars there while New College was being built.

Beyond the matriculation in 1600 of John Selden, known
in his lifetime as the

"
Dictator of English learning," there is

little to record in the history of the Hall before the appointment
of Dr. Richard Newton as Principal in 1710. Newton was a born

reformer and at once showed signs of that extraordinary energy
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which was eventually to convert Hart Hall into Hertford

College. He erected the buildings forming the south-eastern

angle of the College, and including a Chapel which was only

superseded in 1908, but this was only part of a far larger scheme,
which lack of funds prevented him from carrying out.

Meanwhile Newton was instituting great reforms in the

internal economy of the Hall, but his rules were almost ridi-

culous in their minuteness, and afterwards when embodied in

the College Statutes proved well nigh unworkable. In 1723

he presented his petition for a Charter of Incorporation, only
to meet with the most strenuous opposition from Exeter

College, which still regarded itself as owner of the Hall. The
matter was referred to the Attorney-General, whose judgment
was favourable to Newton, but further opposition was encoun-

tered, this time apparently from a private source, and it

was not till 1740 that the Charter was eventually granted.

Unfortunately the hopes of a rich endowment which Newton
entertained were doomed to disappointment, and the College

thus launched without sufficient funds, and burdened with a

too elaborate body of statutes, had only a short career. In

1810 it was represented by but two Fellows, and no successor

having been appointed on the Principal's death in 1805, it

died a natural death. Its short life had, however, been dis-

tinguished by the matriculation in 1764 of Charles James Fox,
who resided for two years in the College.

The site of the late College was not to remain
(long unoc-

cupied. Magdalen College had for some time been struggling
to secure the removal of Magdalen Hall, which had grown out

of the Grammar School originally attached to it, and now occu-

pied ground which the College required for its own expansion.
In answer to an appeal on its part, an Act of Parliament was
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passed in 1816, by which the property of Hertford College was

handed over to the University in trust for Magdalen Hall. A
sufficient sum only was reserved to provide a pension for life

for the one surviving Fellow of the late College, and after

his death this was applied to the endowment of the now famous

University Scholarship known as
" The Hertford."

In spite of the passing of the Act, it was still some years
before Magdalen Hall actually migrated, but a fire which

destroyed most of its buildings in 1820, followed almost imme-

diately by the collapse of some of the old buildings of Hertford

College, brought matters to a climax, and by 1822 new build-

ings had been erected and the Hall was at last established in its

new home. It had had a past of some little distinction, num-

bering as it did among its members several famous men,

prominent among whom were Tyndale, the translator of the

Bible, and Hobbes the philosopher. Dr. MacBride, who had

already been Principal for eight years at the time of the

migration, lived to occupy that position forty-six years longer,

and died in 1868 in his ninetieth year. He was succeeded by
Dr. Mitchell, who had been Vice-Principal for twenty years,

and previously to that had done much as senior tutor to revive

the falling fortunes of Lincoln College.

Various changes in the University, more especially the

institution of unattached students, had combined to render

the position of a Hall somewhat of an anomaly, and Dr. Mitchell

was quick to see that unless Magdalen Hall were converted into

a College its decline was inevitable. Accordingly, in 1873, he

presented to Parliament a Bill for a Charter of Incorporation,
which passed its third reading in July, 1874. Meanwhile the

all-important question of endowment had been settled in

an unexpectedly fortunate manner. Mr. Baring, member for
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South Essex, had offered his late College, Brasenose, a large
sum for the endowment of fellowships and scholarships, which
was not accepted owing to certain conditions with which the

College felt itself unable to comply. He thereupon transferred

his offer to the new foundation, once more to be known as

Hertford College, which was thus able to enter upon its career

with every promise of success.

Since 1887, when the new Hall was built, other notable

additions have been made to the College buildings. In 1889

a new front was erected on New College Street
;

in 1897 a

block of buildings was purchased from the city, which gave the

College a frontage on Holywell, where new buildings were

opened in 1904
;
and finally, in 1908, the much-needed new

Chapel was completed.

F. D. S.
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ST. EDMUND HALL, OXFORD

TT has been shown in the Introduction that the earliest

form of association of University students was that of

a common residence, called at Oxford a Hall, at Cambridge

usually a Hostel. When, later, the College was instituted as

a corporate community, the name Hall still denoted the

place of residence, while the Society was called a College. Thus

the buildings would commonly be described as the Hall or

House of Scholars of such and such a College. But as in time

the collegiate system prevailed over the loose association of the

Hall, College came to mean in common language either the

community or the buildings. Of the old Halls five continued to

exist within living memory St. Mary, St. Alban, Magdalen,
New Inn, and St. Edmund. The first three are merged in

Oriel, Merton, and Hertford Colleges ;
New Inn is gone ;

but St. Edmund Hall, though threatened with absorption
into Queen's College, still maintains its independent life. Its

name commemorates the canonized Archbishop of Canterbury,
Edmund Rich, whose feast is observed in the Kalendar on the

16th of November. His earlier studies were pursued at the

University of Paris, from which returning he opened schools

at Oxford, lecturing chiefly on Aristotelian logic. It is believed

that his schools were placed on or near the site of the Hall

named after him, and it is related that, besides giving his lectures

without fees, he built for the use of his scholars the Lady Chapel,
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on the north side of the adjoining Church of St. Peter in the

East. Shortly after his death, which occurred in 1241, the

Austin Canons of Oseney, the great house on the western out-

skirts of the city, let out the tenements on the site of the present
Hall to Principals appointed by the Scholars themselves. The
first appointment of the kind dates 1291. At the dissolution,

the Scholars were dispersed, but in 1557 the Provost of Queen's
secured the Hall for his College, with the right of appointing
the Principal, subject to the condition that St. Edmund's
should be re-established as a Public Hall of the University.

Since that time its history has resembled that of the Colleges
in reflecting the passing changes of thought. In one period it

was an outpost of the non-juring movement. In a later

one, a century long, it was associated with Evangelicalism.
Later again, the appointment of Henry Parry Liddon as

Vice-Principal, in 1859, infused into it a new spirit.

Among the men whose names are associated with this

venerable institution are Kettlewell, Hearne the antiquary,

Mill, the Greek Testament Scholar, and Daniel Wilson, Bishop
of Calcutta. At the present time, though its fortunes are so

precarious, it gives evidence of considerable activity and use-

fulness. To all intents and purposes, though not in its consti-

tution, it is a College in miniature. Its charming little buildings

include a Hall, a Library and a Chapel, and all that it wants

is a sufficient endowment either to make it into a corporate

body with an independent life, or at least to insure its continu-

ance as a Public Hall. That this last relic of the most ancient

system of association among University Scholars should entirely

disappear is a result that sentiment at least would disapprove.

A. R s.
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KEBLE COLLEGE, OXFORD

TN 1865 there was a strong feeling within and without the

University that its privileges ought to be made more easily

accessible to the nation, especially to those who could not

afford the rate of expenditure which was then usual. As one

result of this feeling, a committee of residents, of which the

Chairman was Dr. Shirley, Regius Professor of Ecclesiastical

History, drew up a report advocating the foundation of a new

college or hall
"
with a view not exclusively but especially to

the education of persons needing assistance and desirous of

admission into the Christian ministry." In the following year,

while this report was fresh in men's minds, the Rev. John Keble,

who with Newman and Pusey had been the mainspring of the
"
Tractarian Movement," died, and at once his friends decided

that the best memorial to him would be the foundation of a

College which should in the main follow the lines of this report.

There was, however, from the first one essential difference :

no stress was laid upon it as a place of preparation of students

for the ministry ;
it was to be open to all members of the

Church of England, whether preparing for a clerical or a lay

profession, and its aim was to train them in simple and religious

habits according to the principles of that Church. A sum of

more than 50,000 was raised by public subscription ;
the

College was built by Mr. W. Butterfield, and one quadrangle
was opened, with a temporary Chapel and Hall, in 1870. It
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was incorporated by a Royal Charter, and afterwards its mem-
bers were admitted to all the privileges of the University in the

same year, not as a
"
College

"
in the strictest sense of the term,

but as a
" New Foundation for Academic Study." The

government rests with a Council, originally selected by the

subscribers, and perpetuating itself by co-optation. The
Council elects the warden : the warden nominates the tutors.

Since the foundation of the College a second quadrangle has

been built : a permanent Chapel, the munificent gift of Mr. W.

Gibbs, of Tyntesfield, was opened in 1876
;

the permanent
Hall and Library, the equally munificent gift of his two sons,

Messrs. Antony and Martin Gibbs, in 1878
;
and a side-chapel

was added in 1894 by the generosity of Mrs. Martha Combe.

In it is placed Mr. Holman Hunt's
"
Light of the World,"

which had been bequeathed to the College by her husband,
Mr. Combe, of the University Press. In the Hall the chief

portraits are those of Archbishop Laud (a copy from Van Dyck
by Stone), of Mr. Keble, Archbishop Longley, Dr. Liddon, and

Dr. Talbot (the First Warden) by Mr. George Richmond,
and of Mr. W. Gibbs by Sir W. Richmond. In the Senior

Common Room is an interesting water-colour portrait by Ross

of Cardinal Newman taken in the year 1846. The Library
contains busts of Mr. Keble, Dr. Pusey, Cardinal Newman, this

last by Woolner, and of Field-Marshal Gomm, whose widow
was a benefactor of the College. It also contains the greater

part of Mr. Keble's own library, given by his brother
; many

illuminated missals, and two special collections, one of works

on Dante, bequeathed by Dr. Liddon, the other of the literature

of Port Royal, presented by the Rev. H. T. Morgan.

W. L.
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Next these the plenteous Ouse came far from land,

By many a city and by many a towne,

And many rivers taking under-hand

Into his waters as he passeth downe,

The Cle, the Were, the Grant, the Sture, the Rowne.

Thence doth by Huntingdon and Cambridge flit,

My mother Cambridge, whom as with a crowne

He doth adorne, and is adorned of it

With many a gentle Muse and many a learned wit.
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PETERHOUSE, CAMBRIDGE

pETERHOUSE, the earliest of Cambridge Colleges, was

founded in 1284 (see Introduction) by Hugh de Balsham,

Bishop of Ely, in avowed imitation of Merton's work at Oxford

twenty years before. At first he introduced his scholars a

secular body be it remembered into a corporation of Regular
Canons who administered the ancient hospital of St. John in

the Jewry. It was the old case of new wine and old bottles
;

and after a trial of two years, he removed the scholars to two

hostels near St. Peter's Church. In 1286 he died, leaving to

his successors in the See of Ely the duty of framing statutes

for them. From those given by Bishop Simon de Montacute

in 1344 we learn that the collegium a word which at that time

denoted neither place nor buildings, but inmates was to consist

of a Master, fourteen scholars, and three poor grammar-boys.
The scholars (or Fellows) were to be honest, chaste, peaceable,

humble, modest (so far as human frailty permitteth), and

needy ; they were to be at least Bachelors in Dialectics on

election
;

to proceed to M.A.
;
and then to study Theology ;

but two might choose Civil or Canon Law, and one Medicine.

Lastly, each must pass a year of probation in the House before

admission to permanent membership. Progress in study was

provided by giving and hearing lectures, by taking part in

disputations twice a week, by reading, and by the provision that

no scholar might proceed to a further degree without the
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approval of the Society. This slight sketch shows that

Peterhouse, at its inception, was neither a school nor a boarding-

house, but, in the words of its latest historian, Dr. Walker,
"
a close corporation of advanced students pursuing learning

under a Rule." The pensioner, the paying undergraduate,
was admitted very gradually ;

and it is not until Tudor times

that such students appear in large numbers.

Dr. Walker has conclusively proved that distinction is not

dependent upon size
;
and that in all times, especially in those

of strain or stress, Peterhouse could produce men ready to
"
take occasion by the hand." We regret that we can mention

but very few even of the most distinguished. In the fourteenth

century there is the famous Cardinal Beaufort
;
and in the next

Henry Horneby, the Lady Margaret's trusted adviser, who was
instrumental in the founding of St. John's. At the Reformation

Peterhouse took the side of the Reformers, and when Henry
the Eighth's divorce was in the air, it supported the King,

thereby incurring much unpopularity. In the difficult times

of Mary and Elizabeth it was ruled by Dr. Andrew Perne, who
retained the Mastership for 45 years by methods which some
have called wise toleration, while others have applied to them
far harsher names. But, whatever he may have been politically,

he was an able administrator, and the College flourished under
his rule. In the days of Elizabeth the place of honour must be

given to John Whitgift, afterwards Master of Trinity and

Archbishop of Canterbury. He left his mark in the statutes

of 1570, which for more than two centuries and a half in

fact until their abolition in 1856, placed the University under
the government of the Vice-Chancellor and Heads of Colleges.
In the Civil War the College was on the King's side, as might
be expected from the influence of such men as Dr. Matthew
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Wren (Master 1626-34), and his successor, Dr. John Cosin

(Master 1634-44). The Puritan interloper, Lazarus Seaman,
was neither popular nor successful. In the eighteenth century
let us not forget Dr. John Jebb, the energetic reformer of

University education
;

nor Sir William Browne, who founded

the prizes for Greek and Latin Epigrams, and Greek and Latin

Odes
;

nor Thomas Gray, the poet, who entered Peterhouse in

1734 and left it in 1755 under certain humorous circumstances,

which, however, are so well known that we need hardly regret

that want of space prevents our repeating them
;

nor the

Duke of Grafton, the victim of Junius ;
nor Henry Cavendish

who "
anticipated the scientific glories of Lord Kelvin and

Sir James Dewar." In more recent times we must commem-
orate William Smyth, Professor of Modern History ;

and

last, but by no means least, Lord Kelvin.

The buildings of the College are not merely beautiful in

themselves, but offer a singularly instructive example of the

gradual way in which such structures grew up. It is not difficult

to trace their development. We have to imagine, in the first

place, the Society living, for nearly 140 years, in an irregular

group of buildings consisting of the two dwelling-houses on

the street front bought by the founder, a Hall built out of

his legacy of 300 marks, and a Kitchen. In 1424, when the

quadrangular arrangement, then coming into fashion in Colleges,

was begun, the Hall was naturally taken as a starting point,

and the building-work was carried westwards to the S.W.

corner of the quadrangle. The west side was built next, and

then part of the north side. These ranges were divided into

chambers, except the west range, where, on the first floor, was

a noble Library, approached by a stone spiral staircase. The

next work undertaken was a building eastward of the Hall,
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begun 1460, containing on the ground floor the
"
Stone Parlour

"

or Combination Room, and on the first floor chambers for

the Master, approached by the picturesque tower which forms so

charming a feature as seen from the Fellows' Garden. In 1589

this range was prolonged to the street through the munifi-

cence of Dr. Andrew Perne, who by his will provided funds for

the erecting of a library, with a gallery above it for the Master.

The Chapel, placed, by a felicitous innovation, in the middle of

the court instead of on one side of it, was dedicated 17th March,
1632

;
and the cloisters, an equally brilliant innovation, were

built in the following year. Thus the court was brought to the

appearance shown in Loggan's print, dated about 1690. Would
that it had so remained ! But about 1730 the College fell into

the hands of Mr., afterwards Sir James, Burrough, under whose

direction they were persuaded to pull down the chapel-porch,
to alter the cloisters for the worse, to remove from the court all

vestige of the fifteenth century builders, and to erect the

building on the north side of the street front.

J. W. C.
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CLARE COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE

TN 1326 the Chancellor of the University, Richard de Badew,
^ a man of wealth and influence, with a taste for education,

persuaded the Senate to adopt, though on a very small scale,

the ideas which the benefactions of Walter de Merton at Oxford

and of Hugh de Balsham at Cambridge had made fashionable.

In consequence the whole Senate obtained a licence from

Edward the Third to found
"
a house of scholars

"
in Milne

Street, and to assign to it two messuages given to them by

Nigel de Thornton, a physician. The house was to be called

University Hall, and the scholars who, like others at this period,

were teachers rather than learners, were to be lodged in

Thornton's houses. The institution was not successful, and

would probably have gradually died of inanition, had not an

accidental fire brought matters to a crisis after an existence of

little more than ten years. At this critical moment a high-born
and wealthy benefactress, the Lady Elizabeth de Clare, urged,
it is said, by a member of the College who was her favourite,

provided both buildings and endowment, changing the name
to Clare Hall.

Thornton's original houses had evidently stood close to the

street, opposite to the Old Court of King's College. Out of

these, as a nucleus, a small quadrangle was gradually evolved,

occupying, so far as we can judge, about half the ground between
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the street and the river. Small as it was, it supplied the Society

with all the buildings required for the collegiate life, and lasted

for full three hundred years. At the beginning of the seven-

teenth century, however,
"
part of it fell down, and that the

College and its inhabitants might not be buried together in

the same Ruines," as Fuller says, it was decided to rebuild it.

Before beginning so important an undertaking, the Society

determined to obtain, if possible, from their powerful neighbour,

King's College, a slice of Butt Close, as the ground on the left

bank of the river was called, for
"
a passadge into the feilds."

They were successful, but not without a bitter and most

amusing controversy, into which, however, we have now no

space to enter.

This rebuilding, including the new Chapel, was spread over

131 years, and divides itself naturally into five periods. At the

beginning it was under the charge of the Bursar, the Reverend

Barnabas Oley, to whose careful accounts we owe our knowledge
of the details and progress of the work, but unfortunately he

died in 1686.

The first period extends from 1638 to 1642. The
foundation stone was laid on the 16th May, 1638, in the

east range, which was completed in 1641. The Bridge was

begun in January, 1639, and finished before the end of

1640. The College was, naturally, anxious to take possession
of their newly acquired ground with as little delay as possible.

In the summer of 1640 progress was made with the south

range, and the foundation of part of the west range was

also laid. Here ends the first section. The Civil War broke

out
;
the materials got ready were seized by the Parliament

to strengthen the fortifications of Cambridge Castle
;

and

though Cromwell is said to have reimbursed the College,
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we cannot now ascertain either how much he gave, or at

what date.

Soon after the Restoration, in 1662, the second period of

work began with the west range, but it was soon suspended,
and not seriously resumed until 1669. The south half was not

finished until 1676.

The third period includes the building of the Hall,

Combination Room, and Butteries (1683-87), and Kitchen

with Library over it (1689). The Hall was formally opened
in 1693.

In the fourth period the northern half of the west range
was built (1705-15), and lastly, after a lapse of nearly fifty years,

the fifth period (1763-1769) saw the old Chapel replaced by the

existing structure.

As usual, no architect's name is specially mentioned. There

are, however, two persons who are spoken of in such a way
that they may well have designed as well as executed. These

are John Westley and Thomas Grumbold. The former is

spoken of by Mr. Oley in one of his account-books as
"
that

good workman that built the College," and is often referred to

as
"
the master-mason." He had already built the so-called

'

Brick Building
"

at Emmanuel College. Grumbold, the first

of a long procession of workmen of the same name who are

prominent in the building-accounts of the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries in Cambridge, unquestionably designed
the beautiful bridge over the river, for in January, 1639, we
find the important entry : "To Tho. Grumball for a Draught
of a Bridge, 00.03.00

"
;

and subsequently he designed the

West Gate of the Court, together with the Hall and Combination

Room.
The buildings, the history of which we have rapidly sketched,
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are so judiciously treated that they do not affect the observer

with any sense of abruptness. Professor Willis remarks

that:

" The south and east sides, although built in the reign of Charles the First,

are of the style called Jacobean in the gateways, and the archway presents an

interesting example of the late use of fan-vaulting. The windows are nearly

medieval, with three and two lights alternately. The heads of these lights are

even pointed, but they have no transom. In the river-front, however, the

windows have Italian dressings ; namely, a pediment and a straight arch

beneath it with three massive rustic voussoirs ; and when originally constructed

they had a central monial also, crossed by a single transom."

Further, when he reaches the construction of the Hall and

Combination Room, the same authority says :

" The style is very different from that of the two previous portions, the

original namely, and the river front. No attempt is made to unite this side

with the other by continuation of lines or levels. It is surmounted by a regular
entablature proportioned to the block pilasters upon which it rests, and this

abuts at each end against the walls of the chambers. In other respects, how-

ever, the composition possesses great ability. It is so contrived as to retain

enough of the earlier work to avoid glaring incongruities."

Even the Chapel, begun, as stated above, in 1763, is a very
favourable specimen of the Italian style in which Sir James

Burrough, who designed it, usually worked, and offers no

startling contrast with its neighbours. Well might Professor

Willis exclaim, in one of his lectures, that Clare College had an

homogeneous appearance, more like a palace than a College.

J. W. C.
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PEMBROKE COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE

'
I

VHIS College was founded in 1347 by Maria de Sancto Paulo,
wife of Audamarie de Valence, Earl of Pembroke, and a

cousin of Edward III. It is thus the third oldest College in

the University. In 1343 the foundress had purchased from

Henricus de Staunton
" a messuage without Trumpington-

gate," and, on the completion of a building on the site of the

present first court, established a Master, six Fellows, and two

Scholars. This body was originally called the Hall or College

of St. Mary de Valence, but before the end of the century
became known as Pembroke Hall. Further land was "

con-

veyed" to the College during the foundress's life, and at her

death, in 1377, it was already in a flourishing state. By her

will she left it "diverse impropriations, lands, and rents, plate,

jewels, and other ornaments," which included the cup still

used at the High Table on festival days. At a later date

Henry VI added so considerably to the College revenues as

to earn the name of second founder. He spoke of the Hall

as his adopted daughter. According to one historian, several

of the Popes are to be numbered amongst subsequent bene-

factors, whose ranks were increased notably by Lancelot

Andrewes, Bishop of Winchester ; by Matthew Wren, President

(senior Fellow) of the College in 1616, who caused his more

famous nephew Christopher to build the present College Chapel
as a token of gratitude for his release from prison at the
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Restoration; and by Sir Robert Hitcham, Lord of the Manor
of Framlingham,

" who devised that lordship to the Master

and Fellows
"

at his death in 1636.

The first Master was Thomas de Bingham, formerly one of the

University Proctors. He was succeeded by Robert de Thorpe,
who gave books to the College, probably in 1373. He is supposed
to have been Lord Chancellor of England. Subsequently a

long list of men famous in their day occupied the same position .

Amongst these may be mentioned John Langton, Bishop of

St. David's, who obtained from Henry VI the Rectory and

Manor of Soham; Laurence Booth, Archbishop of York and

Lord Chancellor of England ;
Richard Fox, Bishop of Win-

chester, and a friend of Henry VII whom he had met in France

he is supposed to have originated the custom of giving and

receiving New-Year's gifts, as mutual pledges of friendship ;

Nicholas Ridley, sixteenth Master, elected in 1540, who became

Bishop of London and suffered martyrdom with Cranmer

his pathetic farewell to
" mine own college, my cure and my

charge" is well known
;
Edmund Grindall and John Whitgift,

successive Archbishops of Canterbury ;
Lancelot Andrewes,

one of the translators of King James's Bible and one of the

greatest scholars of his day ;
Dr. Long, the astronomer, and,

in recent years, Sir George Stokes, the mathematician. Not

inaptly has Pembroke been called Collegium Episcopate.

Most of the University historians quote Queen Elizabeth's

exclamation as she passed the College gate :

" O domus antiqua
et religiosa !

"

Of the famous men who were members of Pembroke Hall,

Edmund Spenser takes first place. Unlike his particular friend

Gabriel Harvey himself a poet he was never a Fellow of the

College, although he competed for one with Andrewes, but
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matriculated on May 20th, 1569, and took his first degree in
1573. Of less renown were Ralph Bathurst, a contemporary
of Spenser's, and translator of his Shepherds Calendar into
Latin verse, and Rodolph (or William) Rowley, author of the
Witch of Edmonton and other dramatic pieces. Rowley was
elected Fellow about 1588. In the seventeenth century numer-
ous distinguished Puritans were educated at Pembroke, notably
Henry Sampson and Dr. Calamy (1600-1666), one of the men
who opposed the execution of Charles I and aided the return
of his son, and well known as the author of the Lives of the
Puritans. Thomas Stanley (1644-1678), author of The History
of Philosophy and a Greek scholar of some renown in his day,
was also a Fellow of the College.

Amongst the eighteenth century men who were members
of the College, by far the most distinguished was William Pitt,
whose extraordinary talents even at Cambridge, whither he
was sent when fourteen years old, seem to have dazzled all

his contemporaries. He took his M.A. in 1776, became Prime
Minister in his twenty-fifth year, and was chosen High Steward
of his University in 1790. Next, in point of fame, is Thomas
Gray (1716-1771) who was educated at Peterhouse, but left
that College in 1756 in consequence of the annoyance he had
sustained at the hands of some exuberant freshmen, and came
to Pembroke. At that time he was widely known as an erudite
scholar and the author of the Elegy Written in a Country
Churchyard, the poem most typical of the century. In 1757,
he declined the office of poet laureate, and a few years later
solicited the Cambridge professorship of modern history.
This he did not obtain until the sudden death of Brochet, in

1768, rendered the post again vacant. His friend and bio-

grapher, the Rev. William Mason (1725-1797), was elected a
185
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Fellow of the College in 1749. He wrote several tragedies, and

was proposed as laureate on the death of Colley Gibber, but

was not actually offered the post in consequence of his

assumption in 1754 of holy orders. His most famous work

on the English Garden was published in 1772. Overshadowing

Mason, however, is the ill-fated Christopher Smart (1722-1770),

who took his B.A. in 1743, and was created a Fellow in 1745.

He obtained the Seatonian prize for his verse, and published
several other poems, notably a Song to David, during the intervals

of sanity and soberness. In 1753 he married a daughter of

the bookseller Newbery, for whom he did much literary hack-

work. Smart was befriended by Johnson and others, but his

intemperance pulled him down, and he died
"
in the rules of

the King's Bench." He had translated Horace, was an

accomplished scholar, and enjoyed no mean celebrity in his day.
About 1720 a casing of stone was added to the first court,

and when the new Chapel was built, the old one was converted

into the Library, which still remains. In the last few months

a much needed addition to the College buildings has been made.

Until then there was no direct communication, save by the

Fellows' Garden, between the first two courts and that erected

some forty years ago by the younger Gilbert Scott. Now,
however, this latter has been enlarged, and a bridge erected over

the gate of the Master's Lodge.

R. S.
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TRINITY HALL, CAMBRIDGE

\\71LLIAM. BATEMAN, Bishop of Norwich, founded, in

1350, the College of Scholars of the Holy Trinity of

Norwich, and ordained that the house which the College should

inhabit should be called the Hall of the Holy Trinity of Norwich.

Chiefly because two centuries later Henry the Eighth founded

another College in Cambridge dedicated to the Holy Trinity,

this earlier Trinity College has become familiarly called after

its house, The Hall. It used to differ from other Colleges
not only in name but in its studies and character. The founder

was a diplomatist and lawyer, a doctor of Canon and Roman
Law. He planned a foundation, larger than any then in

Cambridge, to encourage these studies. His death five years

later, and social troubles after the Black Death of 1349, hindered

the completion of his scheme on the intended scale. The

Fellows, however, were Canonists and Civilians. Canon
and Roman Law were the International Law of Europe. The
Canon Law was binding on all clergy, and regulated the marriages
and wills of the laity. The Roman Law was the basis for the

law of many countries, and dealings between subjects of

different princes, especially at sea and in commerce, were

controlled by it. The study was indispensable to diplomatists.

Probate, Divorce and Admiralty were in short the province
of Hall men. Members of the Diplomatic Service, Admiralty
and Ecclesiastical Judges, continued to be supplied from
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Trinity Hall, until in 1856 the separate profession of Advocates

in the Ecclesiastical Courts was abolished, and the practice

thrown open to all barristers. After that an ex-Fellow of the

Hall, Sir Alexander Cockburn, conducted his country's case

in the greatest international law-suit of recent years, the

Alabama Award. After 1856, by changes in University exam-

inations as well as in the rules of the Courts, the College was

assimilated to others. But even before that time, as well as

afterwards, the Hall had trained Chancery and Common lawyers,

as well as Advocates of Doctors' Commons. Ex-Lord Justice

Romer, Senior Wrangler in 1863, is the greatest living example.
Down to Henry the Eighth's reign the lawyers of Trinity Hall

were as a rule ecclesiastics. But in 1505 John Purgold, late

Fellow, was a married man, and therefore not in more than

Minor Orders, perhaps a layman, and if so the earliest lay-Fellow
on record of any College. After the Reformation the Master

and Fellows were generally laymen. There was a clerical

Master under Elizabeth, another under the Commonwealth

probably in Orders, and then no more till the late Henry
Latham was elected in 1888. The lay influence in the College

made it different from others. In the earlier nineteenth century,

John Sterling, who threw up clerical life, and Frederic Maurice,

father of the Broad Churchmen, migrated to Trinity Hall, as

a more congenial home than they could find elsewhere in either

University. The complete control which, since Henry the

Sixth's time, the College exercises over St. Edward's Church

in Cambridge, enabled Maurice to preach, when no other pulpit

was open to him. At an earlier date the same power had

allowed the College to put up Hugh Latimer and a Dominican

Friar to preach alternately at St. Edward's.

Under the Tudors the famous Stephen Gardiner was Master.
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Though Bishop of Winchester, and ultimately Lord Chancellor,
he kept the Mastership as a refuge from the storms of fortune!
In public life he was better than his enemies allow, and he was
a beneficent Master. A whole school of Conservative politicians
was bred under him : Paget, Lord Privy Seal to Mary, Thirlby,
ambassador and Privy Councillor, Wriothesley, Lord Chancellor,
Lord William Howard, Lord High Admiral, are the chief. On
the other side Bilney, a Fellow, was a martyr under Henry
the Eighth, and May, who died Elizabeth's archbishop-designate
of York, was a Fellow. The Earl of Northampton, son of Surrey
the poet, and a politician of James' time, lived in retirement
for years in the Hall. Cowell, assertor of Royal Prerogative
under James, was Master. Henry Harvey, Master when
Elizabeth succeeded, kept preferments under all governments.
He got the College, and himself as Master, established by Act
of Parliament, probably against the revival of a scheme to

amalgamate it with Clare. He also established Doctors'
Commons in London under control of the College. It was not
finally separated till 1768.

Thomas Tusser, the poet, was a servant, singing clerk

probably, at the Hall. Gabriel Harvey, Spenser's friend, writer
of atrocious English hexameters, but highly thought of in his

time, was a Fellow. Preston, the Master, wrote Cambyses,
the tragedy which Falstaff has made proverbial for fustian.
But Robert Herrick, last of the great lyricists of Caroline

times, was a Hall man. The literary succession continued in

Dennis, hated of Pope, Fenton, who helped Pope, Hayley,
deservedly forgotten, Chauncey Townshend, who should
be remembered, and Bulwer Lytton. The present
.Master twice took the Chancellor's medal. Samuel Pepys
was entered at the Hall, but went to Magdalene. Lord
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Chesterfield, Lord Holderness, Secretary of State with Pitt,

Viscount Fitzwilliam , founder of the museum, were Hall men
;

so was Lord Walsingham, the Judge. Though not clerical,

the Hall produced some ecclesiastics
; Bishop Horsley, a man

of solid worth, and Corrie, Bishop of Madras, among them.

The Ecclesiastical Judges are legion ;
Sir Herbert Jenner-Fust,

Master, and Dean of Arches, is one of the more famous. More

recently Sir Leslie Stephen and Henry Fawcett kept up lay,

liberal and literary traditions. Sir Henry Maine, K.C.S.I.

died as Master, conferring lustre on the College by his world-

wide fame in its ancient study of law. His successor, the late

Henry Latham, won not only fame but affection from all

who knew his work and character as Tutor and Master. Dr.

Eden, Master in the Civil War time, a parliamentarian among
royalist Fellows, is nevertheless commemorated as having
so filled his office that Parentis nomen potius quam Custodis

mereatur. The generation which now rules so think of the

Master of their time.

He added the Latham Buildings and Combination Room,
and altered the Lodge. Fragments exist of houses acquired

by Bateman or built in the fourteenth century. The Library,

and some other buildings, are Elizabethan, but Sir Nathanael

Lloyd, from 1728 onwards, disfigured most of them. The

east side of the court was burnt in 1852.

H. E. M.
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CORPUS CHRISTI COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE

visitor to Cambridge should begin his tour of inspection
by making for the inner court of Corpus. Here he will

find himself standing in the oldest collegiate quadrangle ;

and, looking up, he will see the Saxon Tower of the Church
of St. Benet the bells of which rang the earliest students
of the University to their lectures.

The College of Corpus Christi and the Blessed Virgin Mary
to quote its full title was also familiarly known as Benet
Hall, from its proximity to the old Church: and this double
name reminds us that our College has, down the ages, had
varying aspects.

Founded by some pious citizens members of two Gilds
from which it obtained its official name, it was yet on several
occasions in the fourteenth, in the sixteenth, and in the
seventeenth centuries riotously assaulted by the townsmen
of Cambridge.

Commemorating, as its title reminds us, medieval cere-
monies of the Roman Catholic Church; it has yet been
specially noted for its Reformation champions.

Possessing, as we have said, some of the oldest scholastic
rooms in Cambridge, it was Corpus which inaugurated the
new era of college and university buildings. The traveller
who entered Cambridge by the Trumpington Road at the
beginning of the nineteenth century admired the imposing
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front of the ancient College, which had hitherto nestled away
in Free School Lane.

Members of Corpus have, for centuries, been noted for active

and helpful service in the Councils of the University ;
but they

have also been prominent in great crises in the affairs of Church

and State. Archbishop Parker and Lord Keeper Bacon were

among the wisest advisers of Queen Elizabeth
; Archbishop

Tenison had no small share in ecclesiastical matters in the days
of the Revolution

;
and Archbishop Herring was to the front

when the Hanover dynasty was threatened.

With reference to the fact that three of the names just men-

tioned were those of Primates of All England, it may be added,
in the words of a distinguished antiquary (Mr. Wm. Cole) :

" To those who will look over the list of members of this Society,

it will be obvious to see that they have occupied places in

Church and State, equal to those of more ample foundations.

In one instance, the comparison is too striking to be unobserved

and unadmired : I mean, that a College of no very extensive

foundation should singly in the compass of two centuries have

given three Archbishops to the Church of England : a

singularity not to be paralleled in any other that I can recollect."

Another set of Corpus men is alluded to in a somewhat similar

quotation from the MSS. which Mr. Bowtell left to Downing
College :

"
It is observable that Markaunt at the beginning

of the fifteenth Archbishop Parker in the middle of the

sixteenth Stukeley, Nat. Salmon, Masters and Gough in the

eighteenth century, all celebrated antiquaries, were members
of Corp. Chr. Coll., Camb."

Yet another group of learned and fashionable young
scholars may be referred to, as making Corpus a centre of

light and leading in the eighteenth century. Those who
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know the curious gossiping of Nichols's Literary Anecdotes, and

Illustrations, will remember how his pages are crowded with

letters and communications from members of Benet College.

The rallying point of these scholars and of many other Uni-

versity men of like mind was the celebrated Library, the nucleus

of which was the unique collection of MSS. bequeathed to his

College by Matthew Parker. These renowned volumes were

uncomfortably packed in a room over the old Chapel of Corpus.
Zacharias Conrad von Uffenbach, who like many another

scholar climbed the narrow staircase to inspect the manuscripta,

speaks of the Library-room as
"
rather to be called a prison

than a chamber."

It may be added that there was another staircase leading
from the old book-room down (through a quaint gallery which

Wilkins, alas ! destroyed) to the Master's Lodge in the S.E.

corner of the Old Court.

With this staircase and gallery there is handed down a

pathetic story thus told by Dr. Lamb : "Mr. Betts of Diss,

in Norfolk, a fellow-commoner, paid his addresses to [the only
and motherless daughter of Dr. Spencer, the Master of Corpus,]
a young lady [then in her seventeenth year], and she used to

meet him privately in the College Library, which communicated
with the Lodge, when her father was abroad

; being once sur-

prised by his coming home unexpectedly she was put into such

an affright, as she never after recovered, and it was thought to

have been the occasion of her death."

Other accounts of
"
the Corpus Ghost "

have, however, been

told. And recent students and recent college authorities have

their version !

Literary and scientific associations are linked with our

Society. When Christopher Marlowe and John Fletcher, the
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poets, were members of the
" Old House," there were frequently

dramatic performances in the Hall or in the Lecture Room
under the shadow of the Tower of St. Benet's

; though it must
be confessed that we learn of these interludes chiefly from

reports of riotous proceedings which interrupted them records

remaining of tumults on no fewer than three such occasions.

Turning to more serious literary questions. It was a Fellow

of Corpus, Dr. Rawley, who was chaplain to
"
Lord Bacon "

and editor of certain of his works. It was a Master of the

College the Dr. Spencer of the tragic story told above
whom Professor Robertson Smith described as

"
one of

the greatest of English Theologians whose Latin work on

the ritual laws of the Hebrews may justly be said to have laid

the foundations of the science of Comparative Religion, and in

its special subject, in spite of certain defects that could hardly
have been avoided at the time it was composed, still remains

by far the most important book on the religious antiquities of

the Hebrews."

In matters scientific, it may be noted that in the eighteenth

century some members of the College set up a Laboratory in

the Old Court. Here, doubtless, the three first Professors of

Chemistry experimented, and here, perhaps, to give a homely
illustration Stephen Hales suggested the placing of an inverted

cup in the pie-dish !

This was about the time when some of the foremost classical

and mathematical scholars in the University were members of

Corpus. Of one of these, his brother, the poet of Olney,
VfTT*/*\4' f* " He graced a College, in which order yet

Was sacred ; and was honour'd, lov'd, and wept
By more than one, themselves conspicuous there."

H. P. S.
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KING'S COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE

HT^HE confiscation during the French wars of the lands held in

England by French monasteries not the first confiscation,

but, as it proved, the final one put into the hands of Henry
VI an immense amount of property. A less devout prince

would not have scrupled to dispose of it to his own advantage :

but Henry felt that he dared not divert it wholly from religious

uses
;
and since he had been born on the Feast of St. Nicholas,

the patron of children and of clerks, it seemed to him appro-

priate to employ at least a portion of this wealth to the

foundation and endowment of collegiate institutions where

true religion might be taught, and perpetual remembrance

made, in the sacrifice of the Mass, of him who may above

others be rightly called a pious founder.

Accordingly in 1440 the first steps were taken for the

foundation of the College of Eton, and in the following year a

site on the north side of the present Chapel was purchased,
which the sister College in Cambridge was to occupy. The

foundation at first contemplated was but a small one. Almost

simultaneously with its inception, the King's ideas began to

grow. In 1443 he set on foot negotiations for the acquisition

of a far larger site to the south of the former one a purchase
which it would have been impossible for any but a King to

accomplish : for the main street of Cambridge (not to speak
of many smaller ways) ran through it, and the land was parcelled

out among numberless private proprietors. Nevertheless, the
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ground was eventually secured, and conveyed to the College
in 1449. Upon this enlarged site Henry had intended to erect

what one may describe as a copy of New College, Oxford, with

its every dimension immensely increased. But of this design,

which would have produced the stateliest college in the world,

one fragment only was ever completed, namely, the unrivalled

Chapel. Even of this a comparatively small portion was built

during the founder's lifetime. The members of the College

lived in the small court north of the Chapel, which continued

to be the sole living-place of Fellows and Scholars down to

about the year 1731, when the great classical block known as

Gibbs's building, to the south of the Chapel, came into use.

The " Old Court
" on the north was sold to the University in

1829, and for the most part demolished. The remains are

incorporated into the University Library.
A further step was taken toward carrying out something

of the founder's design when the screen on the east of the

court, and the whole range of buildings along the south side,

including Hall, Library, and Provost's Lodge, were built (from
the designs of William Wilkins) in the

"
Gothic taste

"
in the

years 1824 to 1828 or 9. Sir Gilbert Scott, Mr. W. M. Fawcett,
Mr. G. F. Bodley, and Sir Aston Webb have designed and

carried out in subsequent years additional buildings of varying

degrees of importance, that by Mr. Bodley on the river front

being the most considerable.

We have spoken of the Chapel as unrivalled : indeed, no

structure of its class approaches it in dimensions or in richness of

decoration. Three great features of its internal equipment,
the elaborate vaulting, the magnificent Renaissance screen,

stalls, and organ-case, and, perhaps best of all, the series of

windows untouched by Puritan devastators, mark it out at
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once among English buildings. Two of them, the woodwork

and the windows, are doubtless by foreign hands
;
the former

most probably Italian : the latter designed by an Antwerp artist

and executed by Flemings resident in London. Their subjects

afford what is comparatively rare in such works, a continuous

series of subjects the Life of the Virgin and of Christ illustrated

by types from the Old Testament and other sources. An

interruption or digression occurs towards the end of the cycle,

where three windows are devoted to subjects from the Acts of

the Apostles. The glass in the west window, designed by
Messrs. Clayton and Bell, was inserted in 1879. In this con-

nection we must not omit to mention the existence of some

beautiful but less well preserved remains of painted glass in the

side-chapels.

A student of the woodwork will readily recognise that

the canopies of the stalls on the north and south sides of the

Choir are of later date than the lower part of the stalls.

They were, in fact, added, in imitation of those attached to

the organ-screen, in 1675-1678.

After all, the building can be trusted to make its own

impression on the visitor : and he will leave it, not unthankful,

we trust, to the three Henries the Sixth, Seventh, and Eighth
from whom it

" hath that beauty and lustre wherein we
now behold it."

He will be grateful also, as he passes into the court towards

the river, to the architect of Clare College, who has provided so

beautiful a pendant to the great Chapel and so fair a side to the

court.

The development of the constitution of King's College offers

no bad parallel to that of its buildings. Membership of the

College was confined by the founder to those who had been
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on the Foundation of Eton in other words, to those few of

the seventy Eton Collegers who could secure places among
the seventy members of King's.

Another peculiarity of the original Foundation was that it was

designed to be independent as far as possible of the University.

Its members were not compelled to enter for any University

disputations (or, in later years, examinations) for their degree.

The University officials, e.g., the Proctors, might not (and may
not to this day) exercise their functions within the College

precincts. Moreover, the College had papal permission to cele-

brate the Divine offices even when the kingdom lay under an

interdict, and to prove and register wills.

In the middle of the last century the College was thrown

open to the world, and its privileges with regard to degrees,

which had long unfavourably affected its intellectual life (con-

trary to the expectation of the founder), were given up. The

change has been (is it necessary to say it ?) beneficial, and the

deepest gratitude should be felt by all Kingsmen to the self-

denying generosity of those who inaugurated it. The ancient

connection with Eton survives in a healthier form, but wider

interests and a larger life have been opened to the College than

its founder had conceived of. Still, the old conditions had given
birth to great men. A large proportion of distinguished Cam-

bridge scholars in the sixteenth century were Kingsmen ;
and

an institution which has numbered among its sons Walsingham,
Walter Haddon, Croke the Grecian, Oughtred the mathema-

tician, and in later times Sir Robert Walpole, Lord Stratford

de Redcliffe, the historian Coxe, Archbishop Sumner, Charles

Simeon, William Johnson (Cory), and Henry Bradshaw, has

not been without its influence on English life and thought.

M. R. J.
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QUEENS' COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE

real founder of Queens' College was Andrew Dokett

a remarkable man to judge by what he accomplished,
but about whom our information is provokingly scanty. He
first appears in academical history as Principal of St. Bernard's

Hostel, one of the many student-hostels in Cambridge. In

1446 he obtained a charter from King Henry the Sixth, for the

incorporation of a College under the title of College of St.

Bernard, on a strip of ground extending from Trumpington
Street to a point in Milne Street, nearly opposite to the gateway
of Queens' College. The Society was to consist of no more than

a President and four Fellows
; but, the proposed site being

found inconveniently small, they returned the charter to the

King, praying for re-foundation elsewhere. No difficulties

were raised, part of the present site was acquired, and a new
charter was granted, August 21st, 1447. At this juncture
the Queen, Margaret of Anjou, preferred a petition to her

lord, praying him to grant unto his
" humble wif the founda-

cion and determinacion of the seid collage, to be called and

named the Quenes Collage of Sainte Margarete and Saint

Bernard." She goes on to say that she desires to see, beside

her husband's
"
collage roial of oure Lady and Saint Nicholas

"

the
"
so-called Quene's College. . .to laude and honneur of sexe

feminine like as two noble and devoute Countesses of Pembroke
and of Clare founded Pembroke Halle and Clare Halle."
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If we cannot claim Margaret of Anjou as an early assertor of

the Rights of Woman, she deserves grateful recognition as a

practical supporter of the cause of education. It is almost

needless to say that the King granted his wife's prayer and

that by letters patent under the Great Seal, dated March 30th,

1448, St. Bernard's College was replaced by The Queen's

College of St. Margaret and St. Bernard. Alas ! for the vanity

of human wishes ! The first buildings had scarcely reached

completion when the Wars of the Roses broke out, and the

reign of Henry and Margaret ended in a tragedy. But Dokett

survived :

"
a good and discreet man, who with no sordid but prudential! complyance

so poised himself in those dangerous times betwixt the successive kings of

Lancaster and York, that he procured the favour of both, and so prevailed

with Queen Elizabeth, wife to King Edward the Fourth, that she perfected

what her professed enemy had begun. A good-natur'd Lady, whose estate

(whilest a widow) being sequestered for the deliquency of her husband (things,

though not words, then in fashion) made her more merciful to the miseries of

others."

So says quaint Thomas Fuller, and his last sentence probably
tells the truth. Elizabeth Wydville had held Lancastrian

sympathies in her young days, her husband had fallen in battle

on that side, and she had been a lady-in-waiting to Queen

Margaret. It was, therefore, only natural that she should

complete what her mistress had begun. In 1465 the King
describes the College as

"
existing by virtue of the patronage

of Elizabeth, our most dear consort
;

" and ten years later

she gave the first statutes, describing herself in the preamble
as

"
the true foundress (vera fundatrix)" thereof. It is pleasant

to be able to record that Dokett did not die till November 4th,

1484.
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Queen Margaret lost no time in commencing the buildings
of the College. Of two contracts which have been preserved,

the earliest is dated April 14th, 1448, the day before the first

stone was laid in her name by her Chamberlain, Sir John
Wenlock. Her buildings have fortunately been little altered

;

but, as they have been fully described in the Introduction, it

will be unnecessary to say more about them in this place. It

should, however, be mentioned that the western range, washed

by the river (Plate 40), was originally about twenty-five feet

longer than at present. It was shortened in 1756, when "
the

ingenious Mr. Essex," the popular architect of the day, was

employed to erect the chambers in white brick which form the

angle next to Silver Street. It was at that time intended to

prolong his Building along the whole river front, but funds

happily ran short. The bridge from the cloisters to the walks

was built in 1749. It was not designed by Sir Isaac Newton,
who died in 1728, but by a Mr. Etheridge.

The latest historian of the College, Mr. J. H. Gray, has

pointed out the rare good fortune of the Society in having been

provided, at times of storm and stress, with men of capacity,
who enabled it to surmount all difficulties, and to maintain a

high academical position. Of this goodly throng there are two
who will always be selected as of pre-eminent distinction,

Bishop Fisher, and Desiderius Erasmus. The former was
President for four years (1504-1508), the latter, at his invitation,
came to the College in 1510 or 1511, and resided there for about
the same period. He became Lady Margaret's Reader in

Divinity, but unquestionably lectured on Greek, either before

he lectured on theology, or in addition to that subject. Sir

R. Jebb tells us that he
"
did not get many hearers, and was

rather disappointed ;
but some, at least, of his pupils were
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ardent
;
thus he describes Henry Bullock of Queens' as

'

working
hard at Greek.'

'

His rooms can still be seen. They were in

the square turret at the S.E. corner of the second Court. Here

we will again quote Jebb :

" When we try to imagine him in his rooms at Queens', we are not to

picture him as a popular teacher, with the youth of the University crowding
to learn from him ; his life there was that of a recluse student, in weak health,

whose surroundings were in some respects uncongenial to him, but who had

a group of devoted pupils, and some older friends. It was here that he began

revising the text of Jerome's works. But there is one labour above all that

entitles those rooms ... to be reckoned among the sacred places of literature.

It was there, in 1512, that the Lady Margaret Professor completed a collation

of the Greek Text of the New Testament. Four years later his edition, the

first ever published, appeared at Basle."

J. W. C.
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ST. CATHARINE'S COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE

OT. CATHARINE'S COLLEGE was founded in 1473 by
Robert Woodlark, Provost of King's College. It is

clear that King Henry VI, in whose favour Woodlark stood

high, had much to do with the inception of the foundation,

although the College was not formally opened till the next

reign.

St. Catharine's, during the first three hundred years of its

existence, drew its members and endowments mainly from

Yorkshire and East Anglia the Ramsdens of Yorkshire and
the Barnardistons of Suffolk being the most liberal of its

benefactors. Although the College was not at first greatly
affected by the Reformed doctrines, John Bradford, Chaplain
to Edward VI, who was burnt at Smithfield, was a scholar in

1548. Dr. Sandys, Master of the College, was Vice-Chancellor

in 1553. He was involved in the Lady Jane Grey plot, and

in company with the Duke of Northumberland was thrown

into the Tower. He was released, and in the next reign became

Archbishop of York. Another Master, John Overall, sub-

sequently Bishop of Norwich, was a leading member of the

Hampton Court Conference. During the first half of the

seventeenth century the College was distinctly Puritan in

character. Oliver Cromwell, second son of the Protector,
was admitted in 1640, and in the records such names as Bar-

nardiston, Capel, Claypoole, Rich and St. John frequently
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appear. William Spurstow was Master during the Common-
wealth. He was one of the five Puritan authors whose joint

initials formed the nom de guerre
"
Smectymnuus." He was

succeeded by John Lightfoot, the theologian and saintly divine.

Thomas Goodwin, who became President of Magdalen College,

Oxford, and attended the Protector on his death-bed, entered

in 1619, and John Ray, the naturalist, in 1644. James Shirley,

the dramatist, and Thomas Bancroft, the poet, were contem-

porary members of the College, and the latter speaks of their

happy companionship
"
under St. Catharine's wheel."

Other distinguished seventeenth century members of this
"
Aula Bella," as Fuller calls it, were John Strype, the historian

;

William Worts, a liberal University benefactor
; John

Eachard, the author of
" Grounds and Occasions of the Con-

tempt of the Clergy and Religion," during whose period of

mastership much rebuilding was completed ;
Sir William

Dawes, Bart., Archbishop of York, who, whilst Master, rebuilt

the Chapel ;
William Wotton, the author

;
Lord Cutts, poet

and soldier, whose courage became a by-word and earned

him the name of
' The Salamander

"
;
and Dr. Addenbrooke,

Dean of Lichfield, and founder of Addenbrooke' s Hospital.
Towards the close of the century two famous men entered

Benjamin Hoadly and Thomas Sherlock. They were rivals

as undergraduates, and in later years bitter opponents in the

historical Bangorian Controversy. Nevill Maskelyne, the

astronomer, and Joseph Milner, the Church historian, were

members in the eighteenth century. The College has always
had ecclesiastical tendencies, and the number of its members
who have been bishops is remarkable.

F. M. R.
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JESUS COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE

A CHARACTERISTIC difference has often been noted

between the College buildings of Oxford and those of

Cambridge. The type at Oxford, at least in the older Colleges,

is medieval and monastic
;

at Cambridge it is secular and
domestic. The difference is not wholly accounted for by the

greater antiquity of the Oxford buildings. Magdalen, Oxford,
founded in 1457, is as consciously retrospective and ecclesias-

tical in its plan and appearance as Queens', Cambridge, founded

two years earlier, is deliberately modelled on the pattern of the

baronial manor-house which was a new feature in the English
architecture of the fifteenth century. The dominant Chapel,
the cloistered quadrangle, the Refectory placed on an upper
floor are features typical alike of the monastery and the earlier

Oxford Colleges, but have hardly a counterpart at Cambridge.

Henry VFs great Chapel at King's is an exotic on Cambridge soil.

Jesus College alone at Cambridge preserves the type of the

medieval convent. It lies outside the town, overlooking
the town green that parts it from the river, and its situation

recalls that of Christ Church at Oxford. Both Colleges had
their origin in a Benedictine Nunnery, but, whereas the

Cathedral is the only portion of the buildings of St. Frideswide's

which survives in Christ Church, the ancient Nunnery of St.

Radegund remains in the cloister at Jesus, altered indeed in

outward view, but comparatively little impaired in substance.
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Far older than the University or its oldest College, the

Nunnery of St. Mary and St. Radegund to give it its full

title came into being in the early years of King Stephen's

reign. King Malcolm IV of Scotland, who, as Earl of Hunt-

ingdon, had local attachments and responsibilities, gave it the

site of its conventual Church on the Green Croft about the year
1160. The sisters planned a great Norman Church which they
did not complete until a century after it was begun. Its

dimensions were very different from those of the Chapel of

to-day. It was 190 feet in length. Its long nave, part of

which was used as a parish church, was flanked by aisles, and

there were chapels on either side of the presbytery. The

cloister was small, but that it did not lack dignity is shown

by the beautiful remains of the Chapter House which front its

eastern walk. Opposite the Church was the Refectory, raised

above a range of store-rooms, as was the usual monastic

practice. The nuns' dormitory was on the upper floor of the

range which contains the Chapter House : the lodging of the

Prioress was in the part occupied by the Master's Lodge, and

the Guest Hall and various offices of the Nunnery filled the

western side of the cloister.

Through good and evil report the Nunnery lasted for three

centuries and a half. Its dissolution was brought about not

by a levelling king but by a conservative bishop. The College

which Bishop Alcock planted on its site was meant to retain

the monastic tradition as far as was consistent with its absorp-
tion into the University. In 1496 it still seemed possible to

put new wine into old bottles. But in the generation which

succeeded Alcock the College was swept into the reforming tide

along with the rest of the University. Cranmer was one of its

earliest Fellows, and with its resident members he maintained
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the friendliest relations in the stormy times when he occupied
the see of Canterbury. Of Jesus men, Dr. Capon, the Master,
"
bilious

"
Bishop Bale, and Goodrich, Bishop of Ely, were

vehement in the Protestant cause. Queen Mary brought in a

Romanising Master from All Souls', Oxford, and for a space the

glories of the old ritual were revived in the Chapel. With
Elizabeth came a great

"
carrying of dust out of the Chapell,"

as the College accounts put the matter. St. Christopher with

his
"
dagge of yron

"
gave place to a pasted

"
table of y

e

commandements "
;

Genevan psalters were substituted for

antiphoners, and the College exchanged its broken chalice for

a new "
silver salt parcel gilt." Yet in Puritan days Jesus

was the least Puritan of Cambridge Colleges. It retained its

surplices when other Colleges discarded them as
"
superstitious

rags." St. Peter and St. Ignatius blazed in the Chapel panes
when saints and angels were obliterated by zealots elsewhere.

The pattern of sober Anglicanism, which was imprinted on it

by Archbishop Bancroft, who was a resident and tutor for

twenty years in Elizabeth's reign, became a tradition for two

centuries afterwards. When the Rebellion broke out the

Master was Dr. Sterne, afterwards Archbishop of York. He
was Laud's chaplain ;

he brought Laudian ritual and appoint-
ments into the Chapel ;

and he sent the College plate to King
Charles. The Parliament laid heavy hands on the College for

its malignancy. Sterne was imprisoned in the Tower, and
fourteen of the sixteen Fellows were

"
outed," and to fill their

places Covenanting successors were brought in from other

Colleges.

The Restoration brought its revenges ;
but at Jesus, as else-

where, vengeance reacted heavily on the victors. The doors

of the College were rigorously closed to the Nonconformist,
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and, in his absence, the Churchman preferred to stay away.
Few and dissolute were the students, dull and idle their

teachers. Nevertheless the time was not wholly barren. If it

was not a day of great causes, it produced some distinguished
men. Jortin and Wakefield, Hartley and Malthus, Archbishops

Herring and Hutton were all men furnished with ability in their

several kinds. But it is the genius of Laurence Sterne and

Samuel Taylor Coleridge which illumines the Georgian age in

Jesus history. If Jesus "dons" then were careless shepherds,

they had at least two pupils who, in their maturer days, looked

back with kindness on their old College. Tristram Shandy,
we may remember, was entered by his father

"
at Jesus College

in * *
*," and the innkeeper's wife, in the Tale of Slawken-

bergius, devoutly swore by Saint Radegunda. He gave clearer

evidence of his devotion to the College when he presented it

with the portrait of his great-grandfather, the Archbishop of

York. Coleridge, too, forgetting the "walls," the impositions,
the expulsion of his irregular undergraduate days, recalled

with lingering affection
"
the friendly cloisters and happy grove

of quiet, ever-honoured Jesus College, Cambridge."

A. G.
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CHRIST'S COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE

/CHRIST'S COLLEGE, like St. John's, owes its existence

to Margaret Beaufort, Countess of Richmond and

Derby, the mother of Henry VII. It took the place of an

earlier foundation called God's House, for which Henry VI
had granted a charter to a certain William Bingham, priest
of St. John Zachary in London. Bingham's gift of land was

supplemented by a royal benefaction of pensions from appro-

priated alien priories, seldom paid. At the beginning of the

sixteenth century God's House was in danger of extinction,

having only a few students living in tenements. But in 1505

the Lady Margaret came to the rescue. She re-founded and
re-endowed it on a much larger scale under the new name of

Christ's College, and erected on the site acquired by Bingham
the buildings which compose what is now the first court. In

so doing she followed the suggestion of her trusted friend and

adviser, Bishop Fisher, of Rochester, who showed his interest

in the work by personally supervising its execution.

For a long period Christ's ranked third in point of numbers

amongst the colleges of the University. John Leland, the

antiquary, was one of its earliest members, as was also Nicholas

Heath, afterwards Archbishop of York and Lord Chancellor.

Another future Archbishop of York, Edmund Grindal, resided

here for some time, but graduated from Pembroke, probably

finding his surroundings at Christ's uncongenial, for the attitude
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of the authorities towards the Reformation was distinctly

hostile. Two Masters of the College, John Watson and Cuth-

bert Scot, violently opposed it
;
and the latter, who became

Bishop of Chester in 1556, was a prominent leader of his party
in Parliament. He was deprived of his bishopric, and died

in exile at Louvain.

Queen Elizabeth visited Christ's during her stay at Cam-

bridge in 1564. Throughout most of her reign Puritanism

of an extreme type predominated in the College, many who
were educated here becoming men of renown in Puritan circles

as writers and preachers. The most notable name on the other

side is that of Richard Bancroft, Archbishop of Canterbury
in the next reign. After the accession of James a reaction

set in, due partly to an energetic Master, Valentine Gary, made

Bishop of Exeter in 1621, and partly to the well-known Joseph

Mead, who was not only a learned divine but for many years

a popular tutor. In the February of 1625 John Milton was

admitted. He resided continuously until he took his M.A.

degree in 1632, two years before the appearance of Comus,
but of his life here we know little. The subject of his Lycidas,

Edward King, was appointed a Fellow by royal mandate in

1630, and Lycidas first came out as a contribution to a collec-

tion of memorial verses published in 1638, a few months after

King's death. A venerable tree in the College garden, shown

to visitors as
"
Milton's mulberry tree," is still an object of

reverence. It has, however, no special connection with the

poet, being apparently the last survivor of a number bought
and set in the garden to gratify King James. Christ's claims

also two minor poets of that period, Francis Quarles and John

Cleveland, who had many admirers in their day. Amongst
Milton's contemporaries, though somewhat his junior, was the
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gallant Sir Charles Lucas, the Royalist leader in the defence

of Colchester. Denzil Holies, one of the five Members of

Parliament whom Charles I tried to arrest, had graduated
from here several years earlier.

One famous scholar, whose works are not yet lost in oblivion,

deserves mention. The great Hebraist, John Lightfoot, came

up to Christ's from Staffordshire when quite young, and

left the University at the age of nineteen in 1621, or there-

abouts. He cannot be said to have owed much to his
" alma

mater," and his immense learning was acquired far away from

Cambridge in the country, but the College has good reason to

reckon him in the number of its worthies. In 1643 he came
back to be Master of Catharine Hall.

The connection of the College with the little group known
as the Cambridge Platonists is interesting. Henry More,
a prolific writer of mystical treatises, held a Fellowship for

fifty years until his death in 1687. Ralph Cudworth, who

originally belonged to Emmanuel, became Master in 1654,

and died a year after More. He wrote here his True Intellectual

System of the Universe, of which only the first part was published
in 1678.

A pathetic incident occurred while he was Master. Sir

Thomas Baines, physician to the Embassy, died at Constan-

tinople. Both he and Sir John Finch, the Ambassador, were

old members of the College, and close friends. Sir John
had Baines' body embalmed, and sent it to Cambridge to

be buried in the Chapel. He returned to England himself

two years later, in 1682, was lavishly entertained by the Fellows

and Scholars when he visited Christ's, but within a few months

was laid by his friend's side. He was a munificent benefactor.

About this time the number of admissions began to decline,
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and the eighteenth century seems to have been, on the whole,
a period of stagnation. But two Christ's men became Arch-

bishops of Canterbury, Matthew Hutton and Frederick Corn-

wallis, while the excellent Beilby Porteous occupied successively
the sees of Chester and London. Edmund Law, Bishop of

Carlisle, Paley's patron, was a Fellow from 1727 to 1740, and
his son John, afterwards Bishop of Elphin, shared with Paley
the tutorial work of the College a generation later. Paley's

divinity lectures formed the groundwork of his Evidences

of Christianity.

After 1815 the numbers rose again and steadily advanced.

At that date, and for several years subsequently, the College
had a distinguished Master, Bishop Kaye, of Lincoln. It was
in his time that Charles Darwin was admitted, matriculating
in 1827. The record of the College in the Victorian period
was creditable, but in no way remarkable.

As regards the buildings, the first court is singularly charm-

ing, and the gate-tower, with its elaborate heraldic decorations,
is worthy of being ranked high among the best examples.
A second court was added in the seventeenth century, a third

twenty years ago. In 1875 the Hall underwent extensive

restoration, and a new Library has been built. The beautiful

gardens are justly celebrated.

Some of the finest gold plate in Cambridge belongs to

Christ's College. It was bequeathed by Margaret Beaufort to

the foundation she so constantly cherished.

H. W. R.
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ST. JOHN'S COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE

HPHE Hospital of St. John, founded in 1135, with whose

Master and Brethren the scholars of Bishop Balsham

had made their home from 1280 to 1284, was suppressed in

1510. By the zeal of John Fisher, Bishop of Rochester and

President of Queens', and by the bounty of Margaret, Countess

of Richmond and Derby, already foundress of Christ's, the

College of St. John the Evangelist was founded in place of the

Hospital in 1511, and opened in 1516. The Lady Margaret
died in 1509

;
but Fisher watched over the infant fortunes of

the College, and may be regarded as its co-founder.

At first the Society consisted of a Master, thirty-one Fellows,

and twenty-four Scholars, whose home was the present first

court. On the north side was the main building of the Hospital,
its chapel converted into the Chapel of the College, its western

portion turned into part of the Master's Lodge. An older

building, probably the earlier chapel and infirmary of the

Hospital, north of this, was made into chambers after 1586,

and removed in 1863. The thirteenth century piscina, now
in the Chapel, came from this building. The main entrance was

the gateway beneath the tower in the east range, with the

heraldic emblems of the foundress in its head. Nearly opposite,
in the west range, was the passage through the screens, with

the Hall on its right, and on its left the Buttery and Kitchen.

The south range was re-built in stone by Essex in 1772, and the
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north range was removed when the new Chapel was built.

The Library occupied the first floor south of the gateway in

the east range.
The College at once became the most active home of the

New Learning in the University. Roger Ascham speaks of the

perfection of his College in
"

all kinde of learnyng," and of the

debt which Trinity owed at its foundation to St. John's. Here

Ascham, Cheke, and Thomas Watson discussed in
"
many

pleasant talks togither," the principles of classical tragedy.
Under Mary, Watson became Master of the College, and later,

Bishop of Lincoln
;
Ascham kept his Fellowship ; Cheke, expelled

from the Provostship of King's and imprisoned, was compelled
to abjure his opinions, and died of grief. Watson, in his turn,

suffered twenty-five years of imprisonment under Elizabeth.

Puritanism, in Elizabeth's reign, was strong in St. John's, and
factions among the Fellows made the position of Master a serious

responsibility. But in the Chancellor of the University, Lord

Burghley, the College had a loyal son and protector. In 1598

the north side of the second court, with the Master's Gallery
on the first floor, was begun. A small quadrangle, built between

1528 and 1538 was removed to make room for the south range,

completed in 1602. Mary, Countess of Shrewsbury, whose

statue was set up in 1671 over the gateway in the west range,

provided most of the funds for the work. Misfortunes befell

her which hindered her from meeting the full cost. The

contractors, Ralph Symons and Gilbert Wigg, met with mis-

fortune in the execution of their contract. But the court

is a noble example of Elizabethan brick architecture, English
in general character, with symptoms of late Gothic influence,

and sparing touches of foreign detail in such instances as the

corbelling and strap-work cresting of the bay-windows. In
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1624 the north range was extended westwards by the building
of the new Library and its sub-structure, in a style reminiscent

of Gothic, but mixed with classical forms. The letters

I. L. C. S. (Joannes Lincolniensis Custos Sigilli) on the parapet
above the bay-window overlooking the river, commemorate
the chief benefactor, John Williams, Bishop of Lincoln,

and Lord Keeper. The third court, of which the Library
forms the north range, was finished between 1671 and 1674,

in a style which, though more definitely classical, has points
of compromise with the eclectic style of Williams' Library.
The centre of the west range was planned as an approach to a

bridge over the river, and now leads to the Bridge of Sighs.
The older stone bridge, however, was built on a different site

in 1696.

William Beale, Master 1633-44, was one of the three heads

of houses who suffered grievously for their loyalty. In 1644

the first court was turned into a prison for Royalists. The

Chapel was desecrated by Dowsing, and Puritan rule began.
At the Restoration, under Dr. Gunning, St. John's reverted

to Stewart and high-church principles. Three Johnians, Turner,

White, and Lake, were among the seven bishops in 1688
;
but

all three refused allegiance to William and Mary. The non-

juring Fellows, among them the historian of the College, Thomas

Baker, were ejected in 1717
;
but Baker still lived and worked

in his rooms in the third court. Under Dr. Powell, Master

1765-75, studies became more systematic, and the fame of

St. John's in mathematical science was established. In 1825-31

the new court across the river was built in that revived

Gothic style of which the architect, Mr. Rickman, was a famous

pioneer. His partner, Mr. Hutchinson, designed the Bridge
of Sighs. During the rule of Dr. Bateson. (1857-81) the Hall
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was lengthened to include the old Combination Room and part
of the Master's Lodge, and the foundation stone of the new

Chapel, of which Sir Gilbert Scott was architect, was laid in

1864. A new Master's Lodge was built in 1863 on ground
north of the Library, and the old Gallery was converted into

a large and small Combination Room. A range of chambers
and lecture-rooms, designed by Mr. F. C. Penrose, was built

in 1885 at right angles to the north ranges of the second and
third courts.

In scholarship and science St. John's, from its foundation,
has been among the first of Cambridge Colleges. To its great

junior, Trinity, it has given six masters, last, but not least, the

great Richard Bentley. Canterbury and Oxford are the only

English sees to which it has given no bishop. Among its

poets stands first and foremost Wordsworth. Burghley and

Palmerston are its chief statesmen. And, among its living

members, the name of John Eyton Bickersteth Mayor reminds

us that the example of Ascham and Cheke, and that company
of good wits which Dr. Metcalfe nourished in the College, is

still alive among its members.

A. H. T.
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MAGDALENE COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE

j\/r
AGDALENE COLLEGE, like Corpus Christi, cannot

point to any single individual as its first founder. It

was simply a monks' house or resting-place for Cambridge
students belonging to the Benedictines, and might at first

be regarded as merely a cell of Croyland Abbey. It was then

called Buckingham College, having received large benefactions

from the unfortunate Henry Duke of Buckingham, who was

beheaded for his part in Richmond's unsuccessful rising in

1483 : his son, Edward, who shared a similar fate, built the

Hall in 1519. Some antiquaries have believed that it was

his name the College bore : but as the expression
"
Buckingham

College
"

is found in 1483, it is more probable that it was the

work of the elder, who may possibly have constructed the

Chapel. At the Reformation the
" monks' college

"
was,

of course, dissolved with the parent abbey : and the College

was re-founded by the famous Chancellor, Lord Audley of

Warden : the charter of foundation, dated 1542, is still in

existence : and to this day his heirs are our hereditary Visitors

and have in their power the appointment of our Master. 1

Lord Audley provided for the College by the gift of various

pieces of property, of which the most important was the

1 This power is vested in the
"
possessor of Audley End," which was built

by Lord Audley's grandson, Earl of Suffolk, about 1603. The passing of the

property into the Neville family is due to a somewhat complicated piece of

genealogy, too long to give here.
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"
parsonage of St. Catherine, Christchurch, within Algate . . .

and all the great garden in the Parish of Botolphs in the tenure

of Carye." This was lost to the College by the action of the

third Master, Roger Kelke, a Johnian, and once, in Queen

Mary's reign, a Protestant refugee at Zurich : he and the

Fellows of his time let it to Queen Elizabeth and her heirs and

successors for 15 per annum, for the Genoese financier, Benedict

Spinola : the lease was illegal, for the Queen was "
a person,

body politic or corporate," to whom no lease longer than ten

years could be granted, but it has stood, and the consequence
is that Magdalene is now the poorest College in either Univer-

sity, whereas, if it still possessed this great property in the

heart of London, it would be nearly the richest. Several

attempts were made in Parliament in the seventeenth century

to get it back, but all failed. Even so late as the early years

of the last century Sir Samuel Romilly expressed the opinion

that the College might still have a case : but we now have very
little hope of ever recovering this great fortune.

The College shared in the general fortunes of the University

up to the Rebellion, taking an honourable place among the

smaller Cambridge Colleges ;
to their eternal honour, no less

than nine Fellows refused to take the
"
Solemn League and

Covenant," and suffered ejection : but the great seventeenth-

century figure is, of course, that of Samuel Pepys, the Diarist.

We know little of his life at Cambridge : almost the only entry

concerning him in the College books is both comic and sad.

On October 21, 1653, the tutor records that "Peapys and Hind
were solemnly admonished by myself and Mr. Hill for having
been scandalously overserved with drink the night before."

In the same year Pepys took his degree and " went down "
:

but he always retained a great affection for his old College, as
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is testified by many entries in his Diary, where he describes

how he used to come back to Cambridge and have "
very

handsome suppers
"

with his old friends. When he died in

1703, having no direct heirs, he left his famous library to a

nephew for life, and then to Magdalene : it is now preserved
in the College exactly as he left it the same books on the

same shelves, and in the same order as at the moment of his

death. It contains many volumes of the greatest rarity : besides

eight of the productions of Caxton's press and about seventy
medieval manuscripts, there are such treasures as volumes of

State and Admiralty papers, Sir Francis Drake's pocket-book,
the unique collection of Ballads, and, above all, the original

MS. of the immortal Diary itself. The building in the second

court was completed in his lifetime, and by the terms of his

will the library was there housed and the whole block received

the name of the
"
Bibliotheca Pepysiana."

Magdalene was again in trouble in the time of James II,

in the person of its Master, John Peachell, who was Vice-

Chancellor when the King wished a Roman Catholic to be

admitted to the degree of M.A. Considering that before this

even Mahometans had been admitted, waiving the usual oaths,
it must be admitted that it was somewhat stiff-necked of the

University to refuse the poor Benedictine : but at any rate

Peachell suffered for it, and was ejected. He returned again,

naturally enough, at the Revolution : but it must be admitted

that he was not an ideal Master, being an exceedingly bibulous

person. We had also the honour to have some of our Fellows

ejected in 1699 as Non-Jurors.
In the eighteenth century the feelings of the College took

another turn : it became one of the centres of the rising Evan-

gelical party. It was one of the regular jests of the University
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humorists of the time to comment upon the tea-drinking
habits of the Undergraduates, and from them Simeon drew

many members of his congregation. The "
character

"
of

a College seems to go in cycles : in the memory of only middle-

aged men Magdalene was credited with quite different aspira-

tions : it was in the middle of the last century and later

the great home of the hunting undergraduate, and of those

whose chief interest was in horses : it used to be another

joke about as well founded as the former, to tell how any

Magdalene man found in Hall on Newmarket Cup day was

promptly
"
gated."

Under the guidance of two of the Neville family (Dean
Neville-Grenville and the late Lord Braybrooke), Magdalene

passed the last century in
"
peace with honour

"
: it attracted

men both numerous and distinguished compared to the size

and poverty of the College. The two most famous names

among our members in the last century of strangely different

careers and fates were Charles Kingsley and Charles Stewart

Parnell. Mr. A. C. Benson is now one of the resident Fellows,

and here is the
"
College Window

" whose outlook gave a name
to his well-known book. At the present moment, under the

new Master (the Rev. S. A. Donaldson), formerly assistant-

master at Eton, it seems to be in an extremely flourishing

state
;

the numbers have more than doubled in the past five

years, and new buildings are rising between the second court

and the river, and we can look forward with every hope to

the future if we remember Pepys' motto, which stands in the

centre of the Library Building,
" Mens cujusque,is est quisque,"

and if we keep our founder's, which is over the Hall
"
Gardez

la Foy."
S. G.
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TRINITY COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE

'
I ""HOUGH Trinity, in chronological order of foundation,

appears late amongst the Colleges of Cambridge, for it is

only fourteenth amongst the sixteen which were founded before

the eighteenth century, it stands high in respect to the circum-

stances of its origin. No other College in the University but

King's claims a reigning monarch as its founder. As Henry
VI, in his double foundation of Eton and King's Colleges, fol-

lowed the example of William of Wykeham, so Henry VIII seems

to have emulated Wolsey's creation of the nobly-planned
"House" at Oxford (which the King had already appropriated),

by a no less munificent foundation at Cambridge. Moreover,

Trinity is not without a notable antecedent history, for it

embodied, both in site and constitution, two much older com-
munities. King's Hall, inaugurated by Edward II, and more

fully established by Edward III (who is generally regarded as

its founder), was taken as a ground-work by Henry ;
and

thus Trinity may claim two, if not three, Kings as founders.

For this reason it is that the statue of Edward III stands on
the face of the Clock Tower, which was in fact part of King's

Hall, though it was removed from its original site, and care-

fully re-erected in the year 1600. The statutes of King's Hall

show that the students were of higher birth and greater wealth

than was usual in medieval colleges, and there is ample evidence

that there was an unbroken continuity between the old and

new societies.
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A still older foundation, called Michael House, dating from

the reign of Edward II, was at the same time suppressed, and
its site and property appropriated for the new College, the

endowments of which were further increased by the property
of a dissolved Franciscan House which stood on the site of

Sidney Sussex. This foundation was Henry's last achieve-

ment, for he died in January, 1547, six weeks after the charter

was granted.
The buildings as we now see them have been a gradual

growth. King's Hah1

occupied the northern part of the Great

Court. The gate house, built early in the sixteenth century was

its entrance. The battlements and the figure of Henry VIII on

its front were later additions, but below the statue are the

armorials of Edward III and his sons and the legend EDWARDUS
TERTIUS FUNDATOR AULE REGIS

;
on the other side of the gate

were placed the statues of James I, Anne of Denmark and their

son Charles. The Chapel covers the same site as that of King's

Hall, though it was rebuilt and enlarged under the auspices
of the Queens Mary and Elizabeth.

It was under the rule of Thomas Nevile, who held the Master-

ship from 1599 to 1615, that the College assumed its present

aspect. He rebuilt most of the Great Court, partly at his

own expense, and it has been little altered since his time. The

fountain, a most charming specimen of Renaissance work,
dates from 1602, though it underwent some reconstruction in

1715. The Hall was the subject of much thought and care,

and after the inspection of many existing examples, Nevile's

architect, Ralph Symons, adopted the Middle Temple Hall,

built thirty years before, as his model. The panelled interior

with its two oriel windows at the upper end and the Minstrels'

Gallery above the richly carved screens is very fine, and during
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the last forty years many excellent portraits of College worthies

have been added to the older collection. The Master's Lodge

adjoins the Hall at its north end and is worthy of its great

traditions. The Queen's gate, on the south side of the Court,

was built in 1597 to balance King Edward's at the opposite
end. It has a statue of Queen Elizabeth on a niche in front.

The smaller court, known as Nevile's, is approached by the

semicircular flight of steps and the passage through the Hall

screens which emerges on the stone terrace or Tribune at the

back of the Hall. This court was the special creation of the

Master, and nearly half of each side was erected at his own

expense. It has been somewhat altered from its original

aspect by the substitution of a balustrade above the cornice

in place of ranges of dormer windows in the roof, which, with

the erection of Wren's Library at the further end, has given
a more classical air to the whole court : but it remains a

beautiful specimen of collegiate architecture, suggestive, with

its three covered walks rather of
"
the studious cloister's

pale," than of the youthful revels, more consonant with
"
L'Allegro

"
than

"
II Penseroso," which occasionally make

themselves heard through the first-floor windows. The under-

graduates' rooms have often been occupied by students of

noble family, and it was here that the late Prince Edward
"
kept

"
during the time that he was in residence at Cambridge.

On the south side of Nevile's Court is a portico opening into

the New Court, which was built in 1823-25 in the pseudo-gothic

style of the period. It has no architectural pretensions, but

has a light and cheerful appearance, and the rooms are well

arranged. The gate on its western side leads out into
" The

Backs "
across the bridge and along the ancient avenue of

limes, beside which lie large paddocks, devoted to lawn tennis.
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Beyond the iron gates at the further end of the avenue are

the Fellows' Gardens, and further still the College cricket

grounds.
The eastern gate of New Court leads to the Bishop's

Hostel, an example of Wren's earlier work in brick and stone.

In former years it had a gloomy and forbidding look, but the

College wisely rejected a suggestion to demolish it, and it

remains with some reparation and enlargement, which have

in no wise injured the original work, a very interesting and
now attractive portion of the College buildings.

The only other residential courts are those known as

Whewell's. They have a frontage on Trinity Street opposite
to the Great Gate. This important addition to the College,

which was built at the expense of Dr. Whewell (Master from

1840-1866), was originally known as the Master's Hostel. It

was completed after his death, and now forms two courts

which, though rather contracted in area, are excellently
constructed and provide rooms for about 100 undergraduates.

Amongst the Masters of the College, Nevile and Whewell
stand out conspicuously as benefactors. Of others, and of

the many eminent men in Church and State, in Scholarship,

Science, Letters, and Law who have reflected lustre on their

College I have not space to speak. The names of many of

them, and much other interesting information will be found in

the short history of the College written by one of its Fellows,

Mr. W. W. Rouse Ball, to whom on this account and many
others, its non-resident members have reason to be grateful.

E. B.
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GONVILLE AND CAIUS COLLEGE,
CAMBRIDGE

'"T^HIS College is due to the generosity of Edmund Gonville,

Rector of Terrington, near King's Lynn, who, in 1349,

founded a College of twenty Scholars in dialectics and other

sciences, on a small site behind St. Botolph's Church. Gonville

died in 1351, leaving the completion of his design to his friend

and executor, William Bateman, Bishop of Norwich, then busy
with his own foundation of Trinity Hall. He found time,

however, before his death at Avignon in 1355, to draw up
statutes for Gonville' s scholars, and to remove them to a more

commodious site near his own College. This piece of ground
on which the inner quadrangle of Gonville and Caius College,

with the Hall, Library, Master's Lodge and Garden, now stands

had fortunately two very substantial stone houses, dating

probably from Norman days, on its north border. These houses

provided suitable accommodation for Gonville' s scholars for

many a long year the other buildings, including a Chapel,

being added very gradually. Gonville wished it to be called
" The Hall of the Annunciation of the Blessed Virgin," but the

popular voice dubbed it Gonville, or Gunnel, Hall. Dr. Caius,

in after days, spoke of it pathetically as
"
this poor House,"

but it does not seem to have stood much in need of his

compassion.
In 1529 John Kees son to Robert Kees, a citizen of Norwich,

but of Yorkshire origin became a student of Gonville Hall.
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He was "
a small and very studious youth," says Dr. Venn,

from whose History we borrow largely, and, to judge by what
befel in after-life, shy, self-centred, and generally misunderstood.

His name occurs in ten different forms, the last of which, the

latinised Caius, has now superseded the rest. In 1533 he pro-
ceeded to the B.A. degree and was elected Fellow. He is said

to have achieved considerable distinction in mathematics, but

he was unquestionably a diligent student of Greek, Hebrew, and

theology. Perhaps he felt some vocation for the priesthood,
and then, having no sympathy with the Reformation, exchanged
theology for medicine. However this may be, he went to Padua
in 1539, where his principal teachers were Montanus in medicine,
and Vesalius in anatomy. There he spent four years, in the

course of which he not only received the degree of M.D., but

lectured on the Greek text of the philosophy and logic of

Aristotle. On leaving Padua he travelled through Italy,

Germany, and Switzerland, returning to England, after an

absence of six years, in 1545. His foreign experience had fitted

him for the work of his life, and he at once settled in London,
to practise as a physician. He was elected a Fellow of the Royal

College of Physicians in 1547, and President in 1555, an office

which he held on many subsequent occasions. He was also

chosen to attend Edward VI, Mary, and Elizabeth a proof
that his reputation as a physician must have been of the highest.

Further, he lectured on Anatomy, and gave demonstrations,
in the Hall of the Barber-Surgeons.

His public life in London, did not, however, absorb all his

thoughts ;
for in 1557 he approached his College with a scheme

for a large increase in the endowment. He proposed to found

three Fellowships and twenty Scholarships, and to give to the

Society three manors, by which their income would be almost
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doubled. He was hailed as second founder, his name was
added to the designation of the College, and after a solemn

banquet, in the course of which he explained the symbolism
of a cushion, a caduceus, a salver, and a book of statutes which

he gave to the Society, the Vice-Chancellor, in the name of the

University, offered him the degree of Doctor of Medicine. A
few months later, January 24th, 1558-9, he was elected Master.

It is sad to have to record that his Mastership was far from

successful. As Dr. Venn says :

" Several causes contributed to this result. Though not old, as we should

now reckon, he was prematurely aged, of somewhat feeble health, and appar-

ently of gloomy and irritable constitution. He was a great admirer of the

past, with little sympathy for new views, whether religious, political, or educa-

tional. In fact there is no reason to believe that he ever ceased to be at heart

a decided Roman Catholic. The Fellows, mostly if not entirely, were Puritans,

and apparently narrow-minded and bitter in spirit. They were also very

young . . . not one of them was over twenty-four, in the year 1564, when the

quarrel was at its height, and their average age was but twenty-two."

The devotion of Caius to his College was not affected in the

least by his squabbles with the Fellows. While the storm was

raging at the very door of his Lodging, he was calmly engaged
in purchasing the ground on which Caius Court and Tree Court

stand
;

or in planning his new and most original buildings,
The first stone was laid, with due ceremonial, May 5th, 1565.

at four o'clock in the morning. It bore the words, 10. CAIVS.

POSVIT SAPIENTLE. The buildings comprise two parallel ranges
of chambers in two floors with garrets above. On the north is

the south side of Gonville's Court
;
on the south a wall. (See

Introduction.) The gates were designed with great architec-

tural skill, and that attention to symbolism so dear to Caius.

The College was entered from the street by the Gate of
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Humility a mere doorway in a wall, ornamented with classical

mouldings. In the spirit of Humility a student was to tread

the avenue leading to the Gate of Virtue, through which he

obtained access to Caius Court. In the spandrils are set forth

the inducements to follow Virtue's guidance a wreath and a

palm branch, a purse and a cornucopia. Lastly, he would

pass, had he been mindful to follow Virtue in the spirit of

Humility, through the Gate of Honour to the Schools, where a

degree the University's wreath and palm would be conferred

upon him.

These splendid gifts were of no avail in disarming the hos-

tility of the Fellows nay rather, it grew more bitter. At last,

in December, 1572, aided, as it would appear by Puritanical

influence in high places, they organized a pillage of the Master's

Lodge, to search for what they called
"
popishe trumpery."

In this incredible as it sounds they were encouraged by the

presence of the Vice-Chancellor, Dr. Whitgift, Master of Trinity,

and Dr. Goad, Provost of King's. For three hours they rum-

maged, the Master standing by, powerless to stop them, and

what they could not burn they smashed with hammers.

Probably many objects of great interest, given by Bateman

to Gonville Hall, disappeared in this outburst of iconoclastic

vulgarity.

This last outrage exhausted the long-suffering of the Master

he retired to London soon afterwards and returned in the

following June only to resign. He died in London, utterly

worn out, July 29th, 1573, at the age of sixty-three.

This victim of persecution was the man to whom, more

than to any other, the University is beholden for its Medical

School.

J. W. C.
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EMMANUEL COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE

,
in 1584, Queen Elizabeth gave to Sir Walter Mildmay,

her Chancellor of Exchequer, a licence under the Royal
Seal to establish, on the site of the ruined house of the Black

Friars, in Cambridge,
"
collegium perpetuum sacra theologies,

scientia, philosophies, bonarumque artium," she may have sur-

mised that his purpose was less comprehensive than it appeared.

Mildmay, in his statutes, was more explicit.
"

I wish all to

understand," he wrote,
"
that the one object which I set before

me was to render as many as possible fit for the administration

of the Divine Word and Sacraments," and he made some

provision for furthering the objects he had in view, although
no restriction was placed on the range of studies, nor any bar

raised against the admission of students not intended for the

Church.

Mildmay was a man of affairs : in London he had many
friends among the city merchants, and with their help he was
able to make decent provision for the early needs of his College,

by gifts of real property, to which, after three centuries, there

has accrued a generous
"
increment." And he showed great

wisdom in his choice of the first Master, Laurence Chaderton,
a man of strong but simple character, respected by his adver-

saries, revered by his pupils and friends, and a firm adherent

to that view of Church polity, which later became the creed of

the Puritan party in the State.
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Mildmay died about five years after the foundation of

Emmanuel, but Chaderton, resigning the Mastership in 1622,

after a tenure of thirty-eight years, lived for eighteen years
more in close connection with the College, and there is no doubt

that during his lifetime, and especially in the earlier stages of

the great controversy, the influence of Emmanuel in the country
was greater than at any later period, and probably greater than

that of any other College at the time. While the struggle was

still within the walls of the Church many members of the College

were among those who sought refuge in New England. John

Cotton, Nathaniel Ward, and Thomas Hooker were prominent

among the earliest rulers of the colony ;
when Newetowne was

selected as the site of the first College, its name was changed
to Cambridge, in compliment to Thomas Sheppard, who was

then the preacher there
;

best known of them all is John

Harvard, whose dying gift to the newly-founded College secured

for himself an everlasting memorial. Later on, the preachers,

whose fiery but uncouth eloquence stimulated the ardours of both

the Parliament and the Army, came largely from Emmanuel.

Nevertheless, although the College was predominantly

Puritan, it was not exclusively so, for it numbered among its

sons Bishop Hall, Lord Keeper Finch, Henry Earl of Holland,
and Archbishop Sancroft, while it is in no shifting political

category that we find the names of Jeremiah Horrox, the

astronomer, John Wallis, the mathematician, and Edmund

Castell, the author of the Lexicon Heptaglottum. A remarkable

group, the Cambridge Platonists, who sought to bring learning

and reason to bear upon the strict dogmatism of the Puritan

creed, were, most of them, members of Emmanuel, prominent

among them were Sterry, Cudworth, Whichcote and Culverwell.

Before the Restoration the College had fallen on evil days,
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the numbers had dwindled, the early enthusiasm had waned.

William Sancroft, afterwards Archbishop of Canterbury, became

Master in 1662, and in his short tenure of office he did much to

revive the corporate spirit, strengthening his staff by the election

of Fellows from other Colleges, and enlisting the genius of Wren
to plan the Chapel, Cloister, and Picture Gallery. The recovery,

however, was only for a time, the College again gradually sank

in reputation and in vigour, and the early years of the eighteenth

century were perhaps the dullest in its history. To this period,

however, belong William Law, author of The Serious Call,

Joshua Barnes, Professor of Greek, and Richard Dawes,
Classical Scholar and Schoolmaster.

The building of the Fellows' range in 1719 was a sign of

some recovery, and later, under William Richardson as Master,

and Henry Hubbard as Tutor, the College again began to make
for itself a name and reputation. It played its part in the

eighteenth century revival of polite letters, and for many years,

more particularly under Richard Farmer, Master from 1775

to 1797, it was the recognized home, in Cambridge, of cultured

Churchmen and Tories. Typical names of the period are

Richard Kurd, Bishop of Worcester, William Bennet, Bishop
of Cloyne, Sir William Cell, archaeologist, Charles Manners-

Sutton, Archbishop of Canterbury, and his brother Thomas,
Lord Chancellor of Ireland. There are also one or two, less

academic but more interesting : George Dyer, the friend of

Charles Lamb, Admiral Sir John Borlase Warren, and Samuel
Parr. Thomas Young, whose brilliant researches established

the wave theory of light, and who also discovered the key to the

Egyptian inscriptions, was admitted Fellow-commoner in 1797.

His earlier communications to the Royal Society were dated

from the College.
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Throughout the first half of the nineteenth century
Emmanuel did little more than maintain its reputation as a
"
gentlemanly college," admitting a large proportion of Fellow-

commoners, many of whom in after life occupied positions of

distinction in the State. The numbers remained small, the

foundation was still far from wealthy, and the obligations to

the pursuit of learning were carried somewhat lightly. In recent

years, however, under Dr. Phear (1871-1895), and the present

Master, there has been a remarkable growth in numbers, in

resources, and in reputation, and it may fairly be claimed for

the College that it is showing itself thoroughly alive to its

responsibilities as
" a place of education, religion, learning,

and research."

The foundation of Emmanuel College now consists of a

Master, sixteen Fellows, and thirty-six Scholars. In the

Easter Term of 1909 there were in residence, in addition to the

staff, thirty-four Bachelors of Arts, fourteen advanced students,
and 206 undergraduates, including scholars, exhibitioners, and

pensioners. In recent years the College has maintained a high

place in the lists of University Honours. The Boat Club has

for many years held a creditable position on the river, and the

College Clubs have a good record in other branches of athletics,
-

particularly, in the last few years, in Rugby Football.

Although the College possesses no famous gem of collegiate

architecture, the general arrangement of its buildings is pleasing,
and the University would certainly be poorer without Wren's

Chapel and Cloister, and the adjacent bit of Jacobean brickwork.

Old members of the College hold the paddock, the pond, and the

fine trees of the Fellows' Garden in ever dear remembrance.

J. B. P.
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SIDNEY SUSSEX COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE

'
I

VHE College of the Lady Frances Sidney, Countess of

Sussex, was founded on February 14th, 1596, by her

Executors, Henry Earl of Kent and Sir John Harrington. The
first Master was James Montagu, afterwards Bishop of Bath

and Wells, and then of Winchester. The space at our disposal

only allows of a glance at two chapters of the College history :

(I) The Civil War Period; (II) The Eighteenth Century.

(I) Oliver Cromwell was admitted as a Fellow-commoner
on April 23rd, 1616, two days before his seventeenth birthday.
The number of students was then about 120. Owing to his

father's death he was obliged to leave College after a year's

residence. The addition in a later hand to his admission-

entry in the College Register Hie fuit grandis ille impostor,

carnifex perditissimus, etc. is well known.

Other Sidney men prominent on the Parliamentary side

were : (1) Edward Montagu, second Earl of Manchester, General

of the Forces in the Associated Counties. He was also entrusted

with the duty of reforming the University and of ejecting

Fellows. Soon after his quarrel with Cromwell and his retire-

ment from his military command, he was appointed Chancellor

of the University. (2) Edward, second Lord Montagu, also

espoused the popular cause. (3) Thomas May, disappointed
of the Laureateship, joined the Parliamentary party, and wrote

the History of the Long Parliament.
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Many distinguished Royalists were at the College : (1)

Edward Noel, one of the first batch of Freshmen, afterwards

Lord Campden ; (2) George Goring, afterwards Earl of

Norwich
; (3) Montagu Bertie, Earl of Lindsey ; (4) Roger

L'Estrange, in soldiering the Don Quixote of the party,

afterwards serving the cause with a vigorous pen ; (5) William

Montagu, who devoted his large income as Abbot of St. Martin,

near Pontoise, to the service of English Royalists. Then

there were two stalwart literary champions of the party :

(6) Archbishop Bramhall, Primate of Ireland, and (7) Thomas

Fuller, the renowned historian. (8) The third Master, Samuel

Ward, was a martyr to the cause, done to death by imprison-
ment in St. John's College. He was liberated before the end.

Both in prison and afterwards he was lovingly tended by
his namesake, (9) Seth Ward, one of the Fellows, who, after

his ejection by Manchester, became Professor of Astronomy
at Oxford, and then successively Bishop of Exeter and of

Salisbury.

(II) As representatives of the College in the eighteenth century
we may mention two celebrated names in the history of English

Philosophy : (1) William Wollaston and (2) John Gay. Then
there are (3) the able but eccentric divine, Thomas Woolston

;

(4) William Pattison, the unfortunate poet ; (5) Richard

Reynolds, Bishop of Lincoln
; (6) John Garnett, Bishop of

Clogher ; (7) Thomas Twining, translator of Aristotle's

Poetics. In the twelve years 1783-1794 Sidney did wonders
in the Tripos. In the last of these years George Butler, after-

wards Headmaster of Harrow, was Senior Wrangler. Con-

temporary with him was James Tate, Headmaster of Richmond,
described by Sydney Smith as "a man dripping with Greek."

G. M. E.
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DOWNING COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE

A CROSS the Atlantic, in 1642, the then newborn College of

Harvard (the eldest daughter of Cambridge) conferred

her first degrees upon her first group of students. Amongst
them was one George Downing, destined to play a part in the

history of the Mother Country as a diplomatist of Cromwell's.

His name is perpetuated by Downing Street, Whitehall, so

famous in our political annals
;

for it stands on property that

was his. His mother was Lucy, sister of the first John Winthrop,
Governor of Massachusetts, who did more than any other man
to shape the nascent political institutions of North America.

In 1700 another George Downing, grandson of this first one,

was married at the early age of fifteen to his cousin, Mary
Forester, herself aged only thirteen. This ill-starred and child-

less union led the husband to secure the perpetuation of his

family name by devising the ultimate reversion of his Cambridge-
shire estates to found in the University of Cambridge a College
that should be called after him. On May 18th, 1807, the founda-

tion stone of this College was laid. The opportunity for making
a step in University reform was not lost

;
for the statutes of the

College permitted it to have married Fellows holding their

fellowships for a term of years only, and also to support Pro-

fessors charged with duties to the whole University. These

innovations were due to the younger Pitt.

George III urged that the style of the College buildings
should not be Gothic but Grecian

;
and he was obeyed. His
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grand-daughter, Queen Victoria, is also linked with its history

by having received private lessons in Constitutional Law from

Mr. Amos, a Professor of Downing. And our present King,

during his undergraduate career at Cambridge, was taught law

and history by Amos' s immediate successor, Professor Birkbeck.

Much legislative and legal work has been done by members
of the College. One of its earliest fellows, Lord Cranworth,
carried through Parliament some important statutes

;
and to

him we owe the establishment of penal servitude and of tickets-

of-leave.
" Take him for all in all," said Lord Selborne,

"
he

was one of the best Chancellors I have known"
;
and twice did

he hold that high office.

One of the most distinguished of the tutors of the College
was Richard Dawes, a pioneer of Elementary Education. Of

him George Eliot wrote in 1853 :

"
Last night I saw the first true

specimen of a man in the shape of a clergyman that I ever met

with, Dawes, Dean of Hereford. He has a face so intelligent and

benignant that children might grow good by looking at it."

Seventy-three years ago the College was described as "resting

placidly in green and level meadows which call to mind some

gentleman's park, far from towns, and noise, and intellectual

strife." In recent years the number of undergraduates has

rapidly multiplied : raising the College from the seventeenth

to the twelfth in the University. And their achievements in the

study of the natural sciences have been remarkable. By the

advance of University Reform, Downing has ceased to be

peculiar in those points which were its original attraction
;

but the lapse of time is clothing it with new attractiveness,

by developing the unique character of its local situation as a

park in the heart of a rapidly-growing town.

H. W. P. S.
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SELWYN COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE

CELWYN COLLEGE was founded in 1882 to perpetuate
the noble name and labours of George Augustus Selwyn,

the great Missionary Bishop whose courage and wisdom built

up the Church of New Zealand and gave fresh life to a great

English diocese when he was afterwards translated to the see

of Lichfield. By the terms of its royal charter, granted by
Queen Victoria, it was "

founded and constituted with the

special object and intent of providing persons desirous of

academical education, and willing to live economically, with a

College wherein sober living and high culture of the mind may
be combined with Christian training, based upon the principles

of the Church of England." The latest of the Colleges, it

represents in Cambridge the latter part of the nineteenth century,

as Downing represents the end of the eighteenth and Emmanuel
that of the sixteenth. The twenty-seven years of its existence

are a short span indeed, compared with the lives of some of

its elder sisters, but it is doubtful whether any of them could

show a greater growth within a like period from its foundation.

Starting with twenty-eight undergraduates, a tutor, and a

lecturer, and in buildings which consisted of two staircases, the

kitchens, and a temporary chapel and hall, it has now some

120 resident members, including a full teaching staff, and its

buildings are practically completed, with the exception of the

permanent library, which is needed to house the large and

valuable collection of books which it has acquired.
289
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The first Master (1882-1893) was the Hon. and Rev. A. T.

Lyttelton, afterwards Bishop of Southampton, by whom the

College was nursed and guided with a firm hand during those

critical years when its existence had to be justified and its

character to be formed. During the eleven years of his Master-

ship four new staircases and the Master's Lodge were built.

Under Bishop John Selwyn (1893-1898), son of Bishop G. A.

Selwyn, the Chapel was built and considerable internal develop-
ment took place. His buoyant and cheerful personality and

strong appreciation of the dignity and importance of the College

stimulated every member to realize his position in it. Thus

organized and inspired, the College was prepared, on the accession

of the third Master, Dr. A. F. Kirkpatrick (1898-1907), then

Regius Professor of Hebrew, to turn its energies in the direction

of academic success. During the short Mastership of the

Rev. R. Appleton (1907-1909), the fine range of buildings

comprising the Hall and Combination Room was erected on

the south side of the court. The newly-elected Master is

Dr. J. O. F. Murray.
It will readily be understood that a College whose history

is so short, and the majority of whose members are still young,
cannot point to a long series of great names among its alumni

such as some of its elder sisters can show. But many Selwyn
men are doing good work in most of the varied callings which

are adopted by University graduates, and one has already been

raised to the Episcopate.

L. A. B.

THE END

Printed by Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons, Ltd., Bath.
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BY THE SAME AUTHOR AND UNIFORM WITH THIS VOLUME

Lond Passed and R,onaon: rassea ana rassmg
A Pictorial Record of Destroyed and Threatened Buildings

With Seventy Illustrations by HANSLIP FLETCHER, and

Explanatory Notes by Philip Norman, Treas., S.A., Prof. W. R.

Lethaby, F.S.A., Walter Bell, Fredk. Fenn, G. Rutter Fletcher,

F.S.A., Frank Rutter, James Bone, Roger Ingpen, A. E.

Richardson, and Arthur Reynolds ; and an Introductory Chapter

by Arthur P. Nicholson.

"
Mr. Hanslip Fletcher has journeyed about the highways

and byways of London during recent years, and has made
at, sketches of streets and buildings threatened with demoli-
*P tion or change by the march of

'

improvement.' The
result is that in this volume he is able to give us seventy
beautiful views of scenes, exteriors and interiors, no
longer existing, or that are likely soon to be done away
with. Of Booksellers' Row, Wych Street, Clare Market,
Crosby Hall, and other places that are now but memories
we have here admirable artistic souvenirs, which should
be readily welcomed by those who would recall ancient
bits of the great city newly modernised. Of Clifford's

Inn, Cloth Fair, and other places we have in this volume
excellent views that should send some visitors to those

" Such pictures are good to

have." Evening Standard.

"
Mr. Hanslip Fletcher has

done excellent service by the

pictorial record he here provides
of the principal buildings which
have been, or are in danger of

being, destroyed. Indeed it is

only when the devastation of the
last twelve or fourteen years is

thus gathered together and

brought into view that it is

possible to realize how much has
been lost. Mr. Fletcher's draw-

ings have always caught with
wonderful success what we may
term the special spirit or

sentiment of the scenes he

delineates, and the old-world at-

mosphere which lingered around
them has been admirably and

accurately reproduced. The
picture of Clifford's Inn, for

example, which we reproduce,
could not be bettered for

photographic exactness or

antiquarian charm, and almost

every one of the drawings here
collected is equally commend-
able. To the present generation
the volume must needs be

interesting, but to future genera-
tions it will become invaluable
as a permanent witness of what
London, or, at least, the parts
here delineated, was like at the
end of the nineteenth century.

' '

Bookseller.

:

ARMS OF THE EARLS OF CLARE
(FROM CLARE MARKET)

picturesque places threatened with extinction. Mr.
Fletcher's drawings, in line and wash, are full of feeling
for the old spots, and should gain him the gratitude of
all lovers of old buildings who see them. There will,
we imagine, be but comparatively few of the people into
whose hands this book falls who will have seen all the
'

bits
'

here rescued so far as graphic art can rescue
them from oblivion, and many of these

'

bits
'

are
of

' London Passed.' But, as we have indicated, the
artist gives us many drawings also of places already
doomed, or not likely much longer to be left, and his
'

pictorial record of destroyed and threatened buildings
'

will, therefore, be found not only of present interest
but of permanent value. A beautiful and an interesting
book is this." Daily Telegraph.

" One feels that the authors
and artists who have colla-

borated to produce this book
have performed a necessary and
a pious duty. They have com-
piled here a pictorial record of
historical or notable London
buildings that have already been
destroyed or are now threatened
with destruction. Merely to turn
over these large, comfortable

pages, to read the notes by
different contributors on the

places that are gone or going,
and to glance at the admirable
black-and-white drawings that
illustrate these notes, moves one
to wonder what the builders
build one-half so picturesque or
so beautiful as the things they
destroy. Letterpress, illustra-

tions, and the quietly artistic

get up of this book make it,

both for its appearance and the
interest of its contents, a

wholly desirable possession."
Bookman.

"
Supplies a touchstone for

appreciation of the treasures and
charm of London prepared with
the

'

research of the historian,
the zeal of the antiquary, and
the knowledge of the architect
with an eye for colour.' The
illustrations are excellent, and
the list of contributors on the
ancient monuments and relics

commands a confidence which
further reading justifies . . .

very successful ... a handsome
book." Morning Post.
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ECCLESIOLOGY

ROODSCREENS AND
ROODLOFTS

BY

FREDERICK BLIGH BOND, F.R.I.B.A.

AND

THE REV. DOM BEDE CAMM, o.s.B.

With 88 full-page Collotype Plates, and upwards of 300 other Illustrations

in line and half-tone. In demy 4to. Cloth gilt. Two vols. 32s. net.

OODSCREENS and ROODLOFTS" is the outcome of seven years' study

and research in the history of screenwork on the part of Mr. Bond, and the

examination and comparison of surviving instances. In his discussion of the origin

and development of the Screen he has availed himself of the counsel of expert

liturgiologists and ecclesiologists ;
and as regards the architectural details of the

examples of screenwork shown he is himself an acknowledged expert.

His colleague, Dom Bede Camm, O.S.B., contributes a valuable monograph on the

panel paintings, of the Devonshire Screens, illustrated by an unique and wonderfully

complete collection of figures representing all the principal saints depicted, numbering

over ninety. This feature is of special value to the student of hagiology, and the

collection is as rare as it is interesting.

Chapters on the history and development of English Screenwork, the iconostasis

and the roodloft, are followed by chapters on Post-Reformation Screenwork, and the

iconography of screens.

It is believed that the authors have made a contribution of the first importance to

English Ecclesiology, while such a collection of beautiful pictures should of itself appeal

to many who make no claim to special knowledge of this particular subject.

"A magnificent worK." Evening Standard,

Jin Illustrated 'Prospectus may be had on application.
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